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St. I’oktland.

Eight Dollars

:

a

Year in

MAINE”STATE

THE

82

Rates or Advertising : One Inch of space,
engtli of column, constitutes a “square.”
8. 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continung every other (lav alter first week, 50 cents.
tfaif square, three insertions or less, 75 cents, one
week. $100; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements, |2 00 per square
50.
per week: three insertions or lt*s 81 Maine State
Advertisements inserted in the
Press" (which has a largo circulation in every part
of the Slate) for 81 00 per square lor first insertion,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
lias
1VO.

subsequent

per square for eacli

Address all

84 1-2 MIDDLE

103

5 Door, East of Temple 8t.,

PIPING.

J. El. HOOPER,

tf

ap21

U PI IO L8TERER

_TO

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

En-

Red Loangcx,
Chairs, Arc-

gy*Al] kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’69TT&Stf
boxed and matted.

Street,

G
Moulton
PORTLAND,

No.

—

WILL SELL ON

ap28__lw

House to Bent or Lease.
upper tenement of honsc No. 34 Emery St.,
consisting of six roomB, all very pleasantly situwith
Gas and Sobago Water, &c.
ated;
Inquire on the premises.
aprlOdtf_._WILLIAM H. GREEN.

THE

To Lei,

SHURTLEFF,

AHETAS

ME.,

—

COMMISSION

!

Rooms in the House of No. 17 Boyd street,
consisting of sitting room, kitchen and two
rooms. Gas and Sebago wate:, to a small
sleeping
fami y with no children. Apply to
_apl9tf___ D. F. GERTS.

FOUR

To Let.
ANK OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
oaavjg.ua.

ALL KINDS REAL ESTATE.
ALSO

—

Negotiate

Loans

—

Mortgages!

aprl6

dtf

MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,
HENRY F. T.

30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the court* in the District of oiumbia,
^ill attend to the prosecution of lairas fceiure the
court of Claim* and the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.
No.

w

JOST & KELLER,

FRESCO

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46

Exchange

St.

TWO

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing

4

a

quiet home

can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One or
two single gentlemeu can be aceomraodated also.

TO

Unquestionably
FAMILY

148 EXCHAIUiE ST.

j»n22tr
O. FOGG,

SEWING MACHINE
Law,

at

EXCHANGE ST.,
and

UiUll, OWAdU

1CCI,

CCUdl

UlIUl'l

Federal Sts.,)

For all

kinds of work, heavy

or

popular.

light, and the

most*

SMALL 1 lack and tan DOG.

A

sutiable

re-

A ward will be paid by retnrning same to 154
Spring Street.myl*3t
AGENTS.

feb27

FRED L. SMILEY, Gen. Agent.

_lw»

Lost.

Desirable House on Anderson
Street for Sale Cheap.
property No. 1 Anderson St. consisting of a
3 story House, containing 18 rooms ample closets, line cellar, good water. Property now rents for
$366 per annum. For particulars call on J. C
PROCTER, 93 Exchange street, or F. 0. BAILEY &
CO., 18 Exchange street.
ap26lf

THE

House Lots on Elm Street for Sale*
to suit purchasers, on the westerly side of
Elm Street, between Congress and Cumberland
streets. Apply to Wm. H. Jerris, Real Estate Agent
Cahoon Block, next Bast of City Hall.
April 24, 1873._
ap24d»3w

Hotel Property for Sale !

NO.

Coat,

WASTED

mario

situated on public
on Railroad 25
miles from Boston. House is new and of modern
dance
38
and
contains
rooms,
hall, b lliards&c.
style,
Large stable, 30 stalls. Will be sold at a great barto
retire
from
business. Apply
owner
wishes
:
gain
D. C. PAGE, Northboro, Maes.
*o

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

PATENT

For Sale*
Gorham, about twenty minutes walk from the
a
House
and two acres of land, covered
Depot,
with apple trees bearing very choice fruit. As the
property must, be sold, it can be purchased for half of
what the buildings would cost.

IN

AT

SMITH, MORGAN &

BUTLER’S,

apr24__tf

A

Wanted
MAN who understands repairing Furniture.
Apply at 125 Federal St.

_tf

apr23

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO ItEJECTeodtf
CASES.

apro_ED

A

"PORTLAND"
MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY C. 8TAri.ES & SON,)

Marine, Stationary and Portable

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,
present “Lock-Stich” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S is reliable. economical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and
our

ENGINES,

STEAM

ANY KIND OF SEWING

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
C8r“New and Second-hand Engines for sale.

Needed in the Family can be done upon it with greater rapidity and ease of execution to begiuners than
can be accomplished on anv other.
It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-ns
Machiue—on both sides of the Atlantic.

Those who want llie best, should obtaiu

215 Commercial Street,
W, H, FESSENDEN.

E.
Civil

aprlttf

Portland, Me.

MAN acquainted with the subscription book
business to tako charge of Maine and employ
others to sell a Dev/ book. Must have a small capital. 10,000 copies can he sold the first year by the
right man. Address, stating experience, W. J. HOLLAND & CO., Springfield, Mass,
ap

dim

aprl2

Needles. &c.
Machine Stitching in all its branchoi done in the

best

GEO. E. COLA INS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Family Sewing Machine,
Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
All kinds ot Sewing Macniue Supplies, Silk, Thread

MAINE.

manner.

J.

ARTIST,

1..

310 CONG8E88 STREET,

perfection*
please.

IDEA,

For all of which no
All work .warranted to
Call and examine for yourselves.
mchl8dtf

163 Middle

St., Portland, Me.

mch31

d3m

of the Plkin.

charge will be made.

BABY CARRIAGES.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
5

Wanted.
PLEASANT room on Spring St.,
unfurnished.

janlOtt

vicinity,

or

Without board.
Address BOX 1336.

EDUCATIONAL.

J. II. LAMSOUf,

Street.

Copying and enlarging done

'0

All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retonebed
cord, by which new process we get rid cf freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfection* of the ikin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
work

^“Motto-Good

Price*.

Aim to

G. W.

and

n

307 Congress
c-pp site tM Park.

Will

am

h.

d
Ask for Whitney’s Patent Spring Carrirge. Every
one marked patented.
All otuery are immitations.
These Carriages cannot be tipped over. Every Carriage watranted nor. break.
Having been in the Baby Carriage business for the
past 18 >ears, we are confident that we understand
our business, and know whose carriages are the best.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Phinney.

At the Lowest ]

C.

Surgeon,

I>A

s_

St., JPortland.
mail5dtf
Jab. L. Lombard.

PHINNEY & LOMBARD,
Real Estate & Loans,
No. 153 La Salle

Byron
140 Biildlr

«rnnd

mnilrfor sion-rcsiduntM.
and their inter**a 1m carefully attended to.
Hnfp inminirnu

References:—Chas. B. Sawyer, Pres. 5>h Nat’l
Bauk, Chicago; Chas. H. Mathews, Capitalist, Schenedady, m. Y. ; J. ?. Winsl w & Co., Pot Hand, Me.;
8 A. Biigii»f Vice-Pros. Franklin Bank, Cb.ca«o;
G. H. Hnsm*r, Lcckport, N. Y.; Phinuey & Jackson.

apil2dtf

Portland. Me.

1

Military,

.tytrccif

Army,

Masonic,

hats,

I

DENNETT,

Counsellor at

Law,

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.
tf

janlO

"BOSS

&

STURDIVANT,

tV HO EES ALE COAL

DEALERS

179 Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment ol
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
ilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitta ton
Goals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
any point desired.
p-»rt of sbimnent
tfapr27

j.

mThe

ENGER,

PIANO-FORTE TUNER

made to order,
E3?“-A.t the Lowest
Prices.rJSS
apr4tf

One of the very best stands in the city
for a Druggist, is on the corner of Fore
and India Streets, which is
for Sale.

REPAIRER.

now

offered

For particulars inquire immediately of
Lnfkin & Co., No. 2 Woodman Block.
MRS. ELIZA A. CUSHMAN.
Portland, Aptil 15,1873.
aprl'dtf

PLASTER
f.AA TONS GROUND

tH/iJ

sale in barrels

or

LAND
bulk at

PLASTER for
the lowest «,ish

price by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
te_._
Notice.
HEREBY given that I have this day given my
ward Francis Stevens liberty to trade and act 4>t
himself, an l I shall not claim any of his earnings nor
pay any of his debts after this date,
FREEMAN HARDING, Guardian.
Gorham April 22. 1873.
apr28*3w

IS

but will be taught if desired.
The evening Instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to
such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &cM will also he introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
feb!9tf
Farley, No. 4Exchangc street.

.'

I"'?*

The I»Iarr Farm for Sale or to Let.
in Scarborough, and for sale low. It
SITUATED
being a stock farm, any one desiring such would
do well to call and see it before purchasing else-

For Sale—Summer Resort

on

O

Our Great Millinery

good dwelling house with 12
rooms in good repair, a story and a
half store, good well of water, 22
acres of land, five in tillage, and the
__rest in wood and pastnre land; 28
young fruit trees, part in bearing order. The land
is very free from rocks and is situated close to the
seashore. A good chance to keep s ore
Enquire ot
CHAS. SAWYER,
123 Commercial St., Portland.
aPDtf

SALE.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.

lease lor

a term of years, the properSale,
ty belonging to the estate of Francis O Libby,
formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free

FOE

and
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY, I
Adm
FRANK W. LIBBY,
)

...

rs.

mar24

Farm for Sale

or

tf

Exchange.

A superior Hay Farm in the town
of Deering, three and a half miles
Com Portland.
Tills larm contains about 65 acres
_of excellent mowing land, -‘cut 60
tons of hay last season.” Good orchard near the
house.
Buildings consist of a two-story and a one-story
house, a new barn 40x80, with other ont-lmildings.
Also, farming toolB. Part of the purchase money
can lay on a mortgage, or will be
exchanged for a
house in the city, or a price of a vessel.
For further particulars enquire of GEORGE
SMITH, No. 13 Boyd St.
marlOtf

The “Limerick

House,”

The su^.-criber offers for sale his Hotel
pro] rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with plied and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and

every convenience for a f'rst-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for seeming
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner.
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
xnarl3dtf
Limerick, Me.

Grand Trunk

OF AND

DEALER

Lot contains 31,000 feet of land, with fine iiiit garden, cold, grapery, etc. Apply to
W-H. FESSENDEN,
2X5

mar6tf

Commercial Street.

For Sale.
house on State Street, occupied
fpnE
JL
dersigned. This
is
DriCK

and stone and

by the unthoroughly built of

house
has all modern conveniences.

Portland, Sep, lath,

ALLEN HAINES.
1872.

TENDERS
-r

FOR

SPRINGVALE.
WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the
jau31

wants to go

West

SAMUEL I>.
TEBBETS

For Sale.
fWIHE SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Plum c.
X in good condition with all apparatus necessii-.
or the business.
Apply to tbo proprietor at No 3a
Newbury street or to J REED, Brown’s Block cm
Brown
street.
Congre«s and
marsseodtf

a

few

46, and

©ver

43 &

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

STOCK!

will be received bv the undersigned up
to 5 o’clock on SATURDAY, the 3rd of May
1873, for the following Rolling Stock, viz:—*

TENDERS

GOODS!

To be Found, in Portland
Comprising many New

BLACK

ed

SILKS,

__tf

The best and Only Reliable One in
the Market.
in indispensable to Batchers, Provision
dealers,

teen cases.
For JJCEJSSE,

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,

consent.
JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY F. MCALLISTER,

EDWARD II. SARGENT.

v :».y

t

Merchants’

CITY BTIIXiUUSTG-, Fine

Street,

LHWISION, iUAINB.
LEWI8 0.
Jan 22

JOSEPH A.

JOHNSON,

JOHNSON,
dlynewe3m

-?—*--

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

NOTICE
heretofore existing under the firm
uel Rounds &
is
Sons,

consent.

name

of Sam-

this day dissolved by mutual
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. E. BOUNDS.

THE

a

copart-

RANDALL & McALISTER,
and

COAL

&

WOOD

Commercial

of
of all
Also

aprlC_

_dtf

Governmental

The

or

Congress Street,

kin<le,

Pilot Bread and Crackers
fancy, fresh and new.

and

Fruit and. Confectionery.
The subscriber

BRIEF and comprehensive view of the Government of the United States and of the State Goverumen: s, by J. B. Shnrtleff. Third Revised Edition
by Daui l N. Camp.
This volume commonds itself on account of its
comprehensiveness while it treats each topic briefly
and clearly; the value of such instruction can scarcely be overestimated. It gives a sketch of the history
and condition of the Colonies, the occasion of the
declaration oi independence, ana oi tno adoption oi
the Constitution; examines carefully the powers, legislative, executive and judicial, belonging to the government; describes the various departments with
thet functions, the relation of the States to each other and to the general government; the Qualifications,
duties and powers of officers, home and foreign. In
short, we have in a small, well-arranged volume, all
that is essential in order to understand the nature
and working of our republican institutions. While
important for the citizen, it is well adapted for the
higher classes in schools, and is usod by the New
York Board of Educatiou and clsowhere.
Copies
mailed on receipt of 75 cents, by the publishers.

A

St.

JOHN F. RANDALL.
HENRY, F. McALLIS’/ER.
roar29dtf

lity.
superior qu*both
common

having had thirty-six years experi-

practical baker, flatters himself that he
business, and invites the public to call and
see for themselves.
N. B.—Particular attention paid to making wed-

COLLINS & BROTHER,
370 Broadway, New York.
my9d«Srw4t

Spring Millinery

haud

keep constantly
sortment of all kinds of Carriages such
1HAVE
t
and
and

on

a

large as-

Phaeand two

as

no Top Bnggies, Express
wagons, and the side-spring business Wagon,
which for style and durability are not surpassed.
53r*Eor sale 10 per cent, cheaper than can bo purchased in the city, at
one .Top,

seat

JOHN

ADAMS’,
TT&S3m

KEWTAMARIM)ST
KEGS!

_dtf

Copartnership.

just received per “Hattie Wheel-

FINE driving, well broke and stylish four year
old COLT, with Sleigb, Harness and Robes for
at

PLITIN STREET

Congress Street,

OPPOSITE

PREBEE

UP

In

Notice to Ladies !

an

pensions by
1873, are no
virtue of such certificates, but new applications must
be made in all cases by parties desirous of availing
themselves ot the benefits of the law. Such application may be made in person and not otherwise, to
George H. Libby, by disabled soldiers or seamen, residents of the city, who have served and been credited
on the quota of Maine, by the widows ot such deceased soldiers or sailors, by the legal guardian of orphan
children of such deceased persons, and by the dependent mother or sister of such deceased persons, and no
others, on Saturday, May 3d, Monday, May 5th and
Saturday, May 10th, between the hour* of 2} and 5
o’clock, R. M., at tho Aldermen’s Room in Citv
Building.
Z. A. SMITH. I Committee on
E. H. DAVEIS, ( State Pension.
Argus and Advertiser copy.
~

or

putting Bosoms

PATEXU,

“Reinforced” Shirt Bosom

holding certificates under thoStato Pe n-

by

Agent.

into Old Shirts.

State Pensions.

PERSONS
sion Law of 1872. and continued in force
Act of
longer entitled to

and second

together and

&pl4

THE

d2w

apr28__

HOUSE,

STAIRS.

Making Shirts,

apr24

Is a great improvement on the common Bosom. DO
NOT CRACK OK SLIT OUT IN THE PutlTS:
will Iron much Smoother, and sot better tban tbe old
style. They need only be seen to be appreciated.
FOE

SALE BY

—

CORBY,
VICKERY A LEIGHTON,
EASTMAN BROTHERS,

Messrs. J. R.
“
“

E. A.

aprlG

MARRETT.
dlm&wlt

__

CO T TO IN
SEED

MEAL!

_lw.

IWass.

desirous to make proposals for this work
requested to apply to the undersigned at his office
No. n Clapp s Block, Congress street,
Portland, Me.,
or at No. 2 Bulflnch street, Boston.
Mass., for printed
forms, specifications and further information concernPersons

a

Sleigh for Sale

bargain. Apply

No. 286

2000

Bags Cotton Seed Meal
—FOB SALK BY—

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

tcb7__'ltf
Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED,

STABLES,

w*. lo Plans Street.

GEO. THOM,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.

TT

U. S. Engineer Office,

PORTLAND, Me.,

April 30,1S73.

WEBSTER
382

HANOVER

I
1

BOSTON!

The Proprietor having refitted and refurnished this
of thoseiv isHotel, respectfully solicits the patronage
Terms. Rooms
iting feoston on business or pleasureAmi fall hnurr!

Rooms without board,
St.- This h.use is within
Eastern Steamer Landings
125 rooms, .-very convenience
the management of Mr. Q.
must prove attractive to the travelCarriages In constant attendance and
the door.
mahl5eod3m
*9

Tier

eSh Si 75cfto
mlnntra'wllkifSlthe
SdnSsit It“cotalna
for comfort, ^dander
for

«r

RELYEaT

Ine public.
Horse Cars pass

dav.

flvi

OR

—

Dyed Brown, Black, Blue-Black
and Blue,
AND

apr30d6t

HOUSE^
ST.,

—

No

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.

Ripping required. Warranted not to crock.
AT FOSTER’S DYE
HOUSE,

mar21TT&Stt__

Cheapest

84 Uwiw St.

Book Stores

IN THE UNITED STATES.

OLD

Books bought, sold,

misled

are so

innocent

by

coinci-

;s in great danger. The book is a very good picture of the
French system of investigation in criminal
an

man

hv

Hrer lion

exchanged,

Stowe has collected interesting facts and statistics which she presents to her readers, as
the result of the careful experience of some
of the settlers in that State. The book is
tastefully printed illustrated and bound.
Published by J. E. O3good & Co., Boston.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
Biography ol Mrs. JT U. Conant, Ihe
World’s Medium of the Nineteenth Century, with Prefatory Remarks by Her.
Allen Pntman.
This is a remarkable book, which can hard-

ly fail

to meet with a welcome

reception from
its object is to
give an idea of what spfrit mediumship is. In
addition to the account of the peculiar experiences and trials incident to the early life and
development of this lady, messages purport
ing to come from departed human spirits, improvised poems, and invocations, or spirit
the

Spiritualists, especially;

as

to be found on its pages. The
the book
cannot tail to arrest the attention of the curl
are

prayers,

originality of the subject matter of

A fine steel-plate portrait of Mrs. Covolume.
Cloth, 324
pages; price, $1.50.
Published by William White & Co., 14 Hanover street, Boston.
Messrs. J. B. Ford <Jt Co-, New Tork, is-

ous.

in two neat, and substaitially bound
volumes, the 7th and 8th series of sermons
sue

by Mr. Beecher comprising those delivered in
the Plymouth pulpit during the year from
September 1871 to September 1872. The
prayers are also given that preceded and that
followed each discourse. Thus placing the
reader yet more perfectly within the influence
of the occasion.
It seems too trite for the saying, that there
are few preachers of the present time who
can bring truths home so sharply and so fully
as can Mr. Beecher, not alone by force of
eloquence, nor yet chiefly by powers of

searching thought, though
largely possessed of both, but by a remarkable understanding of human nature, accompanied,
or rather caused, by such entire sympathy
with it, as gives to him myriad personaliso

ties in one—he it

prayers set to music.
John Vf*t
April 26. 1873.
Fact* and Fancies) by Miss Sedgwick.
A new and exceedingly tasteful ed'tlon of
one of Alls* Scdgwiek’a excellent books for

children;

which

in the form of

gives,

pleasant

schoolroom, much
good advice and instruction for ita young
readers. The taste, talent and good sense

children.
Published by G. P. Putnam’* Sons, New
York. For sale by Loring, Wfepr*. A Harmon.
Johannes OInf, by Elisabeth de WiHkr
Translated front the German by F. K.

speak

as

a

child

a

A (let man
and

thought,

fll-lt

SPPTYI trk

as

a

man can

less

than this with these

and

more

before

sermons

us

oniy needful to anvolumes by Mr. Beecher

"mammon.”
For sale by Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
Kendoa Chillingly; By B. L. Bnlwcr,
Lord Lyttnn.
Another novel by this distinguished author,
written in his usual brilliaut and powerful
style. To the reader who should follow the
fortunes of its hero, as a narrative merely—
the romance would possess no little interest;

original theorizing
problems to which
Lord Lytton devoted so much thought.
“Xenelon Chillingly” is published by Harper Brothers, New York, and will he found
for sale in this city at the bookstore ot Messrs.
Loring, Short and Hannon.
much of the clever and
upon social and political

Aaeleat mad

Mo

lern.

By

Bey. Israel P.Wstm, B. B.

▲ practical and compact description of the
city of Jerusalem, in which is included a
sketch ofits

history, antiquities and principal
points of interest. To the excellent and minute accounts of tlife edifices, gateways, eta,
.of the Roly City, are added many eareftilly
prepared illustrations and maps, making the
volume very valuable as a guide to the traveller, or as serving to render more clear and
definite the knowledge of the student at
home.

Elliot, Blakeslec and Noyes; and Estes
and Lauriat, Boston.
Tha Tear. By B. C. Calcs worthy-ppl ij
Lm & Shepard.
Without aDy extravagant pretensions, our
old townsman, I). C. Coles worthy, has come
forth anew for the satisfaction of all who have
been familiar with his pleasant writings for
a whole generation.
With characteristic verses for every month
of the year, and for Christmas and the four
seasons, you are invited to follow him into
the woods and along the riverside and seashore, to look up and rejoice with all your
heart and all your strength, in the blue skies,
the overshadowing tree-tops, the singing of
birds and the rippling of waters. Can you refuse? I, for one, cannot, although hall
tongue-tied by his dedication, issued without
consent.

Not that I object to the dedication itself,
but I am a little afraid that what I am led to
say, both of the author and of his writings,
may be regarded as an illustration of the old

proverb.“you tickle me and I’ll scratch
wc cuuti

ate scratches if

nothing

you,”

mm bwuoiuci"

worse.

Many of these poems—we may as well call
them poems, for with all their simplicity and
homeliness at times, they are illuminated
with occasional flashes of genuine poetry, and
are absolutely golden, for their truthfulness
and familiar teachings. Take a samplo or

two in

some

thing*

mlei-iT’Orin/I

wa

THSIEIXAVEOI N NOTICES.

Though in the great business centre of
he city, the American House, Bostou, has forV suits of large, airy, quiet, and retired rooms
For families. This housj has no superior in
New England.
To enable nature to throw off that depreascaused by nervous affection, administer
Smolander's Duchu. It sustains and fortifies
the nerve structure, and also is the safest and
best medicine for the positive cure of kidney
on

bladder and glandular diseases, mental and
physical debility, diabetes,gravel, female weak
ness, uterine complaints, errors of youth, and
goneral prostration of the

system.

nervous

apr29-eodlw

_

You CAN BET YOUR BOTTOM DOLLAR—that
here exists no case of Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

Swellings,
Liniment,

or

Stiff

Joints,

the Centaur
will not alleviate

which

whit* wrapper,

ind cure.
Mark the difference.

It is the Centanr Lint-

nent, yellow wrapper, which is again placing
We
many used up horses in the harness.
not whether the case is Spavins, Sweeney,
Scratches, Strains, or any Swelling the effect
s simply wonderful.
10

:are

Children cry—for Pitcher’s Cantoris. It
the stomach, cures wind colio and
tauscsnatural sleep.
It is a substitute for

■egulates

aasior

on.

mayi-eodlwYwit

KOHLING
HAS GOT HI3

New

Goods

Style
FOB THE

—

—

& Summer of 1873.

Spring

exercised hk usual excellent Judgment, and

tic has

has selected the

BEST

THE AgSOBTMEET nCLCDES

COATINGS,
Of

German, French and Enirlisb
Manufacture, in Straights, Diagonal*. Hair Lines, Basket
and Diamond

this Department, if anywhore, Kohlfng thinks be

[n

can

SUIT

EVERYBODY.
UIS ASSORTMENT OF

SUITINGS

WHOLE
Embraces

soma

of the Nobbiest Designs
ciuced.
n
■

In fhll confidence
all forme, ho eprotds
tion of all.

ever

tntra- ,

■ —

m

that he can salt all tertee, and
thcee goods open to the Inepec-

fp ThMF Reed, will he nande ep in
liueUleaa netyr and in ■ perfect neamner.

W. H.

a

KOHLING,

99 EXCHANGE STREET.
<U>«_

l»

LAIiyPRY!

HEW

having assumed charge ofaoev

undersigned
and spacious Laundry would respectfullv
THE
to do washing for Steamthat he is
an-

prepared

nounce

Hotels, Families, Ac., with special tteinU*
pakl to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents* Shirts
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry Defcu* provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced help, the
Proprietor believe*he can guarantee perfect *mWm

ers,

tion to to his customers.

Locution, Bradbury’s Court, Entrance on Fore near India St.
JOHN SPENCER, Superintendent
Late Steward ot SPr John Brcoke, Boston
end Portland
U”*_
feMdlyt

Ship

Timberjmd Knees.
L «sasuar sas*?^
HAVE the largest and best stock o* stiWi

X

kimm

™

Hackmatack, Hardwood or

White
Oak Timber and Plank
at

the lowest caeh price..
I,

_

,,

Portland, Doc. 30,

proof.

TATLOB
U

1872.

165 middle Stmt,

aro flinging on the air
Their wealth of rich perfume:
It is their daily grateful prayer
From speechless lips of bloom.”
Apple blossoms of course. But agaiu:
“The bee is wandering from his fold
To revel with the flowers
And dandelions crowned
with gold
K u
Nod to the sunny hours.

n. A A. p. barling,

beautiful yon
waterfall,
t8.molt«n diver O’er

hapen

wall,

sparkling on the pebbly flo r.”
Qn’te of a niece with Leigh Hunt’s ‘■'loos-

Ci on I
u I pu re 1
ei.edce .of ptegee, Jet

and G

received Thread
HAVE
and
and

an

l

plain

Yack Laocs.
Gimps, Silks

new

ySto

trimmings. Oxyulxed, Metai
Tassels, GiCMitliw *nd Lace Veils,
Or «anten*s nn
Fichus and Scarfs.
dedlw&eod2w

apr2tt___
strum

*

ening silver," hey?

Goods, Ac.

~OOODS.

PMT

“The trees

Or

STOCK

Ever yet Exhibited in this City by Him.

but in addition to the merit which of course
belongs to it as a work of fictioo, it contains

or

nnrl

nmin

find passages of sweet and elevated tone.
German novels, however well translated they
may be, seem always far removed from American modes of life and ideas, and hardly become naturalized in our literature.
The
present volume will, however, be fonnd to
possess much merit and interest.
Published by Roberts Bros., Boston.
For
sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
From Messrs. T. B. Peterson £ Co., Phila
delphia, Pa., we have recived “Lord Hope’s
Choice” by Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, author of
“Fashion and Famine,” “The
Reigning
Belle,” etc., etc.; and “All for Love” by Miss
Eliza A. Dupuy, author of the “The Mysterious Guest” etc., etc. Both of these novels
are by well-known and
popular writers; and
admirers of the sensational will find in these
rolumes plenty of thrilling incident, and
itartling denouement, which will secure to
he books a large sale among that class of
readers.
For sale by Bailey & Noyes.

hu-

to be had—so much “friend” for so little

knowledge

which, amoDg

it is

we are aware

two

lio

put

enjoys—and so on through the range of
man experience.
We can hardly say

are

written with power

romance

in

child when he would

and yet

—

Banned.

away childish things. He knows sufferers by
what he suffers—joyful souls by all that he

or

for one cent per day.
culars. Agents wanted.
4LBERT COLBY & SONS,
llo exchange St, Portland, Mass.,
and 156 Baltimore StM Baltunnr
feb26
dAvtfwO

Ac., Ac., Ac.—in almost every page.
That he lias wonderfully improved of late,
in his versification, as wed as in his picturing
and famiUar tunes of thought, must be acknowledged: for in all those hundred pages
and more I find only one error to interfere
with the musical rhythm—the melodious
rythm, I should say.
The tendei mimosa at play p. 25’’.
Here,
to make out the cadence you are
obliged to
instead
of
say,
mi-mo-so, mi-mo-sa. or mimosa. which, of course, would be unforgivable
in anybody.
In a word, this little book will be, and
ought to be, most heartily welcomed by the
love- s o*' simple, sweet, household poetry—
the hymning of the fire-side and supper table

This attractive volume is made up of letters

written from Florida, in Mrs Stowe's own
fresh, unaffected aud vigorous style. It
abounds in vivid descriptions, touches of genuine humor, and warmhearted sympathy
with nature and mankind. The peculiarities
of the colored people are, of course, described
with the fidelity to nature that ha3 made
"Uncle Tom's Cabin” famous forever; the
glories of magnolia and orange bloom,the riv
ers and trees of Florida arc depicted in vivid
language; and in reply to many letters of inquiry in regard to the agricultural facilities,
advantages of climate etc., in Florida, Mrs.

loaned
Send three cents for ciror

I love to watch the sparkling snow,
That on the mountain lie*;
The shadows as they come and go.
Beneath our dark blue skies.

everywhere prevailing In Miss Sedgwick’s
writings, is toe well known to need special
commendation here, and the present relume
will prove very attractive to parents and

judge of inquiry

dences that

ray

log the same.

copartnership for the purpose of carrying on the
Mason Business in all its branches, under the firm
name of Green A Jordan, and arNnow ready to
attend to all calls In their lino. All caders left at
No. 113 Federal street. 31 Emery street, or No. 5
Lewis street, will receive prompt attention.
WILLIAM H. GREEN,
ALVIN JORDAN.
Portland, Me., April 21,1873,apr23-2w.

at a

New Sewing Machine

WM. ALLEN, JR.

(Masons and Builders.)

A

now

Crop Martinique Tamarinds, W. S. DYER,

New

Stand.

show a splendid stock of New MilThey
Goods in all the variety of styles, at very realinery
sonable prices. Bonnets and hats ready trimmed,
kept on hand. Also, bleaching and pressing done in
the best manner.
A good assortment of real hair
switches, and imitation of all kiuds. Ladies in want
of millinery or hair goods, will do well to call at
her Store.
aprl7
_dim
can

judge for yourself which Is the best.

T)R0P0SAL9 will be received at this office until 10
X o'clock A. M. on Friday, tlie 30th day of May
next, for about 6,500 cubic yards of dredging at the
Upper Falls of Merrlmac River, about three miles
above Haverhill, Mass.

Co.,
dealers
Coal & Wood, at the old stand of Samuel Rounds,
Sons, No. 36 Commercial Street.
They will settle all demands ot the late firm of
Samuel Rounds & SonB.
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT,

sale

their Old

Nearly opposite

All first-class Sewing Machines, new
hand. It will pay to examine all kinds

Hi
&

Horse and

Congress St.,

ROOMS

SAOCAEAPPA, ME.

124

327

NEAL’S,

PROPOSALS

gent

WE,

HI. If.

THOMAS HEARING. A«t.

Notice to Buyers of all
kinds Carriages.

apr29

—AT—

c

tive

yet

!

•

*

stories for the borne or

nounce

New

ence as a

ap28dlw

In-

structor.

A Co.

Also

Company,

A BOOK FOR EVERY CITIZEN.

For Dredgiag in Merrlmac River,

a

name

the nndersigned, have entered Into

personal inspection of

CONGRESS COR. BROWN STS.

the old 6tond of the late firm of

Copartnership Notice.

apro

a

•

•

author the story opens with a murder and is
mostly concerned with the detection of the
criminal. An omnicient detective and an ac-

nant embellishes the

_•

Coveil &

will continue the business of dealers in

undersigned
day formed copartunder the Arm
of Rounds, SarTHE&nership
and will continue the business of
have this

assort

^V

All are cordially invited to
stock.

1873.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

EESTATJR^YUSTT

and

PRICES !

W L S !
From the lowest to the best grades.

er,” and for sale by

RESTAUR A N T,

Strip-

our

—HAVING TAKEN THE—

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
wei nts d to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bn. of Fare shall be in keeping wi'h the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

prices
Market.

large and complete

S H

BIGHTS, &c., apply to
SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AGENT POD MAINE,
No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St.,

to wlum all applications should he made, and who
has full power to settle infringement?,
mchleodtf

at

bient of
K'.

ITHotel Keepers,

Grocers and Restaurants. 'Will
save more than its cost every Summer.
Butchers
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. Tho internal aris
such that a current ot cold air is kept
rangement
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this lias been fully teBted In
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eleli-

never

Silks, at very

ATTRACTIVE
A

of ^Copartnership.

Portland, March 27,

and Elegant varieties
in this market.

seen

Cheeked and

Co J. BRIDGES,
ap!5d3wManaging Director.

by mutual

D-A-Y,

BLACK and WHITE

Specifications and drawings can be seen at the Office of the Mechanical Supt. of the Company at
Mon real.
Tenders to state the numbers of each sort of car
and sets of trucks that can be delivered by tbe 1st of
October, 1873, and the price for each car and set of
trucks. Delivery will have to be made at Stratford
and Montreal.

Dissolution

Open

much below the

600 Cattle or Box Freight Car3.
200 Platform Cara.
2000 Sets of Tracks for Box Cars.
“
“
600
Platform “

solved

days.

-

DRY

DPHOLSTGRIIVG DONE TO ODDER,
»prl

A. S. LYMAM’S
Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

St.

One of the Best Assortments of

before

ding cake.

Exchange St.,

ally ferrets out the crime and the criminal.
The count when detected is allowed to kill
himself whereby he saves liis county much
expense. The notary who i3 especially active
in conducting the pursuit is in love with the
girl with whom the count eiopes. And after the count takes himself out of the way ho
marries her and thereby with due devotjon
saves her from the disgrace incident upon her
unfortunate situation.
Published by J. R. Osgood & Co., and for
sale by Bailey k Noyes.
Tbe Widow Ltronss by Eoiile Gaborlaa
Like the “Mystery of Orcival” by the same

cases.

>

Shall

knows his

sepl9-tt

TEBBETS" HOUSE,

We

—

Bread. Cake and Pastry

MATTRESSES, FEATHERS, &c.

fotTs ALE!

owner

will be in

T-H-I-S

IN

FURNITURE !

preternatural astuteness so
novels, of 'he detective who fin-

Published by J. R. Osgood & Co., and for
sale by Bailey & Noyes.

Temple

Railway Co.

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO., HAVINO

Manufacturers’

CO

api25-tf

leased the above store and fitted it up
as a first class bakery, we are prepared to furnish the public with

Real Estate for Sale.
HOUSE AND EOT NO. 76 STATE ST.,

each.

75c

prices.

Opening

FAlVrY litKPRV.

A

yd.^^

_

Portland, March 27th, 1873.

44

a

each.

HASSAN

They will settle all demands of the late firm

Che-

yd.

■

Itandall, McAllister

IV©.

mm

$1 25a yd.

25 to

and 25c

Towels, 8 to

Middle 6

129

60

bcague Island.

or

Bustles, 15,20

COOT A
o

in

common

Pnlniflfo

RANDALL, McALLISTER* & CO.,

where.

Apply at once corner of Middle and India Streets,
the premises.
aprl2dtjuul*

yd.

*.fA

:*

>

he loves and the

Stowe.

at

MANUFACTURERS

a

a

o

navigation

i,i’ucatiim-«“«■» «*»«“ •*

DRUGGISTS STMD
FOR SALE !

-AND-

Orders in the city or country will receive promp
attention. Address at U. 8.
Hotel, or 31 Temple St
feb13
eod3ni

on

convenient for two families. Gas and Sebago.
Now rents $525 per annum. Pleasant location and
good neighborhood. Can he had on favorable terms.
Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Gaboon Block.
aprl2dtf

£ A PS | ftW"’

_____

L. B.

commodious house

the westerly corner
of Cumberland and Anderson streets. Very

Firemen’s,

l Club.
J
caps and chapeaus.

jSt&ts?*on

*/-$

No. 3Q9

PORTLAND. ME.

Street,

CHICAGO.

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
3d. to be under
ana C. H. Farley;
.Instruction will be given every afternoon by Capt.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course

Sale!

Beal Estate.

Pleawc.nay 20

STOCKMAN. M. D.,

Ptiysici
_

Moderate

at

School i

Navigation

with fine shade trees. This is one oi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Oti^ Brown, Westbrook.
inar21tf

raar28

h

order.

term cf

good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced. 30 apple and pear trees, £ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

00

a

ME.

PORTLAND,

THE

mcr

to 23 cents

—OTHER GOODS IN OUR LINE.

ROLLING

Lost.
CITY HALL, on Friday evening, at the
Blues* Masquerade, part of a new Waterproof
seams
Cloak,
stayed with white tape. Another was
left in place of the one taken, which the owner can
have by calling at 143 Middle street with the one takfeb25
en through mistake.

Sun

yd.

All from 25 to 50 per cent, loss than regular

T

or

a

BriUiantlne,

Black

AND

A

A

d5mo

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Bright Plaids, 20

107 HIPPLE STREET.

A furnished

10 cents

Anstrian Cloth, solid colors, 38 cents

Linen

<

FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles fr<>m Portland; Honse and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

AT SCHUMACHER BBOI HERS.

No. 152 Middle

IioaaIt

FOR

Deering Block,

aprl6

aprl7-3w*

in the Town of West-

or on

Gen’l Agent for iUaine,

I« prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture^.' Rrmbrant, Medallion, Ar., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this proc®M we
Get rid of Freckles, Moles nnd other imextra

HA

Delaines,

Goods,

Next Door to City Kail.

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

No. 841-2 Middle Sreet.,
(near Canal Bant,
PORTLAND,

ONE

SILENT FEED

Surveyor,

& Land

Engineer

Will be sold

Two Nice House Dots for Sale.
on Pine Street, adjoining Capt. Geo. Knight
—40x100 feet, and on Emery, near Spring St., 54
x84. Terms favorable. Apply to W. H. Jerris, Real

A New House for

Reversible Ottoman Shawls, $3 50.

New Shades in Colored Alpaca, 38 to 62 eta

WANTED!

this school, will commence
MONDAY, MAY 5th, 1873.
Enquiry made at the School, corner of Casco and
Cnmberland Street.my2*9t

Agent.

have purchased

of

Shawls,

_’19dtf

CASCO STREE SEMINARY !

WHEELER & WILSON’S

JORDAN,

C.

Family

a

splendid stock

Stripe and Plaid Shawls, $2 00.

millinery,

WANTED!

House for Sale.

For Sale

Dress

ten years in the retail trade. Can givo the best of
references. Inquire at this Office.apr22*tf

square, two storied dwelling House No. 23
Waterville street; contains twelve finished
rooms.
This property is pleasantly located and will
he sold low to elose an estate. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent, corner Congress and Myrtle Sts.
(12w

Estate

a

we

Reversible Ottoman Shawls, $1 23.

Wanted.
SITUATION as a salesman or commercial
traveler, in a Boot and Shoe or Grocery estahlishment, >y a man who has had an experience of

A

>

—

apr-d&wtf

w

This practical and easily managed machine has now
stood the test of time and thorough expenmoDt; and
the thousands who ‘iave fortunately used ours,irankly give it the preference, as the very best, both in
tnfe country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now wit

of their great need of money

AT

Pressman Wanted

DANIEL C. EMERY.

without chilap30eodlw*

goods and of the latest styles

new

and colors.

Advantage

uprzoui

mch25dtf

A Superior Hay Farm, eight miles
from Portland on the roaa leading
from Portland to Buxton; a large
two-storv house, barn, stable, pig___house, a splendin cellar, cistern and
a good well of water, orchard, pear, grapes, and other fruit*: and all conveniences to make a good farm.
JOHN L. CURTIS,
South Gorham.
aplld&wlw* then If

ten minutes walk of the Preble House.
low. If not sold will be let to a family
dren, Enquire on the premises.

AGENTS,

74 MIDDLE, COB., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Taking

COAT MAKERS AT CHESLEY’S,

SALE7~

store rooms and
rooms,
Bridge.
closets, conveniently arranged for two families, a
good cellar nnder the whoie house. Has a full view
of the city and on the line of horse cars and within

d3m

These aro all

SMITH, MORGAN & BUTLER’S,

—

o

Day

a

INTEREST FOR MONEY.

Experienced
Pant and Test Makers

A

Assabet House, beautifully
THE
square in center of the village,

For Sale.

S^"Attends to all kinds of Patent business,

I

St.apr25dti

North

two story House and lot in Deering, next
A 13£ Exchange street, March
ANEW
to the Mission Chapel, North end Deering’s
the charge of Capt. Edward Breen
Has 15
besides

PORTLAND.

Cent

same

nr

Prices.

our

Mystery of Orcival by Emile Gaboriau.
This is a novel from the French with a very
intricate plot, The interest principally centers on the efforts of the Count de Tremerel,
who ha3 murdered his wife,to prevent the detection of the deed and oscape with the girl

"The winds n-plplng hoarse sn.1 loud
Through branches torn and bare.
That closer to each other crowd.
Swept bv the frosty air.
Clad in his mail, the dragon-fly
Sails flashing in the noonday ray*;
How bright the steel upon bis thigh I
As if he were a winged blaze.

The

_

apr25-dtf

ap22__

ST.,

80 MIDDLE

Look at

Paying

will

a sum

Cor. Middle & Market Sts.

THE

Causes,

Dr.

of money, the finder
ONbeTHURSDAY
at this
suitable rewarded bv leaving* the
Office
34

apr28(13w

Gorham, April 15, 1873.

Counsellor at Law and in Patent

C/)l

^

41 CENTER STREET.
ap30

o

_

For further particulars enquire at

IUC

premises,
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange street.

tf

PORTLAND, ME.

Dealers

m

--

WILLIAn HEAR* CLIFFORD,

^

$10 Per Day Easily Made !

Liberal

pear and cherry trees.
apple,
on the
orol

same; with
terms. Inquire

FOR

TIic Best Known and Most Thorongrhly
Jested

CLOUDillAM,

(Comer of Exchange

guuu

HEW YORK!

Cor. Middle <Sc Market Sts,

FARM

XV

Z

—

A

For Sale.
in Westbrook, about six miles from Portland, near Jones Packing Factory, containing
about twenty acres in a good state of cultivation,
witn a two story houso and cU, in good order; good

o

Wanted.

M

apr23-Gw*

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

119 1-2

New House at Woodford’s Corner,
For Sale; on lino of the Hoi sc Cars. The
house Is two Btorled and partly finished; will ho
sold low. Apply to
WE If JERKIS,
Real Estate Agent.
myl*3w

IN NOETHBORO MASS.

septlldtf

Order* may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
O. M. & F. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
AII Orders promptly attv ndcd to.
tf
jan25

Attorney and Counsellor

d2m

CC111U.

Apply

at once at No. 2 Mechanic street.
tf

my2_

THE

LET.

large brick

store in the Rack led Block, comer
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

ann

J.

Real Estate for Sale.
nOUSE at No. 6 Tate Street, and lot extending through on Brackett street, with Stable.
Also, a lot or 10 acres of Hay Field with a good
Barn situated in Scarboro, on the Paine road near
Hubbard Libby’s, about 6 miles from Portland. The

Jan7

STORE

ily.

N

small fam-

Lost!

LOTS

Quiet Board,

POBTiaiVD, ME.

G.

or

To Lei.
connected famished rooms with board at 119
Cumberland cor. of Franklin StP.
feb21tf

A

PAINTERS,

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.

J.

enquire

mar24tf

on

and

a

TENEMENT ol five or six rooms west of Exchange street. Address, stating location and
rent, to T. E., 21} Free street.my2d3t»

myl

FRONT Parlor, suitable for gentleman
wife, 37 High, comer of SpriDg street.

A

OF

Patent

ameled

LEI.

I

Girl Wanted.

GIRL wanted to do housework in

*

3, 1878

Recent Publications.
■

F. G. PATTERSON,
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,
orer Lowell’s Jewelry Store,
Cor. Congress & B own Sts.
ap25dtf

above property will bo sold at a bargain by applying
to MRS. T. E. STUART, No. 661 Washington street,
corner of Pine, Boston, Mass,

To Let with Board.

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Miattresses,

91cDoKoiigh

WATER

SATUBDAY MORM.\<;, MAY

PANIC

_lw»

iny2

A

NEW

THE PRESS.

Address P. O. Box 1555, Portland, Maino.

num.

First-Class

on

MISCELLANEOUS.

Terrible

of Exchange
$250 per an-

Mortgages of Real Estate
in
Fort! nd and nctaity. Real Estate
bought and sold. Rents collected. Apply

HOUSE, western part of the city, eight finished rooms, gas, hard and soft water, good
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this uoble Institution
according to his ability,
will soon be in condition to begin its benevolent work, and will be an honor to our Comor
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Concerning the Maine General Hospital.
Ever since tho Idea of establishing a Genera! Hospital in this Stale was started, some
five or six years ago, a large number of our
mo t intelligent and respectable citizens
have,

|

j

in various

\yays, manifested a great interest
in the undertaking. This
feeling, which the
un artv.nat,>
inactivity of those who have had
in charge the
management of the institution'j
had allowed to decline in a
great measure,
has recently been thoroughly revived and
quickened by the project of a grand Fair in
behalf ftba Hospital. Still there ars many i
in or., i- !.-l who are unaware of the necessi- I
ty tbr si.ohan establishment, or unappreciative of tue extent of its usefulness; and it is
'h this article to briefly re-state
oft-repeated case, and enforce it with arguments some of which, at least, have hitherto had too little prominence.
The first and most obvious good to be accomplished by the Hospital is the care of the
lick poor. In every community, but especiour

tlie

ally

in

large

towns and

cities, there

are num-

bers of people who, when stricken down by
accident or disease, find themselves not only
without the pecuniary ability to employ a
•killed medical attendant, but deprived by
sickness of their only meant
of obtaining the necessaries of life. In many,
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follows:
Domestic Companies—One Mutual Life. 2
stock marine, 2 mutual marine, 4 stock Aremarine, 36 mutual fire.
Companies out of the State.—Sixty-seven fire
and fire-marine, 37 life, 1 accident.
The Raymond Mutual Fire Insusance Company has been organized.

following companies

The

have been discon-

tinued:
Waterville Mutual Fire, Maine Mutual, Marine of Bangor, Eastern Insurance of Bangor,
which lost $192,000 in the Boston fire, National Insurance of Bangor, now in the bands of
receivers.
The following summary of bnsiness as done
in Maine

during

the year

1872, gives

an

idea of

its extent:
I.—Fire.

Foreign Companies.
Amount of policies underwritten.$58,722,821
Premiums received.
699,171
Losses paid.
3781,185
State Companies.

00
83
19

Amount underwritten. 3,815,660
Premiums received.
56,187
losses paid.
34,161
Mutual Fire.
Total amount Insured. 19,323,917
Losses

59,113

paid.

M
39
68

Risks underwritten.
270,667 00
received.
6,825 38
Losses paid.
10,232 07
Domestic.
Risks underwritten.
12,329,832 00
Premiums received.
370,331 91
Louses paid.
278,070 63
III.—Life.

5,204,510
29,144,415

Premiums received.
Losses and claims paid.
IV.—Accident.
iuo

uurmg

1,134,0'2
252,301

00
00
88
17

11 j,1 uu

year.

Risks at end of the year. 1,747,810 00
Premiums received.
15,015 50
Losses paid.•..
3,178 20
In the retrospective work of the Commissioner the past three years, Mr. Paine finds amp!
proof of the evidence of the wisdom of the
in creating the office and providings
for the publication of its reports. Three years
ago the State was tilled with irresponsible com-

Legislature

panies and agents, whilejjtliere

were

no

means

distinguish between the reliable and worthless companies. The watch kept by the Commissioner and citizens has tended to remove
from the State weak and irresponsible foreign
companies and saved our people from the loss
attendant upon the two calamities of Chicago
to

and Boston.
Mr. Paine, in uotieing the existence of a prejudice against Maine as a “hard” State for fire
insurance, disproves the statement by showing
that for the four years prior to 1872, tho premiums collected in Maine by tiro insurance
companies amount to $2,558,381. while the
losses paid amount to but $1,498,23S, giving a
ratio of losses to premiums of 58 per cent.
During the salue period the ratio of losses to
premiums iu New York were G2i per cent., and
in Massachusetts 671 per cent.—a balance in
favor of Maine in the first State of 37 per cent,
and nearly 10 per cent, in the latter.
The Commisssouer devotes quite a large portion of his report to the Boston fire and the
lessons to be derived from that calamity, so far
to insurance. The lessons he deduces from that and the Chicago fires for inas

worked, and the sufferers are left without the
assiduous attentions which are always so essential to comfort and often necessary for a
cure. These classes, and many others which
we could mention, are able and willing iu
most instances to pay for hospital attendance,
in whole or part. In the Massachusetts General Hospital, more than a quarter of the patients in 1872 paid their expenses in full.
The rich, even, need the Hospital; for

they relate

surers are:

1. Larger companies with larger capital, sufficient to take in a fair average of all the risks
of the community, and
2. As a consequence of the first, a greater
expansion of territory over which the risks
shall be spread, and
5
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lion of risks within the same exposure.
In relation to fraudulent fires, Mr. Paine
warmly recommends that the law of last year
for inquests in cases of such fires, as there is
reason to believe have been intentional.
He

surgical character, which can be treated to
much better advantage in such an institution than in any private house.
Hitherto
these cases hare been obliged to go to other
States for treatment; if there were a proper
hospital at home, they could be relieved of
this troublesome and very expensive necessity.
Bat aside from the very manifest advantages of hospitals to individuals, they are

also recommends-a frequent examination of
buildings in villages and cities by skilled men,
to detect defects, and the careful watch by
all persons in dwellings and mills for articles
that will produce spontaneous combustion, or
the careless disposal of matches, ashes or dangerous location of flues.
Mr. Paine devotes a large space to the discussion of Life Insurance. Among the defects of
this department of insurance he points to the
fact, that of the great number of policies that

of immense value to the State. Political economists reckon an unskilled adult man to bo
worth one thousand dollars to the State.
Add the skill that comes with years of experience and the intellect that is developed by
studious training, and the value of a man’s
life becomes far too groat to be estimated in
money. Hew a good hospital will annually
SOM the livee of a great number of patients
Who would have but a slender chance if left
tn the unfavorable circumstances which usually surround the majority of applicants for
hospital aid. And by prolonging these lives,
it eontribntes to the State every year what is
worth in money many times the cost of
maintaining the establishment. Thus a hos-

lapsed or abandoned, and the small part
are terminated by death axd
paid. The
whole number of policies which terminated daring the year being 113,553, amounting in all to
8303,837,976, the number of those terminated by
death or other maturity being 6,889,and amounting to 820,102.389, being 6.07 per cent, in numare

that

ber and 6.61 per cent, in amount.
The remedy is discussed at some length, bat
no definite suggestions are made beyond a new
role of premiums which the Mutual Life of
New York attempted last January, but was
deterred from by the clamor of other companies.
He predicts that this company will ere long
carry ont its plan and that others must follow

Speaking of the possibility of
reducing the premiums on life assurance, he
or be ruined.

pital

is a strictly money saving institution,
•nd Is economical in the
highest sense of the
word.

There U another consideration which is

usually assigned a secondary place in reviewin£the advantages of hospitals, but which
many thoughtful people hold to be of
prime
importance It is that hospitals furnish opand instruction

be gained in no
other
that one should be

says:
To show how far the actual facts existing
support the ground now assumed, it may not
be inappropriate to slate the figures developed
by last year’s experience of the companies doing business in this State. The whole amount
of premiums received by all these companies
during the year, as reported, was $80,300,099,
the amount paid for losses was $30,722,569.
while the amount refunded to policy holders
was $18,040,860, being thus nearly twenty-five
cent, of the premiums paid. For the coleetion of all this large sum heavy commissions
were paid in addition to other
large expenses
ever attending
upon the receipt, investment
and disbursement of money. All these are to
he added to the repayment in order to determine the exact overpayment.
Mr. Paine also discusses at length the rule
of assessing rates of insurance
the sole
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OXFORD COUNTY

Sheriff Stacy has appointed W. A. Barrows

Paris, deputy.
Improvements have been made in the Probats

of

Office at Paris.

Commencement exercises will be held at Oxford Normal Institute next week.
The town collector of Eumford has left for
parts unknown with funds of the town, and of
private parties. The town has sued his bondsmen.

One hundred and
seventy inches of snow fell
in Canton the
past winter.

Hogs are killing sheep in Hiram.
Thirty new buildings are in process of erection or are to he built in
Norway.
The machinery for the new shoe
factory in
is
Norway

expected there

Norway is at
Hospital fair.

week.

next

work for the

Maine General

The woodshed near the
took fire in the roof last

department

soon

depot, South Paris,
Thursday. The lire
extinguished it.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

human
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iiti-.g' uf-iui ntciagu o, life ia llo ,
Ucutiy to he relied upon m fonuiiui a i-.'.t..;
of any individual risk than tho nme’aVm,™
of risks of fire and marine classes.
Indeed
thus far it is very generally conceded the doctrine is true, the difficulty consisting in the
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the name of the

20 Pieces

style Jap Silks for 25e

new

yard; usual retail price 88c.

The shame of being killed by an Indian has
deterred good and brave men from defending the defenseless settler, and I remember
that the talk in mess in 1855-56, was, how
much an ambitions officer risked in the performance of his doty; and if killed by the “tarheads,” his name would be named in the despatches. and returns, while his body would be
necessarily consigned to a grave in the mountains.unmarked and unmourned.
There may be a few gentlemen on the coast
who recollect “Poor Ben Wright,” and who
knew him well, even better than the writer.
To them, I say, let this stigma not rest on his
memory.
never

22 Pieces best quality for 50c yard well
worth 75c yard.
ill of

Black Silks at Equally Low

our

Prices.

for 87c yard; worth 62 l-2c.
Trefouse best

Nashua and Rochester Railroad.—The
annual meeting of the Nashua and Rochester
Railroad was held in Nashua Thursday, seventy stockholders, representing nearly 7000 shares
of stock, being present. The reports of the offi-

presented,

that of the chief engineer
showing the cost of the road so far, not including terminal facilities and land damages, to be
$1 ,250,168. a variance from his origin&l esti.
mates of only $168.10. It was voted to reduce
cers were

the capital stock from $1,000,000 to
and the number of shares accordingly.

$800,000,
The di-

rectors were authorized to ask the Legislature
for authority to issne bonds for $700,000, to be
used in completing the road. The following
board of directors was chosen: Charles H.

Waters, Groton, Mass.; N. V. Whitehouse,
Rochester; J. C. Eastman, Hampstead; E. H.
Kinnicut and Francis H. Dewey, Worcester;
Charles E. Whiten, Whitinsville; E. B. Stoddard, Charles W. Smith and Charles T. Turner,
Worcester; Aaron W. Sawyer and Frank A.
McKean, Nashua; John Lynch, Portland; Jos.
C. Burley, Epping; A. H. Dunlap, Nashua;

Thursday,

and

quality Kids $1,25 pair.

Bargains in
HOUSEKEEPING

GOODS

Quilts $1.00 each.

One Case Bates
10 Pieces best
ask for

quality Turkey

$t.00 yard,

Red Dam-

yery cheap.

We shall sell our 3d qua'ity lor 75c
vd: usual nricc $1.00 vd.

Religions Intelligence.
The Methodist vestry at Kendall Mills wae
dedicated April 29th. The sermon was by the
Presiding Elder of the District, Rev. Mr. Col-

100 doz Turkey Bed Doylies $1.00 dozen.

GBKATgVABIETY OF

Linen Damasks*
Towels and

Napkins1

by,

MANUFACTURERS’ PRICES.

Rev.

Sylvaaus Hayward

preached his farewell

of South Berwick

sermon

to

a

crowded

house last Sunday. He gave a review of the
events of his pastorate: 44 members had died or
removed during his connection with the church,
33 new members had been taken into the
church.
The Congregational Society of Belfast has
decided to settle Rev. M r. Robie, and are now

Ol Every Description|at Popular

Prices,

WHITE GOODS

Bargains.

(TOILET QUILTS,

Rev. Father Dunlin died in Calais April 25th.
A large circle of friends gt that place will
his loss.
The new French Catholic church edifice at
Lew istou (St. Peter’s) will be dedicated on Sunday next at 10 a. m.
Bishop Bacon will assist
the pastor n the service.
Bev. Mr. Jackson of Minnesota, is holding a
series of r iigiuus
meetings] at “Finbook,”

mourn

Bndgton.

At Gardiner, Tuesday evening, Bishop Neely, assisted by Revs, Messrs. Price of Dexter;

Gill. Assistant at the Cathedral. Portland:
Wood of Thomaston; Upjohn of Augusta, and
Hewens of Bath, administered the rite of Confirmation to some fourteen persons.
Au extensive revival, is now in progress in
tiie old Congregational church at Kittery Point
under the ministrations of Bev. G. W. Christie,
a student of Andover, Mass.
The York County Sunday School Convention
will he held at Biddeford in connection w ith
the State Convention.
Bev. D. B. Sewall closes’ his pastorate of
thirteen and a half years in Fryehurg May 4th.
He was dismissed by the council which met
April 30lh. Very few pastorates have been so
The feeling of
long happy and prosperous.
warm attachment to the retiring
pastor ’s uniOver one hundred
versal in all the region.
have
added
to
members
been
the church durThe church now
ing Mr. Sewall’s ministry.
numbers 205 members.
Bev. Mr. Davis has closed his connection
with the Mechanic Falls Universalist Society.
Rev. H. B. Abbot baptized four persons at
the altar at Main St. M. E. church, Lewiston,
Sabbath afternoon, April 27th, and recoived
four persons into full membership.
Bev. F. E. Sturgis of Gardiner, is devoting
his time to the Sunday School work in the
State, under the auspices of the State Association, and is having good success.
Bev. L. H. Bean, pastor of the M. E. church
at Orono, on Sun lay baptized twenty-four of
the persons converted during the recent revival
Fifteen or twenty
of religion at that place.
more will be admitted to the same ordinance
will
and
a
number
be received into
soon,
quite
luu

mcuiucnuip

iu

me tuuivu.

Rev. Mr. Brovrnville lias been engaged to
supply the pulpit of the So. Bridgten church
for several weeks, commencing, probably, the
second Sunday in May.
Rev. Geo. W. Field, D. D., pastor of the
Central Congregational chnrch, started last
week for a tour in Europe, which will occupy
several months. In his absence his pulpit will
be supplied by Prof. Barbour of the Theological Seminary.
The Universalist Society of Dexter have extended a call to Rev. Amory Battles, formerly
of Bangor, to supply their pulpit.
The Congregational Society in Richmond, are
to commence operations on their new parsonage
at once. They propose to expend $3,200 altogether for lot and buildings.
A good revival is in progress in West GardiSeveral backner, among the Free Baptists.
sliders have been revived, and some have been
The interest increases, and perconverted.
vades all classes.
H. M. Heywood of Colby University, has accepted the call of the Baptist church in Aina,
and commences May 4th.
Rev. B. M. Mitchell, pastor of the M. E.
chnrch at Newport village, baptised six persons at the Union church iu Detroit village last
Sabbath afternoon.

-W. Tj. SNELL'S,
337 Congress Street.

WOMAN

TO

MAKE

ORIX HAWK.ES A CO.,
200 and. 202 Congress Street,
mylsn3t.
To the Public.
Tile Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals resfiectfully {fives notice that Aloxzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, tup stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

Society.

Jhe

therefore requested to give prompt
public
information to him of &nv cruelty to animals that
may'come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are
to
and strict
aie

speedy

brought

Justice.

Per order.
sntf

apt’9

FOR PIMPLES OX THE FACE,

everywhere.

mar22d&wsn6ml7

'To

Le!.

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. ST
Commercial St.—immediate poeeesion given.
THE
of

Inquire

Or ot

ELIAS THOMAS & 00
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.
sentljsntf

For

Sale.

Preble House Hack and Livery Stock. Consisting
of Coaches, Hacks Barouches, togeather with the entire Livery Stock.
Tha above Stock Is first class and will be sold at a
bargain. Stable for sale or Lease.
JOSHUA DAVIS & CO.
apr24endtf
Preble House Stable.

bonds!
BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east. Private
property as wall aa public rea. hed. Debts very small
In proportion to property and therefore easily paid.
Careful Investors are Invited to call and examine the
Bonos. L ws and Decisions of the oonrts upon suck
securities and will find them very safe. There it
nothing better.
CHARLES M. HAWKE3,
febTant
23 Exchange at., Portland.

has begun in Lewiston.
The sum of $752 was received last Tuesday
for premiums in choice of pews in St. Peter’s
church, Lewiston.
The Lewiston Steam Mill Company have five
millions of logs in their drive.
The shipments of boots and shoes fromlLewistonthe past week ending Wednesdav
have
3
been 1332 cases.
case
in
the matter of the LewThe injunction
iston & Auburn Railroad is to be heard May
15th, before Judge Danforth.
Tlio track is being laid on the Lewiston &

Auburn Railroad.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
O. Y. & J. Nutting of Perbam, during the
of maple
past three weeks made 225 gallons
syrup. They used 1010 buckets.

esq., of Houlton, was
from a barn loft which

Reform Club embracing
of its most persistent soakers. There is
field then' for the practice of total abstinence—
so people say'.

somo
a rare

a

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The Androscoggin
usually high.

ST., PORTLAND.

apr24
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Street,

Hew York with an immense stock
of

FASHIONABLE DBF
At

hi* proverbial

Lew

GOODS J
Pijgarea.

LEACH,
84,
apr29

MIDDLE

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Booms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23uewlt then sn tf
FOR MOTH, PATCHES, FRECKLES
And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth aud Freckle Lotion.
It is reliable and harmless. Sold by Druggists
Bond St., N. Y,
Depot,
d&wsn6ml7
mar22_

everywhere.
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THE BETTER WAY.
He who to all is just and true,
Wi'1 h whom he deals from day to day.
When be his labors shall review,
Will feel it was “the better way.”
Besides, what pleasure it will give
To have those he has dealt with say—
He’s
other men should live.
Which all will own “the better way.’

willing

“The better way,” when Boys need ^Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes comp ete,
Is to purchase them at George Fen no’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
Mid$t

lulling.

ED. B. ROBINSON,
Plane Reensa, 9 Cakeea Black.
(Opposite Otty Hall.)marl8-d3m.
T BCE

Arerill Chemical Paint Co.,
Manufhcturers of

HALFORD

PUREST
LEICESTERSHIRE

S-A-U-C-E-

The best Sauce and Relish

Made in any Fart ofj the World

Prepared for

WHITE I
Shade

er

Color,

Immediate Application.

BOLD By The &ALLON ONLY

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

—»0B—

■ell-eedtf

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
U Commercial 8t. Portland.
in

TJ-S-XL

......

Bair Plata

....

to CMS
30 Ceuta.

river at Brunswick is

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCEBS.

SCHENCK'S FCLHONIC SYBCP,

*

For Hemorrhage or bleeding from the Lung?, for
Sore Throat, for Asthma, for Catarrh, for Difficult
Breathing or shortness of breath, for all affections of
Lungs use Dr. Morse’s Cold Medicated Inhalation?.
Relief is sure. For all Female Weaknesses and Irregularities use Dr. Morse’s Uterine Tonic. Procrastination or putting off what should be attended
t° at once, until another
time, is the cans# of much

Funorlng.

C. MORSE, M.
73 Free Street,

Fertland,

ON THE

BREAKFA8T~LUNCHE0N,
AND SUPPER

DINNER

TABLE.

EEA & PERRINS’

Worcestershire Sauce

IS INDESPENSABLE.

un-

York,

Agents for the United States.
octJ7

25 00
500 00

FOB

FROM

Crescent City.New York. .Havana.May 6
Scotia.New York. .Liverpool—May
Ismalia.New York. Glasgow.May
Wisconsin.New York. Liverpool... .May
City of Baltimore.. .New York.. Liverpool.May
City of Havana_ New York. .Havana.May

MARINE

eodanly

“Buy Me nail I’ll «1« you «ood.»._DR
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTETS. N9
p
drug-, ,10 imismui. nothing deleterious. no_thinsJ,ut
henithv roots and herbs, sacn as SarFaparills, wild
stated that the route selected would ho an easy
Cherry, Yrlt.w Dork, Prickly Ash. Tliorocghwort.
euc.
MimilVako, Rhubarb, Dandelion,&C,. bo compounded
1 o,proven enls are going on at Bar Harbor in
as to rea".li the fountains of disease, and absolutely
wharves.
of
and
houses
euro
ail Humors. Liver and Bi'.lious Diseases, Jauntoy
.ay
! dice, DvHjiepsia, Costiveuess, Scrofula, and all t.iinKBNNBBKC COUNTY.
ulties arihin
from a
iseased siomuth or impure
Last Wednesday evening a fire, caused by
blood. Tweuty vears of unrivalled succors bas provthe breaking of a kerosene
them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO.
ed
in
out
broke
lamp,
the store of II. Woodard of
Winthrop. Dam- C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
marG
age slight; insured.
sncodl6w
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Manufac^^tn,?1 t0ba-°.
Manufacturers8^1 tobimcom

DATE
6
7
7
7
8
8
10
13
13
23

p?wthr^s),0ba“0:. Hr‘\

Peddlers of tobacco, second class. (2 huUii"
Peddlers of tobacco, third class (1 horse?* 1
Peddlers ofitobacco, foul th class, (on foot or

.0 00

Speeial-tax Payers throughout the United States
reminded that they must make application to the
Collector (or Deputy Collector) of their respective disand procure the proper stamp for the Spec'altricts,
tax A ear, commencing May 1,187}, without waiting
for further notice.

FRANKLIN J.

ROLLINS,

JW

A

MR. A.

^">8

A

-E-'lA.-T'-

SCHENCK’S SEAWIEB TSNIC,
SCHENCK'S HANDRARE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in hot, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
In the side, the bownow oomplaining with dull pain
els sometimes costive and wstliim too loose, tongue
shoulder
the
In
blade,
feeling soms'lmee
pain
coated,
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that Is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acklity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate trom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid Uver. Persons so affected, if
they take onfe* two heavy colds, and if the cough In
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, Uyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of nis situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death it the
Inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup Is anexpectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dtss v the food, mixes
with the gastric juico of the sto uch, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creat
a healthy circulation of the blood. ‘When tbe
els are costive, skin
a blllloua
shallow, and the patient la
habit,

Schenck’s Mandrake Pilla are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York.

For sale by Druggists generally.

M.

aept3sneodtf

McKENNEY,

SCALE IA BOILERS.
will Remove and
Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, or

make

White, Mahony,

no

charge.

Address,

GKO.

W,

INSTOCK t
Onefoi

F.

the

largostfassortments

ROOM PAPERS
Also daily receiving all new styles.

Stamped Gold,
plain washable Tints,

Patent

PA.

of every

Fresco

18 Exchange Street.

dlw
ray3_
Hard Pine Timber

New Patterns of
Hall Decorations,

Satins, &c.
Every variety in fact, from the best to the cheapest
paper made, all of which will be sold at law
prices.
CALL

EXAMINE,

On hand and sawed to dimensions.

Hard Pine Plank, hard Pine Flooring

HALL. L. DAVIS

STEP BOARDS.

AND

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street.
Office, No. 10 State street, Boston.

mylicodty

AGENTS WANTED POR THE

HOME of GOD’S PEOPLE.
The grandest and most successful now book out. Acknowledged to be the most decided success of the
year—now selling with astonishing rapidity. It contain. nearly MO Magnificent Engravings. Splendid opportunity for Agents to mako money. Circulars, containing fall particulars and terms, sent free.
Address DUSTIN, OILMAN & C®., Hartford,.Conn!
may J-4wf

House for Sale,

Cheap

!

House; 10 finished rooms, cellar,
&c., pleasantly situated In the western part of
the city; can be purchassed for $3300. A large portion of the purchase money can remain on mortgage.
Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON, Real Estate and Mortgage
Broker, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.
my3d2w

AH

STORY

A SMALL FARM for sale in West
Buxton. Contains twenty acres—has
young orchard, 1| story house with
four finished rooms. Connected is a
barn and wood house. Buildings ten

53

Exchange

years ora.

ply

to

uuis nve cons

nay.

race

only $'JUO. Ap-

WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
my3-3w*

For Sale.
for cash, by JOHN B. HERRESHOFF,
Yacht and Boat Builder, Bristol, R. I.; one
schooner Yacht 52 feet long, 2 years old, complete in
every particular. Also one steam Yacht 42 feet long,
with cabin; has been used only 4 months. my3d3t

CHEAP

COAT AND PANT MAKERS
WANTED.
137 911DDLB STREET.

Wanted.
FINISHER
Carriage work.
BLACKSMITH’S
Apply to
ALBERT
No. 22 Preble
on

St..

CHASE,

my3d3t

Portland,

Me.

To Eet

HMPAYSON & COT,
Bankers and

THE

my3eodl4t*

P. WILLIAMS.

Portland

City
Bangor.6’
....

.....
St. Louis
St Louis County
Cook Connty

6’g
7’s
7’s
7’s
Chicago •
...
8’g
Columbus, Ohio
...
8’g
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmington R. K., guaranteed B’g
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
•
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
7’s
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes R. It.,
......
7’g
Gold,
_1L_n.
id. n
n
n.i.i
m
m.i
■

H

M.

UIV JU*

M

»•

UWIU

—AT—

FOSTER’S

DYE

Orders left at Forest City Dye House, 315 Congress
street, or at the Dve House on Union street.
ap!4dtf
charge for trucking.
IF YOU WANT TO FIT A

93

Exchange

BONJDS.
6’s
•
Rockland City
6’s
Bath City.6’s
6’s
t-angorCity
.....
St. Lonis City
6’s
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 6’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7’s
•
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
7’s
Wayne County, Illinois.
Iowa Central, Gold, •
7’s
...
7.30's
Toledo, Ohio,
Northern Pacific Gold,
7.30’s
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold, •
7’s

FOR SALE

Win. E.
Sent 8-dtfls

BY

WOOD, Ag’t
G7
Exchange 91

J. B. Brown &

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Street,

Where you can get a wide or narrow, fall or slim
Jnst the width and length that will be easy and
graceful, and enjoy the rare Inxury ot wearing a per-

Boot

fitting

myloodfiw

Boot.

PORTLAND
Safe Deposit Vaults.
after the 12th of May next, the rent of Safes
within these vaults, except in cases of renewal,
will be advanced:

ON

17th, ship North Star, McCollum,

Sons,

BANKERS,

Business the

same as an

Victoria, VI, 22d ult, barque Moneynick,
Arey, San Francisco.
Sid ftn Madeira 7th utt. barque Sicilian, Perelvai,
Ar at

Incorl

porated Bank.
__j

fect

R.

Script Bought.

No. 40

—

Middle

Street,

ap3_dtl

PALMER'S,
132

XUVI/U70II

T\

nuuncu UU

n

1/rpUSUS.

Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constantly on hand.
_i»tt

BOND S.
New York City
“

“

>•

“

8>

Brooklyn City

Boston.

Sid ftn Cadiz 11th ult, barqne Commeroe, Fossett,

8’g

Jersey City

5th nit, brig Cora, Henderson, trom

7’r

•

Elizabeth City

Sid fin Cienfuegos 22d, sch Cupella, (Br) Buck, for
Portland.
At Baracoa 19th nit, schs Fred A Frye, Alexander,
and Edw A Dehart, Ptnkbam, waiting cargoes.
Ar at Havana 24th, sch Marcia Reynolds, Houghton, St John, N B via Cardenas; 26th, barque Hattie
G Hall, Fisk, New York; sch Emma F Hart, Hart,
Philadelphia via Matanzaa.
Sid 26th, barque Czarina. Nichols. Zaza.
Cld 26th. barque Lorena. Patterson, Zaza.
In port 26th, prigs Emma, Smart. lor Boston; Long
Reach, Currier, New York; Geo W Chase. Bacon, lor
New Orleans; ach E F Hart, Hart, lor Philadelphia;
and others.
Ar at Caibarien 16th ult, sch Ontara, Sprague, ftn

o

PORTLAND'

DIFFICULT FOOT
O ) TO

WV

Government Bonds, Bank Stocks
and Gold Bought and Sold.

HOUSE,

NO. 31 UNION STREET.

—

■

•

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R.
Stock and Defered Rent

Cleaned

Carpets

Ar at Leith 18th ult, ship Wm McGilvery, Nichols,
Dundee.
Sid fm Shields 18th ult, barque Lincoln, Trott, for

7’*

Canada Southern B. B., Gold,

7’s

^

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R.,
Northern Pacific R. R.,

Gold,
Gold,

7’g
7-30’

-FOR SALE BY-

Hand

R.

Sewed,

A.

BIRD,

97 Exchange St.
Easy Fitting,
_fob26
Genteel Looking
and Serviceable
500 BARRELS
OF
jnst received at
LOBSTER
CIIIJJII !
132 HID DEE ST.,

Philadelphia.
Sid 21st, barque Mary C Dyer, Hopkins, PhiladelMatanxas 25th, brig Rio Grande, McLellan,

Kingston, Ja.

—

Sid 25th, sch Emily Cnrtls, Barbour, North of Hatteras; 20th, brig Mary E Thompson, Hooper, New
York; seb M M Pote. Stratton, Boston.
Sid ftn Cardenas 22d nit, brig Adele McLoon, Munroe, North of Hatteras; schs St Croix. Eaton. New

—

*

H.

York; 23d, Ahbie,Endeven,Sagua; 21th,Abby'Wasson, Grey, do.
Sid fin Glbara 25th nit, sch Harmon Curtis, Oartls,

G.

PALHEB,

_

eodSw

S*Ar

at Halifax 28th nit, sch Maria Joseph, Rudolf,
Portland.
Cld at St John. NB, 30th alt, sch Aurora Boreaiis,
Hamm, Portland; Trellis, Shaw, do.

re-openedT~

HAMBURGS!

NO. 374 CONGRESS STREET,
where may be found a a choice line of general
Groceries, prime TOcnta, and other provisions
for the table. He solicits
SELLS LOW as possible.

open this day one of tlia largest and beet
WElineshall
of Edges and Insertions ever opened in

ap29eod3dtnM

Portland, and at prices that defy competition

..

&F

share of patronage and

a

WILLIAM W. GOODY.

Coarse Gravel to Spare.

GREAT BARGAINS AT

of the city

a

lot

be had at
part
of
CAN
gravel, just the thing for tilling up low
l-2c, 2©c, 25c, 50c. places
by applying to
the Western

coarse

W. C. COBB.

COYELL & COMPARY.

ap30___dlf

i

Scissors Grinders—A Rare Chance.
SALE low for cash, the comp’etc and most
heretofore
perfect street Grinder's machine,
>
used in Portland by W. 1H.WnghL
&
of
Simpson
at
It mav be seen
Sawyer, No.
shop
356 Congress street,
1 R

FOR

inquire

ap20eod2w

t^cr^,or^RR]

no

Eqnal.

sa’e in lots to suit purchaser*.

F.

LEWIS,

Warehouse End of Custom House
Wharf.

m?2___*lw

DEERING,

<fe

Fertiliser it has

GEO.

The subscriber would announce that he has taken
the store lat- ly occupied by
GOODY

As
For

a

Enquire of

WH. W. GOODY.

SPOKK1Y.
April 25, lat 34. Ion 75, sch G W Richards, lrom
for
Boston.
Cienfuegos

l or Sale.
TOP BCGOY, nearly new, run only
A premium carriage and,"1 ode
SHIFTING
a few months.
by one of the best workmen In the state. »i«
sold at a bargain. Iuquire at No. 5 Gaboon Block,
myllw
Myrtle Street.

Brokers,

OFFER EOR SALE

■

upper part of a 2 story house; contains C well
finished rooms, plenty of hard and soft water.
Enquire at 25} Lafayette Street.

FOREIGN PORTS,
Sid ftn Padang Feb 1, barque Thoe Fletcher, Pen*
dleton, New York.
Sid fm Antwerp 17th nit, barqne Southern Belle,
Morris. Philadelphia.
Sid fm Dundee 16th ult, ship Montebello, Kelley,
St John, NB.

tf

dim

Portland City

W. C. BECKETT,
my3J3w

Cld 25th. ach Express, Smith, Portland.
Cld 26th, acha Stately, Young, lor Portland; 2Stb,
Frank Pierce, Grant, do.

_

St.

apr5__

a

>-uiuauu.

HAMBURGS !

shade,

Borders,

BAILEY & CO.,

O.

of

TO BE FOUND IN THE CITT.

THE

NEWPORT—Ar 20th, sehs Emeline, Stan wood,
Boothbay for New Haven; J W Woodruft, Haskell,
Deer Isle for New York.
Sailed 30th, schs Wm Arthur, McDuffie. Portland
for Baltimore; Sunbeam. Bunker, im Providence for
Georgetown; George & Emily, Hutchinson, Hoboken
for Portland- Express, Latty, New York ; Unison,
Adams, Jamestown.
TARPAULIN COVE—In pprt 1st, sch Fanny Butler. Sherman, Portland for Charleston.
BOSTON—Ar 1st, brig Zavilla Williams, Veazie,
Baltimore; schs Venus, Wilder. Eastport; Valparaiso, Somes, Mt Desert; J C Harraden, Joy, from
Gouldsboro.
Cld 1st, brig Caroline Gray, Robinson, Capo Breton;
sch Don Pedro. McLeod, Portland.
Ar 2d, brig Charles Miller, Gilchrist, Philadelphia;
schs Mary Augusta, Holt, Jacksonville; Edith, Randall, Baltimore; Swallow, Carlow, Calais.
Cld 2d, barque L T Stocker, Tyler, Havana.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 1st, schs Mary L Varney,
Eastman, and Saginaw, Ryder, Bath; Clarissa Allen,
Hodgdota. Calais; Ada S Allen, Owen, Dennysville;
Starlight, McFarland, Bangor.
EASTPORT—Ar 23d, sen Ada Emma, Clark, from
Portland.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 25th. schs Senator, Lancaster,

jan24

advertised a few months ago) to any advantage, I
have concluded to remain here a season or so. and
will endeavor to keep the choicest goods in my line at
the lowest possible prices.
F. LATNER.
Respectfully,
tf
myl

largest assortment in the state, at manufacturers’ prices, can be found at sales room
of,

Calais.

12

tIA.fi BURG EDGINGS

Office Desks, Show Cases, Book
Cases, B. W. and Pine Ward
robes, &c.

Wentworth, Blake, Machias; Baltic, Parker,

Ar at

pair
1

per

Bronze,

LORD,

mySdtf_PHILADELPHIA,

Portland.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 30th, sch Franklin, Coates,

phia.

CORSETS!

Fringes, Tissues, Fans and Parasols and

I

PROVIDENCE—Ar 30th ult, sch Hattie Coombs,
Jameson, Rockland.
Ar 1st, schs Centurion, Blodgett, Calais; Bangor,
Jordan, Ellsworth.
Ar 1st, schs L S Davis, Cottrell, Pensacola; Bonny
Ives, Whitaker. Ellsworth: Sami Lewis, Young, and

Ibr Sicily.
At Demarara
Baltimore, disc.

CORSETS!

Best German Colored and White at 70c
and French Corsets at $1.00 and
upwards

P. S.—As T cmild nnt sell fhp stnclr ami flttnrPB

m

may3-cod2\v

BOUTille; J 8 Moulton, Crowley, St George, NB; Idaho, Jameson, Rockland; Romeo, Linden, and F Nelson, Grover, Vinalhaven; E G Knight, Pratt, from
Rockland.
Cld 30th. schs Percy Colwell, Calais; Resina, Cummings. ana Lizzie. Leighton, Portsmouth.
Ar 1st, barques Courser, Marsden, Matanzas 11 da;
Caribou, Bibber, do; brig Chimborazoo, Coombs, do
12days; sebs D B Webb, Gross, Baracoa 10days;
Azelda & Laura, Mclndoe, do 13 days; David Ames,
Ames, Cardenas 10 days; C A Farnsworth. Benson,
Jamaica.
Ar 2d. schs Zeta Psi, Thompson, Mayaguez; Light
of the East, Harper, Matanzas.
Cld lBt, ship North America, Tucker, Melbourne;
barque Sadie, Sinclair, for Montevideo; brigs Nellie
Wore, Ashbury, Havana; S J Strout, Hammond, for
Charleston: sch M F Cushman, Wall. Boston.
Sid 30th, Drigs Hermon, tor Bordeaux; Salista, for
Beyrout; Mjrronus, tor Matanzas; schsJ B Gilkey,
do: S S McKown, for Eleuthera.
Passed through Hell Gate 30th ult, barque Eureka,
Holloway, New York for Havre; schs Calvin, Clark,
do for Boston; Majestic. Bodge, do for Portsmouth;
Connecticut, Pendleton, do for Salem; Alligator, McGregor, Hoboken for Calais ; Forest City, Jordan,

Ar at Cardift

vlL vlSf**"? Jl
i*™iwo0r
th^st e.^r

AF

Drew, Perkins, Bath.
Cld 22d, schs Maryland, Torrey, for Philadelphia;
Carrie Walker, McFarland. New York; J G Drew,
Carter, Belfast.
Cld 25th, sch Annie L McKeen, McKeen, for New
York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 30th,sch Mary B Harris, Mitchell, Portland.
BRUNSWICK, QA—Ar 21th, sch Eureka, Strout,
Boston.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 25th, sch L Warren .Roberta, Elizabeth City.
Ar 26th, ach Webster Bernard, Smith, New York.
Cld 24th, schs Henrietta, Langley, Boston; Ridgewood, Henderson, New York.
Sid 25tb. schs Enterprise, Strout, Kennehunk; 28th
Wm Butman. Carver. Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Ar 29th, sch F H Odiorne. Crowell,
Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 29th, sch Hattie G McFarland, Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out let, brig Mary
E Leighton, from Baltimore for Cuba.
BALTIMORE—Cld 30th. brig Open Sea, Veazie,
Bolton; schs H H Fisk, Wixon, do; Abbie Pitman,
Lombard, Charleston,
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 30th, sch Ida May, Drisko,
Portsmouth.
Passed Newcastle 30Ui, brig Minnie Miller, fbr
Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 30th, ship Fleetford, Taylor, Livbarque Lizzie Gillespie, Wilson, Montevideo;
erpool;
sens Omaha, Wooeter, Baracoa 12 days; Ada Barkei,

Bristol.

GLOVES!

KID

GLOVES!

20 doz. 2-Button Gloves at 6‘4c
per pair; 20 doz. at
®
r>0 <loz-German goods in all febade» 91.15
(worth $1.50); RonniuKer’M 2-Button,
best quality, at *150
per pair (worth 91.88); also
®>*rvoi»icM». leading Glove In
ni1 Josephine Seamless KUls
retailing
Oents’KId Gloves at 91.98;
the best in
In existence at 9t .90
per pair.

f ER an absenee of three months has returned
and would be glad to see all his friends and
everybody else at his Elegant Photograph Rooms.
He has reduced his price oi his best Retouched Card
Photographs to THREE DOLLARS and warranted
to bo as nice as can be had in the city.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 26tb, ship Alexander, Tarbox. Bremen via Key West.
Cld 26 h, ship Freeman Clark, Bosworth, Havre.
Sid fin SW Pass 26th, ship D W Chapman; barque
Annie Kimball.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 24th, sch Florida, Gilmore,
New York.
Cld 21st, schs Campbe.1, Eaton, for Boston; MW

uimu,

REAL if ALTA LACES !
pieces newest patterns, warranted all silk, I tan il

closings out at cost.
New York Branch, 335 Congress Street.

ME.

iuik—saiiu 10 iron-

fflERORAKDi.
Barque Tejuca, J F Libby master, from Halifax ior
London, is now 90 days out and fear is entertained
for her safety.

ncKumm,

SILKS

new

___eodOt

I_T

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.1

Ki»u

all

shades at $1.50 per yard.
French Flowers, Brussels Imre for Veils,
Mpanisb nnd French Blonde Imre*
at very low prices.
in

Small Wares.

JTIaine,
NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

POBTLAiVD,

RIBBONS !

TURQUOISE

Collector Internal Revenue, let District

Sch Lookout, Morton, Lubec for New York.
CLEARED.
Brig Ysldora Riondd. Plummer, Havana—George S
Hunt.
Sch Margie. McFaddcn. St John, NB—Portland Co.
Sch Amelle, Wentworth, Rockland—Chas Sawyer.
Sch M R Sheppard, Dyer, Bangor—E Freeeman.
Sch Edith D overman, Corson, Kennebec, to load
for Philadelphia—E Freeman.

L D

GKOS GKAI\

In all new shades, viz:—Bronze Browns, Nile and
Saae Greens, Turquoise, Blue and all colors. No. 9
at 36c; No. 12 at 46c; No. 16 at 53c
per yd. All
Bilk, best quality, full widths warranted. Also second
quality Groa Grain Ribbons very cheap.
Plaid.Watcred and Railed «a»h Ribbons
25 per cent less any other Store in the
City,

are

Sch Jas Henry, Trueworthy, New York.
Sch leontine, Clifford, New York.
Sch Wm Thomas. Littlejohn, Boston.
Sch Eliza Ellen, Robinson. Boston.
Sch Fanny F Hall, Snow, Boston tor Bangor.
Sch Montrose, Allen, Portsmouth lor Calais.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Harriet Rogers, Yeaton. Steuben for Bostou.

Eliza

LATNERS,

KID

is
15 no
°°

W Deering.

30th, barque

—

5! 22

ties.

Rrig J Polledo, Dyer, Cardenas,—529 hhds 52 tes
molasses to Geo S Hunt.
Brig J W Drisko, Haskell. Portsmouth for Calais.
Sell Phenix, Thompson, New York—coal to John
A-TYruaiiLo, luuinumu,

F.

GOODS
AT

aiade. at Importers Friers.
BEADED Glin
50 pieces from 20c per yard and upwards. Also
rich Cloak Ornaments from 38c a piece and upwards.

public conveyance).

Friday, May !),
ARRIVED.
Steamship Mississippi, (Br) Dunlevy, Boston, to
load for Liverpool.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB via

obu

—

20 00
10 00
”00

Brewors of less than 500 barrels.jo 00
Browers ot 500 barrels or more.,'. loo CO
Any person who shall fail to comply with the foregoing requirements will be subject to Bcvero ponal-

ISTEWSl

—

SPRIN G

100

»

.

Manufacturers of cigars

...

Me.

mchlSSNlawSSm

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS. New

HANCOCK COUNTY.

This splendid Hair Dye is the but in th* world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
Unis or unpleasant odor. Remedies the 111 fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces lintkdiAtilt a superb
Black on Natural Bbowk, and leaves the hair
dean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
utchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. r.
ld*w
Ivrs a

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

inhalation!

NAME

Philadelphia.

in

Any Desired

T A B L-E

n> eaf l°baoco.

and on
every dollar in excess of

Rondout for Portsmouth.

STREET.
en2w

Orders attended to personally by

Brick-making

Houlton lias

FREE

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DTE.

The First National Bank of Auburn has declared a semi annual dividend of 7 per cent.

Herrin,
fatally injured by falling
was forty feet high.

NO; 5

riauo

FOB FAMILY USE.

100 00
BO 00

Sawver. Cedar Kevs 13 davs: Sea Bird. Horan. .Tack-

Blackhead and Fleshworm, use PERRY’S improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medicine.
Prepared only bv l>.- rt. C. PERRY',
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists

Plata

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

of C. M.

ELDEN &CO.

E. T.

BUTTON

STATE NEWS.

son

than the cost of Importation.

One Price aid no Variation.

F-A.-M-I-L-Y

A

10 Dozen Choice Pattens at less

WANTED
A

Dealers, wholesale liquor.
is ma!t. !Vluor8> Wholesale.

Liverpool.

at,
my2anHr*

A STAMP

rSSIii

opening
or

—

his establish-

denoting the payment of said Special Tax before
commencing business.
The taxes embraced within the provisions of law
above quoted are the following, viz.:
Rectifiers.
.$200 00
Dealers, retail liquors.’.....”.
25 00

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 22d, ship Puritan, Doano,
Portland. 0.
Ar 22d, barque Fanny. Eaton, Swatow.
INDIANOLA—Ar 17th, sch Wenonah, Kimball,
Pensacola.
GALVESTON—Cld 25th, ship Reunion, Curtis, lor

moubsihg GOODS 1

under Falmouth Hotel.

tablishment, in Benton and How York,is now prop nred to cut, fit and make suites in the very latest style*

to procure and place conspicuously in
ment or place of business,

New York.
Ar at New York 2d, brigs Shannon, fin Matanzas;
L M Merritt, torn Sagua; sch Eva May, Cardenas.

THAN'

my3-lmas

WILLEV,

28, Mary S. Barron, aged 69 vrs
26, Mrs. Agnes, wile of the late
Nathl Plummer, aged 85 years 3 months.
In Cambrideeport, May 2, Mrs. Sarah M., widow ol
the late DanTPoterson, formerly of Portland.
In Chicago, April 30, Mollle Shaw, child of P. W.
and Mattie H. Stoneham, formerly of Portland, aged
7 month* 20 days.

Ar at Matanzas

HARMON,

Having Just rsturned with a choice selection of Dress
and Saoque patterns from the most ftahionsblo es-

years 11 mouths.
In Topsham, April
In Topsham, April

grand

TAX

land Co.

A Foil Assortment at Deeided

MISS

Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clockl
In Buxton, April 17, Mrs. E. A. Burbank
wife 01
or
wl,e
Joseph Burbank, aged 57 years.
In Freeport. April 10, Euuico E.
Wilbur, seed
2G
*■

^MISCELLANEOUS.

_

The law of December, 24,1872, requires every per•ou engaged In any business, avocation, or employment, which renders him liable to a

Eastport.

ROOM PAPERS

*

ers.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

LORING, SHORT

^C. PettengM, aged 41

r^!

Notice to Special-Tax
Pay-

miniature Almnnuc.may 3.
Sun rises.4.52 I Moon sets. 1.00 AY.
Jlun sets.7.01 I High water.4.15 PM

SPECIALTIES.

AT LESS

in Great Variety,

*•

Malta.Boston.Liverpool—May

was

What Is Vitality f
Science has not yet answered this conundrum
The principle of life, in spite of the researches of
chemists, doctors and metaphysicians, remains unknown. We know, however, that when the blood Is
impure, the stomach inert, the bowels Irregular, the
liver disordered, or the nerves relaxed, this life sustaining principle, whatever it may be, is shorn of its
and that tho body it animates languishactivopower
es.
We know, too, such of us are capable of deriving
knowledge from authenticated tacts, that Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters correct impurities of the blood, invigorate tho stomach, regulate the bowele, tonic tho
liver and brace the nerves, thereby combatting and
subduing the lending morbid condition which tend to
shorten life. The average time of humam existence
might unqneetionably be greatly lengthened by Judicious stimulation, especially in the decline of life,
and this flunoui preparation is undoubtedly the
•
mostw holeeome stimulant at presemt known.

m"n?h"'
ye«s?
IFuneral services

—

crushed rendering amputation necessary.
Ja“e. Davis, aged 18 years, jumped into
the
Cause insanity.

uB.

SPECIAL

Hecla.Boston.Liverpool
May
South America. New York Rio Janeiro.. May

alight.

Saco nver at Saco

N B

Lagos.New York. .St Thomas.. May
Wilmington.New York. Havana.May

The engine house on the P. S. & P.
Railroad,
at Biddeford, was discovered to be on fire about
five o clock Thursday afternoon. A few buckets of water extinguished it. The damage was

drowned.

Slut*

UNITED 8TATMW«bnai,
■if

DEPARTURE OE OCEAN 8TEA.HCBN

Striped Piques

Oue Case assorted Satin

WVOll

Mre. John Steveus of Kennebunk, was knocked down and run over by a locomotive on the
Boston & Maine Railroad, at
Biddeford, Thursday afternoon. One of her feet was badly

new advertisements

In this city. April 19, by Rev.W. E. Gibbs, Gilbert
Bandall and mi.. Carrie 1>. McGregor, noth of Portland.
In thla city, May 1, by Bey. W. E. Glbbe, William
E. Johnson ol Putney, Vt.. and Miss Marietta K.
Dyar of Portland.
In Uile city. May 1.
by Her. A. H. Wright, Samuel
Saundera and Mlaa Clara E.
Brown, both ol Portland
In this city, April
30, by Rer. I. Luce, Ambrose
™rt“nd and Miss Llxzie Park Hill of

1

al.

“military

married.

_died.

P;

vessels, certain idosyuCol Bliclitiam,engineer of the Shore Line
"f ••harm-ter. giving each
was iu Ellsworth last Monday, having
mi j survey,
d -T- T„k .ni*-:’eude‘U
o,l over the line of the proposed road. He

heuL,*arnn«

ELSEN at CO,

T.

£.

Boddaod talk of

L ho body of J. C* ill ion, who was drowned last
tail at
J who helped Gen. Banks out of tl e lied
Eddington, was found last Wednesday.
River fiasco during the rebellion,) commandPISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
ing Companies C aud E,2d dragoons, anil Capt.
Johnson Davec of Foxcroft, was
badly injurJudah's company. Fourth Infantry, assisted
ed in the eye last Friday week,
by a strip of
by volunteers. But Ben. Wright at that time I lumber
it.
striking
was in business at Crescent
aud
I
believe I
City,
^
Parsons, express agent of Dover, had
never was near
the Modoc country. He :
two ribs
was
appointed Indian agent by President horse last broken by being trampled on bv a
Sunday.
and
bis
agency was at Port Oxford,
Pierce,
The collector of taxes in Dover is $3000 short.
where be never probably saw a Modoc.
He was appointed agent I think in 1852. In
SOMERSET COUNTY.
the autumn or late summer of 1855 Ben.
Gov.
of Rhode Islaud, was in SkowWright was captured during a surprise-mas- liegan Sprague
Tuesday looking after his new land a»d
sacre by the Rouge or Rogue River Indians
lumber company. He believes
assisted by smne others from the coast tribes,
Skowhegan will
become a manufacturing town.
tortured for two hours in every conceivable
Gov.
Coburn
is
and
be
was
so
much respected by the
gaming strength. So says the
manner;
savages that one of them boasted of having Reporter.
eaten his heart.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
(I once heard J. Evaus the
Indian make the boast, and he fell by my
Henry Wbelpley of Eastport. has been aphand.)
pointed deputy in place of the late J. ThompBen. Wright was always considered one of
son.
the best of the men of those days, and none
Judge Kent is holding his last term of court
who knew him would charge against him such
at Calais.
a cowardly and treacherous act.
He, Ben
Mathew Clare of Machias, has sued the town
Wright, could uot have been where such a of Lubec for
$10,000 on account of personal
thing occurred. His memory is tender to many
by falling off a sidewalk. Hon. Bion
damage
I know, and we all honor his memory, as we
of
Portland
is his counsel.
Bradbury
in
I
hare honored him
life.
do not know but
J. N. Anthony’s house at
this has been the first tribute through the
Dennysville, was
burglarized Thursday, and $250 cash sto'en.
press that poor and noble Ben has ever received,

03

Premiums

Policies issued in 1872. 3,956_
Policies existing Dec. 31, 1872.10,446....

of

special notices.

JBdward G. Wallace, Rochester.

Foreign.

isirfKs laacu

The Universalist society
building a new church.

06

II.—Marine.

to

XNOX COUNTY.

auua

as

sur-

It is
way
unwUlum to
trust his health aud life to a
medical man
who has derived his knowledge from books
only. Experience and observation at the bedside are absolutely necessary to qualify a man
for the duties of a physician or surgeon, and
these can seldom be had to any great extent
by astuiicnt except iu tks wards of a hospital. But there he may' acquire a good knowledge of disease and its treatment, and be fir,
ted to go out at once into active practice. In
this way, every member of the community
derives advantage from the hospital, which
becomes a trairing school for physicians. Its
greatest immediate good, doubtless, is to the
lov.c-t clav-s; but,
indirectly, its beneficent
influences extend all over the State, and
reach those in the higher walks of
society.
Our Maine General Hospital has been well
begun; hut its progress is now arrested for

lines

Annual Report of the Insurance Commissioner.
The report of the late Insurance Commissioner, Albert W. Paine, Esq., is a public document that requires more than the limits of an
ordinary newspaper article to present its practical suggestions and valuable statistics. From
the report we learn that there were doing business in the State in 1872, insurance companies

live

can

competing,

Times and Ox>
fold Democrat favor Mr. Dingley and the
Rockland papers endorse Mr. Farwell.

comfortably enough in lodgings
while they are well; hut when sickness comes
upon them, the boarding-house is found to be
anything but an appropriate place for the
recovery of health. It is true they do not
starve or perish with cold; but their friends
and companions are away nearly all the time,
the keepers of the house are already over-

that

oppose

Farmington Chronicle, Bath

There are multitudes of clerks and artisans
who have no permanent homes or family ties.

investigation

strongly

The Biddelord Journal takes issue with
Mr. Randal! on the temperance resolutions
of last week and his recommendations to the
Special Committee of the Legislature, of
which Mr. Butler was a member.
Perhaps
the Journal so vividly brings the matter up
as to refresh Mr. Randall's memory.
Oub contemporaries

Leander Ballard of Vassalboro, 1r*» aoeldanv
ally shot last Wednesday, by his cousin, wLlla
tbs two were out shooting In a koatgn tbs pond.
The shot passed through nis arm.

an

convenient season.

more

patient. In many cases, the employers would
cheerfully pay the expenses of the servant at
a hospital; in the rest, the patient will be a
fit recipient of a noble charity.

for

Capt. Wright anti the Modocs.
A correspondent of the Sacramento Union
jorrects the statement about Capt. Wright

Elsewhere is a brief abstract of tlie report of A. \V. Paine, Esq., late Insurance
Commissioner, which will be read with interest. It is very rare, indeed, that we have reports that afford such evidence of cousciencious and intelligent investigation of subjects
of great importance to the State. We shall
take occasion to make extracts from it at a

has liitlo time in the midst of these ex'raordinary duties to bestow suiable care upon the

portunities

possible,

now as ever.

roundings. In a hospital, however, every
patient has an abundance of sunlight, fresh
air, pure ater and proper food, and trained
nurses to carry out the orders of skillful
physicians. In short everything is done for his
comiort and wedare that science can suggest
and wealth provide.
The very poor are not the only ones who
are immediately benefited by
hospitals. When
servants In private families are taken sick, it
is rarely possible for them to have suitable attention, however kindly disposed their employers n ay be. The mistress is generally
obliged to perform the work of the maid, and

They

as

that the Boston & Maine as
the scheme of uniting those

followed as well as thccireumstances of the

case

a measure

j

j III
j

j

erally contracted, cheerless and stived. The
physician'sdiiections either cannot be carried
out, owing to the lack of proper appliances, or
the plenitude of stupidity on the part of the
attendants; or am wilfully disobeyed by advice
of meddlesome neighbors. And even if Jhey
are

the State 'Jreasury
all expenses of the department
already
For that portion of the current year
of companies admitted
expired, the numberat 820
each amounts to
has been 117, which
2-, ojn
Licenses have been granted to 22
and
1,279 agents at 81 each,
brokers at $5 each
Deducting
making the entire income 83,729.
82,500 for salary, clerk hire aud office rent, and
19,70 lor postage, travelling expense, &c., a
balance remains of $1,059.50.

that the managers of the road are opposed to
j>
the scheme.
The Boston & Maine opposed
Com:
the
the bill when it was fust referred to
having massacred Modocs. He thus writes to
bill was j
a
mittce, but seeing that permissive
iho Union:
tacit
a
“One Bon. Wright in 1852, inlikely to be passed, they have given
?yn«:?.
feainto his camp of
volunteers, some
apnn.val in order that the objectionable
j
The fact that their ! Shirty Modocs unarmed &c.” This cannot be
fare may be kept out.
true for the Modoc Indians were,
the
during that :
to
counsel <:ppo>. d the section relating
j rear, as allies of the IClamatbs, proceeded !
of the lines between j igainst bv regular troops under command of
consolidation
or
leading
Capt. A. L Smith (now I’.rig. Gen. U. S. Army
an evidence
PoriJaud and Halifax, is taken as

in

ara

every way worthy, though humble members
of society, whose lives are a constant but unsuccessful struggle against poverty, and who
share the opinion of old Betty Higdcn that
“coming on the town” is more horrible than
death itself. They are not like the majority
of the inmates of our alms-houses, and their
finer feelings are shocked by the thought of
associating with wretched creatures who
have been brought to their low condition by
improvidence and idleness and crime. To
care for such cases as these and to help them
preserve their feelings of sell-respect, is not
only the plain duty but the blessed privilege
•f the more fortunate.
But the worthiness of the individual does
■Ot constitute his only claim to the kind offices of the community. The mere fact of his
infirmity is sufficient reason for extending
him succor, even if his faults have been the
main instruments in producing his want.
If no one had a right to the sympathy of his
fellows except when his misfortune was
wholly due to the misdeeds of ethers, there
would not be a tenth part of the call for
Christian charity that there now is, and
most of ns would be obliged to endure our
calamities unhelped.
But the question is asked by some, could
not the sick poor be treated more economically and better at their homes than in a
hospital ? If this he regarded as a matter of
the immediate payment of dollars and cents,
it might receive an affirmative answer; but
looked at in any other light, it must be decided most emphatically in the negative.
The propriety of this reply must be apparent
to alt who are familiar with the habitations
and mode of life of the indigent.
If their
houses arc not positively filthy, they are gen-

over and above
were $1,449.3j.

paid into

are

Wjcannot undertake to return
tnunicflpous thal arunoT useu.

the

appreciated
The report closes with a statement of Its
financial operations, which are as follows:
For the year ending July 1. 1872, the fees

name of
A fuller report of the
seeVing courtesies in the
of the
even pas
j Eastern and Boston & Mainehearing
Press, and we have no disposition to be,
railroads on the
iivoly, a party to such fraud.
cons Il lation
bill,before tbe Committee oftlie
and communi- i Massachusetts
letters
Legislature, leads to tbe conWs do not read anonymous
of tho wi der are in
elusion that the Boston & Maine only beThe name and address
caiions
for publication
not
necessarily
ab
e,
all coses In iispc
came a party to the bill in order to secure as
but as a guaranty of good faith*
and

mers’'

to make
“

The Commissiouer
speaks of the importance
>t Life Insurance to all
classes, and is assured
ihat in time the
advantage of the system will
tie generally
because real.

Lnefit

Kvkby

whereby

No. 59 Exchange Street.

SEELEI’SJ Hart Rimer

TRUSSES'
ABDOMINAL NUPPORTERM AND
PILE PIPES.

Relief, Comfort and euro for Rupture, Female weaknesses and Piles, unlike all other
appliances known, will never rust, limber, break, chafe,
soil, nor move from place,—indestructible. The tine
steel spriug being coated with hard rubber, light cool,
cleanly, uced in bathing, fitted to form, universally
recommended by all surgeons as the best me banical
snpports known.—Send for pamphlet.—Kbtabllshments 1347 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia and 737 Broadway, New York. Complete as-ortment for hale, with
careful adjustment, by F. Sweetser. L. C.
ilsou, \V.
W. Whipple & Co., and Thus. G. Luring, Pottlknd*.
Beware of imitation*.
myldSm

White Corn and
FOR SEED

Oats

AT GEO. WYER &
CO’S,
apr29<13w*
149 C,»«trciai 8twel.

THE PRESS.
SlITRDAY

MOKMNR,

MAY

15.

1S7S

THE PBE89
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fefleetiden Bros.,
Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.‘
Andrews, Went wortn, ulendenniug Moses, Hender•on, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
the ity.
At Blddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L,
Hodgdon.
At Watcrville, of J. S. Carter.
At

Gorham, of Nowb Agout.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk, of C. E. Miller.

~CITY

name,whose death was announced Wednesday,
was a native of England and was for several
years a worthy shipmaster of Portland.
His
last cruise was as
captain of the private armed
sloop Yankee, a unique craft, modeled by John
H. Hall, the inventor of the breech loading
rifle which was adopted by our United States
War Department. The sloop had a flat bottom with a keel six feet deep. She sailed from
Portland in June 1814.
On Sunday July 10th, the Portuguese armed
ship San Jose Indiana, with a cargo most of
Which was British goods, came in as a prize to
the Yankee. The armament of this ship was
in the September following, transferred by the
Portland ltiile Corps, to the dismantled brig

AND VICINITY.

Nevr AdTcrtiMement*

A Bit of History—Capt. James Brooks,
father of the member of Congress by the same

Id-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Teas—J. S. Bailey & Co.
Sherift’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Office Desks, Ac—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Furniture, Ac. F. O. Bailey A Co.
Fruit Trees—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Administrates Sale—Eunice Poole.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Marietta Ravel.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Room Papers—Loring, Short A Harmon.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice to Special- tax Payers—Franklin J. Rollins.
Hard Pine Timber—Stetson A Pope.

House for Sale Cheap—F. G. Patterson.
To Let—Tenement.
For Sale—John B. Herreshoff.
ft Coat and Pant Makers Wanted—W. C. Beckett.
IlSeulo in Boilers—Geo. W. Lord.
Daucy’s Announcements—1.
| A Small Farm for Sale in West Buxtcn.
Home Again—A, M. McKenney.

Boxer, which placed the brig in position to defend Vaughan’s bridge from a threatened attack by the enemy. The capture of this prize
by Capt Brooks was the last that was heard of
him or his vessel.
Her deep keel probably
caused her to founder in a storm.

Capt. Brooks left a son and daughter—James
and Eliza, who afterwards married a Mr.
Marsh, of New York. The second son, Erastus,
now of the New York
Express was born several
months after his father sailed.
The orphan
children drew au annuity from the United
States naval pension fund and were cared for
by their mother and their guardian, the late
W. G.
David Trull.

Windham, May 2.

Wanted—Albert Chase.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
and Shoes—T. E. Moseley & Co.
Loring’s Vegetable Specific.
Geo. W. Rich & Co.’s Announcements—3.
Saleswoman Wanted—L. D. Strout.
J. Burleigh’s Announcements—1.

allegful. It is suggested that eacn tame
ed in the form of a booth, with every booth dif.
feriug from the rest in its style and decorations.
In fact to make prominent the grand and striking features of the Bazaar of all Nations that
now attracts so much attention in Boston, and
yet to make our fair dissimilar from that. Extensive decorations of the Hall will be dispensed with, in case the suggestions are carried out,
and in place of decorations it is proposed to
ue

comer

Wilmot.Rev. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching

3; Sabbath School

1$;

at

of
at

meeting

at 7 p. m.
High Street Church.—Rev. W. Fenn, Pastor.
services
at
a.
m.
and
3
p.m.; Sunday
Preaching
10$
School at the close of forenoon services; Prayer meetings Sunday Bve’gs at 7 o’clock, and Tuesdays at 7$.
New Jerusalem Church.—Preaching at 10$ A.
M. by Rev. G. F. Steams. Subject: “The new Heart.”
lecture at 7$ o’clock, Subject: “The Flood.”
Social

Evening

India St. Uni vers a list

Church.—Rev. Geo. W

to-morrow at 10$
Bickucll, pastor.—Preaching service
Sunday School Concert at 7$ P. M.

A. M.

Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B. PitblaCommunion at 10$ a. m. Preaching at
3 and lecture at 7 p. m. by the pastor. Subject of
“True
lecture,
Glory,”

do, Pastor.

First Second Advent Church, 353$ Congress

street. Elder B. S.
the usual hours.

Emery,

will

preach

to-morrow at

Seats free.
St. Paul’s Church, comer ol Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.

and 3

p. m.

Bethel CnuRcn.—Sabbath 10$a. m., 3 and 7$ p.
Prayer meetings on Monday and Thursday eveniugs
at 7$ p. m. All from sea and land are invited.
Newbury St., Church.—Prayer meeting at 10$ a.

m.; preaching in the afternoon at 3 p. m.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
Hall—Children’s Progressive Lyceum at 10$ A. M.
Conference at 3 P. M.
Williston

service at 3 p.

Church.—S. S. 10$ a. m. Preaching
m.
Sittings free. Social meeting at 7

P. M.

Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor.—Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. A. Chapel, Deering’s Bridge.—Sabbath
St.

School at 3 o’clock P. M.

Y. M. C. A. Mechanics’ Building, C ongress St.—
Elde G. Kimball will preach Sunday at 3 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. in. All are invited.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
«treets. Sunday School as usual at 2 p. m. The afternoon service commencing heretofore at 3 p. m., will
commence to-morrow ana hareatter at 11 a. in.
A
Temperance meeting at 7$. Free to all.
Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10$ aby thejpastor, Rev. A. If. P. Small. Sabballi
School at close of morning service. Communion service at 3 p. m. Missionary Concert at 7$ p. m.
Free St.

m.

United Stages Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE 8HEPLEY.

Friday.—Samuel C. Loud et al. vs. Maine Mutual Marine Insurance Company. Action to recover
On
a policy of $4000 of insurance on vessel lost.

Vinton for town.

Gave for plaintiff.

Brief Joltings.

Yesterday

was a

intention of nominating to the West Point cadetship, the young man who shall pass the
most successful examination before a committee that he shall name. This action on the
part of Mr. Burleigh, is highly creditable to his

generosity and sense of justice to a largo class
of worthy young men, who have to depend up-

themselves, well in the interest of the service which will secure better officers by this
method of selection.
The time, place and
names of the examining committee will be
on

as

named at

an

early day.

Portland Fire Insurance Company.—A
meeting of the committee to solicit stock subscriptions was held yesterday afternoon, at 3
o’clock, at the office of T. C. Hersey, esq., on
Commercial street. In the absence of thechairman, A. K. Shurtleff, Mr. T. C. Hersey was
elected chairman pro tern, and G. C. Tyler,
Mr. W. W. Thomas declined
esq., Secretary.
serving on the committee, and Bufus E. Wood
esq., was appointed in his place. Messrs. Jas.
H. Smith, G. W. Woodman and J. S. Bicker
were elected additional corporators and members of this committee. Adjourned to Tuesday
next at 3 o’clock, at same place

dany, visited Portland Division No. 95, last
evening, and made a strong and effective ad-

Friday.—Humphrev vs. Town of Gray.
for jury on defective highway. On trial.

east

Point Appointment.—Several
of our Portland boys will be pleased to learn
that Congressman Bnrleigh has signified his
The West

defense is closed. Mr. Gage
the plaintiff in the morn-

Supreme Judicial Court.
VIRGIN J., PRESIDING.

ing.

a

Action

Bradburys.

The argument for the
will address the jury for

supurb flower booth octagonal in shape,
placed in the centre of the hall, attended by
charming youDg ladies.

have

Personal.—O. D. Wetmore, Esq., of St.
John, N. B., M. W. P. of the National Division of the Sons of Temperance of North America, now on a visit to this State, in prosecution of
his business in connection with the agency department of the Phenix Life Insurance Com-

trial.

Dodge of Boston.
Strout & Holmes.

raw, cloudy day, with

an

wind.

dress. relating the progress of the cause in the
Western and Southern States, and also in the
From his statements it appears
Dominion.
that the Order is in a most flourishing condition.

number of coasters put in
here for a harbor, there being a strong east
wind outside with indications of a storm.
Hon. John Lynch was at the Falmouth

Yesterday

a

large

Thursday night.
The Boston and Maine railroad company
have made the summer rates for|tickets to Old
Orchard Beach and return GO cents; to Wells
beach and return $1.50.
The coat, cape and cap recently found on
Brown street, were stolen from the entry of a
gentleman up town.
Morris Brothers’ Minstrels are to give one of
their unique entertainments on Thursday even-

ing, May 8th.
The tickets for “Owens” at Music Hall tonight are nearly all sold. Our citizens will
bear in mind that this is a benefit for the Hos-

pital

Fair.
The steamer Mississippi 1370 tons burden arrived at this port yesterday from Liverpool via
Boston. She left a portion of her cargo in
Boston, but brought the largest part of it here.
She sails from Portland direct to Liverpool
and takes out a full freight.
George P. James & Co., of Norton Mills,
have recently placed upon the Grand Trunk
railroad a number of new platform cars to be
used in the transportation of lumber from the r
mills to this city.
Bloodgood’s troupe will be here May 5th and

Good Templars.—The following officers of
lion Clad Lodge were installed last Thursday
evening by D. G. W. C. T., Chas. E. Jordan:
L. M. Webb, W. C. T; Delia Huston, W. V. T;
L. T. Chase, W. S; Melville Morton, W. F. S;
G. W. Burnham, W. T; Henry Batchelder, W.

Spaulding,

Warren Harmon, W. C; Emma
W. I. G; Benj. Huston, W. O. G.

M;

Police Notes.—At the police station last
two cases of drunkenness and

night there were
two lodgers.

'aiSCELLANEOUM NOTICES.

Burleigh, 89 Middle street, sells
ing than any other party in Maine.

more

cloth-

An experienced sales-woman is wanted at LD. Strout’s.
my3-lt*
Always send your friends to Geo. W. Rich
& Co. for clothing.
my3-lmS
Attention of capitalists and others is called
to the sale of valuable land lying between Exchange and Market streets above the old post
office. This is one of the most desirable lots in
the city, and will ho sold by auction to-day by
F. O. Bailey & Co., at 12 o’clock.

6th.

All the new and nobby styles of clothing,
very low, at George W. Rich & Co.’s, 173 and
175 Fore street.
my3-lmS

Despite the fact that the past winter was one
of unu.iual severity, yet the steamer Carlotta
which runs beta een this city and Halifax nev-

Twenty-five thousand dollars worth of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods very cheap. Wholesale and retail. J. Burleigh, 89 Middle street.

always promptly on time,
which,considering the circumstances,is consider
ed remarkable. She is commanded by Capt. E.
D. Mulligan and carries a full list of frieght

French Boots for gentlemen, ladies and
children, in all novel and desriable styles, are
always to be obtained of T. E. Moseley & Co.

er

_

lost

s

trip,

was

and passengers
Hon. F. O. J. Smith has received notice that
a decision in the famous
“Cornell” case lia8
been rendered in his favor to the amount of

$532,000.
Since December last one hundred and thirtythree caces of small-pox have been received at
the Hospital, thirty-three of whom died.
The Horse Kailroad Company tan a car into
the
city at midnight, Thursday from
Deering, to accommodate citizens who attended the dance at the seminary.
The ice went out of Sebago lake Wednesday.
A carved human bone has been found in
Scarborough twenty feet below the surface.
The Portland Yacht Club hold their annual
meeting next Monday at the Club-h„u£e.
Marietta Ravel with a New York company is
to appear at Music Hall May 9th and 10th in
■

jarune

ana me

wiia v_;u.

A drunken man in getting on board the cars
the Rochester depot Thursday night, slipped,
He
and fell between the car and platform.
was pulled out by the train hands just in time
to avoid being crushed, as the train was in mo-
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city
was

who is
at

on

the

Jackson-

ville, Florida, April 25th.
The western mail will hereafter close at 8.30
a. m., 3 p. m.
and9p. m. Arrive at 12.30p. m^
8 p. m. and 1 a. m.
Officer York
yesterday went for the man
who stole the pants, and found him.
The three masted schooner launched Thurs-

day

ai

Newburyport is owed by \V. S. Jordan

and others of this city. She is about BOO tons
old measurement, andis to be in charge of
Capt. E. K. Crowell.
It commenced to rain about 4 o’clock yesterday with some snow in it.
Nest week the St. Andrew’s society hold
their quarterly meeting.
The New York Coopers demand that Portland
made barrels shall no longer be used in tin

Sugar Refineries of that city, otherwise they
will inaugurate a strike.
The brig “J. Polledo” arrived yesterday from
Cardenas with 529 hogshends, 52 tierces and 4
barrels of molassesr
In
noon

a

stable on Uniou street yesterday aftera horse
got frightened aud jumped

through a

window

cutting

his

There will be a temperance
le

fore-leg badly.
meeting at Preb

Chapel Sunday evening.

O. D. Wctmcre,
Esq., of St. John, N. B., M. W. P. of the National Division of Sons of Temperance of North
America, will address the meeting.
Mr. Elisha Wheeler who has charge of the
restaurant at the P. S. & P. depot in this city
has been longer in the business in connection
with railroads than any other man in the State.
His assiduity and urbanity have rendered him
popular with the travelliuS public.
High St. Church—Rev. Wm. II. Fenn, Pastor.—The services in this church are now held
in the morning and afternoon at the usual
hours
The attendance on the afternoon service for the last two Sabbaths has been very
much larger than it was in the evening as held
last year. This
parish is fortunate in securing
the services of Mr. Samuel
Thurston, as leadei
and manager of the choir for another
year
The society is now one of the few
entirely free
from debt and in a
flourishing and prosperous

condition.

Washington streot, Boston,

Mass.

The gratitude expressed by the hundreds who
have been cured of Cositiveness, Dyspepsia
and Piles by the use of that remarkable reme-

dy, Loring’s Vegetable Specific, is the
strongest evidence of its wonderful efficacy.
Price §1.00. Loring, druggist, proprietor. All
Trade supplied by J. W.
the dealers sell it.
Perkins & Co., W. F. Phillips & Co.
We have added store 175 Fore street, corner
Exchange, for custom clothing, and can show
one of the best stocks of woolens for gents’
Geo. W. Rich & Co.
wear in Maine.

my3dlm

_-_

The finest stock of
89 Middle street.

Clothing is

at

Burleigh’s,

The largest and best assortment of Clothes
for Boys’s wear to be found in this city, is at
L. D. Stbout’s.

mayl-dlw_

at

tion.
Mr. Bion Bradbury of this
United States Coast Survey

MATTERS IN MAINE.

self

through
No

Ho lived but a few
the breast.
cause is assigned for the deed.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Postal Cards.
Springfield, May 2.—The production of
perfect postal cards was commenced at the
works of the Morgan Envelope Co. in this city
yesterday. Presses will hereafter be run night
and day," and will thus be able to turn out 000,No cards will he
00 to 700,000 cards daily.
issued to postmasters till the receipt of further
orders from Washington.
Various Matters.
Boston, May 2.—Some derangement of the
water service in the upper portion of the building numbered 22, 24 and 26 Kneeland street,
caused an overflow involving severe loss last

night.

The Bay State Suspender Co. was damaged
in stock to the amount of $5000. W. H. Sliaw’
hair
gas stove manufacturer, Chas. L. Fowle,
mattresses, and J. W. Bailey & Co., hardware,
also suffered ftom $2000 to $3000 each.
The Massachusetts House to day by a twothirds vote passed to be engrossed the bill to
loan the State credit in the suui of $300,000 to
the Lee & New Haven R. R. Co.
A cold north-east rain prevailed last evening
and to-night.

largest stock of Clothing
Burleigh’s, 89 Middle street.

The
at

n

Portland is

Dr. Urann who has made so many wonderful cures of cases supposed to be incurable, will
be at the Preble House every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday for the present. All should see
him.

_apr28-tf

Steel Knives and every description of Table
Ware Plated, or Replated in the very best manner at short notice and at a reasonable price, at
Atwood’s New Rooms, 27 Market Square.
feb2fi-eodtf
MINOR TB1BGBAM8.
Felix Dueras, a well known New Orleans
broker, is reported to have absconded with

8100,000.

The chairman of the committee to investigate mail transportation will soon visit different
cities on the Atlantic coast and on the lakes,
and make
personal observations and enquiries
on that
subject.
The American
department was closed Tburs
cerem0“iesof the Vien'

na^Exposition.°PCUing

A fire at Modoc,
Ontario,
morning
burned the Hoffman House Friday
and a block or
stores, together With the Presbyterian church
and lower hall.
The straits of Macinaw are now fully onen
and several steamers passed through from Lake

Michigan Thursday night.
A number of Carlist prisoners

confined on
mutinied several
one of the Canary Islands
davs ago and the guard were compelled to fire
on'them. Many of the prisoners were killed
and wounded.
Mrs. Ridley, residing in the township of Grey,
Ontario, Thursday drowned her children in the
river while insane. She unsuccessfully attempted to drown herself but was rescued.
A special from Fort Garry says ihat in comthe home military depliance with orders from
partment, a coinpany of the provincial battalion stationed at Toronto will march this week
for Fort Ellis, in the northwest territory.
D. P. Nichols, a resident of Hyde Park,
Mass., was kicked to death by his horse Thurs-

day night.
James W. Darrab of

Charlestown, Mass.,

killed Thursday evening while walking on
the railroad track near Prison Point.
The paper mill of Crockett & Burbank of
Crockerville, Mass., was destroyed by fire Thursday. Loss $10,000; insured.
was

A bill of

exceptions

has been filed and

ac-

cepted in the murderer Nixon’s case, and his
counsel is to move a stay of proceedings.
A Constantinope
despatch says that Admiral
Alden, of the United States Navy, visited the
Sultan Thursday and left for Vienna the same
evening.

the Currency.
Hawley
New York, May, 2.—At the dinner of the
Chamber of Commerce last night, Gen. Hawley oi Connecticut, responuea to tne toast ot
“legislationupon commerce” as follows:
I have been looking to the expression of this
body with a great deal of interest, and if I had
time I should like to talk upon a topic of so
very great value—a topic in which you are all
as merchants interested-the topic of hard money. It seems to me, from what study I have
beeu ablo to give to the political condition of
the country and its legislative needs, that there
is no subject of greater importance to us than
that of our currency. I am a hard money man;
I don’t believe in a lying paper currency. That
which we have in our pockets says the United
States will pay one, five or ten dollars for it,
but the United States has not done so within
ten years and they don’t try to do so. We are
waiting, it is said, for rhe country to grow up
to hard money. Meanwhile there is not a
branch of interest that is not suffering. The
manufacturer suffers, the importer suffers, the
western farmer suffers and the mechanics and
laborers suffer. We need a fixed and stable
currency. The interests of the industrious demand it. The Chamber of Commerce has said
what is right on the subject and the influence
of its members can be beneficially exercised in
assisting national legislation to bring about the
desired end.
The Atlantic Dank.
Receiver Strong of the Atlantic National
Bank reports that $301,000 iu securities are
missing. The liabilities are set down at $1,027,300, the assets os which are $301,000 short.
It may be further changed by new developments
in the investigation.
City Appointments.
It is rumored that a combination has been
made in the board of Aldermen to defeat all
the nominations made by Mayor Havcmeyer
unsatisfactory to them, three republicans, four
Tammany democrats and one Appolo Hall being the parties. It is also asserted no provision
having been made in the new charter for retention of Mayor Havemeyer as in the case of
heads of departments, he will go out of office
with the expiration of the old charter.
Concert Saloons.
The Grand Jury to-day made a presentment
on the subject of the suppression of concert
saloons, in which they say the excise licenses
shield the proprietors, and oaly the owners of
the premises are liable to criminal prosecution
and punisbment.
The Number of the Grog Shops.
The figures just presented by the excise
Board, show that during the year ending April
30tb, no less than 8,061 licenses to sell liquors
This averages one drinking place
were issued.
to every 120 of the population.
on

Suicide.

Col. W. A. Cameron, who during the war
commanded the 5th U. S. Artillery, committed
suicide to-day because of his removal from the
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relative of Gen. Burnside, was at the time deranged in consequence of a wound.
Various Matters.
The laborers on the Harlem road have struck
for higher wages.
A dummy engine on the Hudson River railroad in West street, run over and cut an unknown man, completely in twain this morning.
All business connected with the Vienna Exposition here has been transferred to the United States despatch agent Baldwin.
A load of furniture worth $(>,000, was stolen
yesterday by robbers, who knocked the driver
off the team and threw a boy into the street.
The owner caught one, but while waiting the
arrival of a policeman the robber drove the
team away.
The sailor hoarding-house keepers have passed a resolution tantamount to a defiance of the
shipping commissioner here, and agreeing to
furnish a crew to the Boston ship Nerth America, which has been waiting several days for
men.
They however state that they are satisfied with the law, hut not its application here.
If the rumor is well founded, Alderman
Vance representative of the Custon House interest, would be Mayor until the next election
provided by the new charter.
Bupt. Kelso has ordered the police to make
census of all disreputable
houses and characters in the city.
Rev. Dr. Joel Parker died in this city this
morning, aged 74 years.
The strike of the coopers is virtually ended,
several of the largest manufacturers conceded
to the demands of the strikers, the men returned to work.
A bill to provide for a new city prison in
place of the tombs, passed the Assembly.
Thurlow Weed is reported seriously ill.

WASHINGTON.
Naval Charges.
2.—Lient. Geo. M. Totten has been detached from the “Lackawana”
and placed on waiting orders; and Engineer
William H. Platt, from the Canandaigua, and
placed on waiting orders.
The Funeral of Mr. Brook.
Mr. Ordway,Sergeant-at-Arms of the House,
in view of the fact that the late James Brooks
was one of the oldest members in service elected to the 4:3d Congress, and following the precedent in the case of the late Thaddeus Stevens who died in Washington during the recess,
has tendered in behalf of the House, an escort
to take charge of the remains till after the funeral ceremonies in New York city. A detail
from the capital police under charge of Blackford will remove the remains from the residence
of the deceased at 7 o’clock Saturday morning
to the depot to be conveyed by the 8 o’clock
morning irain to New York, where they will he
deposited in Grace Church till the funeral ceremonies Saturday.
Doorkeeper, Mr. O. S.
Buxton will represent the Sergeant-at-Arms,
and the»remains will be in charge of John T.
Chauncev, one of the oldest employes of the
House of Representatives, till
they are removed
to their final resting place.
Representative

Washington, May

Marnom nf Manr
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of Arizona, Samuel J. Randall of Pennsylvania
and Hon. J. H. Sloss of Ala., have expressed
their intentions to accompany the remains and
attend the funeral.
The Postal Cards.
Yesterday was the day fixed by the Post-Office Department for the issue of the first lot of
postal cards, but becansc of inability of the
contractors to prepare the necessary quantity,
the distribution is postponed for a few days.—
It is confidently believed at the Department
that the issues will begin at the commencement of next week and thereafter be continued
without hindrance.
The Parragut Case.
The Supreme Court of this District, in general term, has overruled the motion made by the
special attorney of the United States to set
aside the award of $268,000 as bounty to the
captors and destroyers of the confederate vessels at New Orleans iu April, 1862.
The case
of same parties against ship Metropolis and
others is next to be heard.
The Ciril Service.
Kon. Samuel Shellabarger has signified his
acceptance of the appointment as a member of
the Civil Service Commission.
The Vienna Commissioners.
Several days ago a telegram was published,
the fact having been obtained from official
sources, giving the names of eleven gentlemen
of the original Vienna Commission who are
free of the charge of irregularity. The na nes
of the other three Commissioners who' are implicated iu the charges of improperly receiving
money are William Mayer, Robert Sergeant
and A. E. Sliasny, together with Chief ComSo far the telegrams
missioner Van Buren.
have only been received by this government,
but a full report is expected in a few days. It
is understood that all these commissioners were
appointed on the recommendation of General
Van Buren before Congress made an appropriation to defray the expenses attending the Americau display at the expositiou, and that he was
cautioned to be particular in the designations.
Gen. Van Buren will, however, have a fair opportunity to bo heard in reply to whatever
charges have been made against him, when,- it
is
hoped, he will be able to establish his innocence. The statement made heretofore that the
°f the Secretary of State against
Gen6 v
act!Sn
Va“
Buren originated in uufriendly perhas no foundation in fact, as
thpse
beeu pleasantly intimate
previous toth*6?
'ato. scandalous disclosures. The
present"
°rdered
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The minister to
j„paa
It is ascertained that the
recall of Minister
Delong from Japan was owin» to wfi
repeatedly made presents to he Mikado On
first doing so, the fact having
come tn n
knowledge of this government, he was remind
ed that under general instructions to our Mini,"
ter such proceedings were forbidden, as al' nreV
ents to a sovereign must be made
through his
own diplomatic representative, but Minister
Delong instead of desisting, repeated the act and
was reminded of his instructions.
Besides
these objections to Mr. Delong it was thought
some person should be appointed whe would
more faithfully represent the United States in
Japan. The President will, on his return, ap-

point

a successor.

on

c

was unwise in
consenting to restrict instead of
open orpitrauon.
kfr. Gladstone Contended that restricted arbitration was better than none.
While the
English had been defeated, he showed that arbitration had removed the causes of irritation
and restored friendliness between two
great
nations. The subject was then
dropped.
Various Matters.
The Turkish government lias ordered 400,000
rifles iv the United States.
The trouble between the Latin and Greek
monks at Bethlehem has
partially subsided
and order is restored.
The Porte leaves the
guilty unpunished, but Kussia demands their
punishment.
Hopes are expressed that the
great powers will now settle the dispute about
the custody of the
holy places out of which this
scandal arose, but they hesitate to
approreli a
question of so delicate a character.

tbe Friendly

Indians.
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Mutilation

Dead

of the
Bodies.

San Francisco, May 1— A lava bed special
of- the3!9th iuet. says that the troops have all
returned, and nothing is heard of Lt. Cranston,

Brown. The last two
last seen running in the direction of the
centre of the lava beds, right into the den ot
tlfe savages.
Donald KcKay and his Warm Spring Indians
in the fight were’ of little assistance as our
bred on
troops were so demoralized that they
to retire.
them by mistake, compelling.them
Most of the mules have the opizootic.
The Indians had completely surrounded our
broke many ran right
troops and when the men
into the jaws of death. Our men lost fourteen
thousand rounds of ammuguns and about two
nition which the Indians probably have.
killed
were buried on the field.
our
of
Plight
The wounded are doing well.
Some of the
mutilated
were
bodies
by the Indians, having
their feet and hands cut off.
As far as known
there were twenty-one killed, eighteen wounded and six missing.
A. Yreka despatch of the first inst., says the
bodies of the above named officers had arrived
there and are in state in Masonic Hall.

Sergeant Selig or private
were

Mexican Neva.
Matamokas, May 1.—The New York Herald
correspondent at the City of Mexico says that
that the treaty is progressing; that the
treaty
claims of the Commission have been
approved
by Congress; that Manual Seamacain has been
appointed Commissioner; that the administration party has elected its Congress for
May:
that Losada is losinz ground daily, but is not

Thirty-Two Persons Injured.
Montreal, May 2.—This morning

as the Portland
Poilnrnn nrnn

express
*1.

on

the Grand

at

5.30,

Trunk

D-iL_11

non*

Garibaldi is reported dangerously ill.
Two hundred troops left New York for San
Francisco Thursday.
The funeral of Jame Brooks will take place
Sunday in New York, from Union Grace church.
The Missouri Penitentiary has been leased for
ten years to private parties for $10,000 a year.
It has cost the State $100,000 more than expenses of late.
Action has been commenced for the appointment of a receiver of the St. Louis Life Insurance Company, the funds of which are
alleged
to have been wasted and misapplied.
The reception to Gem Grant at Galena, 111.,
Friday evening was a grand affair.
The Caribon silver mines in Boulder county,
Col., have been sold to the Nederland Mining
Company of Holland, for $3,000,000.
Theodore Thomas and Anna Louise Cary arrived at Cincinnati Friday to participate in the
May musical festival.
Afire at -Whitby, Ont., Friday, destroyed
Geixie’s drug store, the express and telegraph
offices, and several other buildings. Loss $30,000.
Steamer Edinburgh, from New Orleans for
Little Bock, sank at Swan Lake Friday. She
was loaded with railroad iron.

Mining Company, involving-immense interest,

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Foreign Exports.
HAVANA. Brig Ysidora-Rionda—3781 box shooks,
250 empty hhds and tcs.
ST. JOHN^NB. Schr Margie—2'locomotives and
fixtures.
Foreign Import!.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Mississippi—05 crates 1
cask eartbem ware to C E Jose & Co., 71 pkgs merchandise to Geo Stopbcns & Co., 108 cases do tosS
Waddell & Co.
CARDENAS. Brig J Polledo—529 hhds 52 tcs 4
bbla molasses, 2 do-sugar to Gca S Hunt.

fatally,
San Francisco, May.l,—Jikere is intense excitement here to-day amohg street dealers in
one

over the verdict in the" great
suit between the Raymond and Ely
and Hermes Companies in Nevada.
Many
brokers loss .heavily on Raymond and Ely.

mining stocks,

mining

of the

Boston Stock

ciation-

Cincinnati, May 2.<- At a session of the
American Publtc Health
Association Drs.
Toner, Jarvis and Bell were appointed as committee of publication. Invitation of the Mayor
of Providence, R. I., to hold the next annual
meeting there was accepted. A resolution was
adopted appointing Drs. Elisha Harris, Dorman B. Eaton, John Ordrotneaux and Stephen
Smith, committee to report the best plan for
organization of national State and local boards
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United

Thursday,
Friday
Saturday,

and

1st. 2d and

May

3d,

firm and in fair demand; No 2 Fall fresh at 80c.—
Prowislons—Pork doll and declining, closing firm
and nominally at 17 75 @ 17 85 cash; 18 CO bid seller
June. Lard quiet and nominally at 9 05 @ 9 10; sales
at 9 20 for seller June. Bulk Meats are In fair demand and firm : sales of shoulders 6jc; short clear
Bacon Is steady and unmiddles 8Jc; both loosec.
changed; shoulders 8c; clear rib sides 10c; clear sides
101c. Whiskey is good demand at 87 @ 87J.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 123,000 bush com, 51,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 2,008
bnsh barley, 00,000 hogs.
Shipments—5,000 obis flour, 42,000 bush wheat, 233,000 bnsbtcorn, 71,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 3,000
bush barley, 0000 hogs.
Cincinnati. May 2.—Provisions firm and less acDetroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester,
Oswego, Norfolk, Baltimore, Cape Mav, New tive. Pork held at 18 50. Lard is quiet and firm;
held at 91c; kettle at 91c.
steam
New
Bulk
Haven, New London, Wood’s Hole. Meats 9c, generally
York,
firm; shoulders held firm; clear rib sides at 9£.
Bostou, Portland, Eastport, and are ordered Bacon
held firmly at 8c for shoulders: clear rib sides
for Savannah, Charleston and Wilmington.
9jc; clear sides 10ic. Whiskey steady at 86.
Detroit, May 2.—Flour 1b quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat steady; extra White at 198® 199; Nol
-White at 189; Amber Michigan 174}. Corn steady
at 47} @ 48c. Oats in good demand at 37} @ 38c.
For the Gulf States, Tennessee and the South
Atlantic States, generally cool,
clearing weather, north-westerly to south-westerlv winds and
higher pressures; for the northwest and upper
lakes, and thence southsrard to lower Missouri
and the lower Ohio valley, occasional rain
partly cloudy and clearing weather with lower
temperature; for the lower lakes and Middle
States, cloudy and rainy weather, northeasterly
and southeasterly winds; for Canada and New
England, falling barometer, threatening weather and rain.
Cautionary signals will continue
at Duluth, Milwaukee, Chicago, Grand Haven,

Prices

the most

therefor.
Lord Hamilton'said he would make no motion, and only deserved to obtain from the

giving

reasons

House such an expression of opinion as wonid
discourage the making of treaties hereafter on
the “give all and take nothing*’ principle.
Capt. Bailie Cochrane sdid Earl Granville’s
foreign policy had always been the reverse of
that of Aberdeen, Palmerston,- Russell and
Stanley. Ii had recently given to Russia 600
miles of frontier in Asia.
Negotiations with
the Usited States had been pursued in accordance with the same policy of consideration and

humilation.

Viscount Enfield, undersecretary for the Foreign Department defended Earl Granville, and

vindicated the coursebe had taken.
The north
western bonnday question wes an intricate one,
and none was better adapted for arbitration.
He traced the history of the boundry negotiations and final settlement. As an Englishman
he regretted the decision, but he cheerfully
and ungrudgingly accepted it.
Hon. Percy Wyndham regarded the Emperor’s decision as a natural one because concessions in the
Washington treaty excluded eviIn‘£ht have led to different result.
*xr!e
Mr. ?;hich
Eastwick thought the government should
on a striot adherence to the terms
if
or the
treaty of 1846 in which the word “mid
channel” was plainly used.

see posters

usual.
May 5th.

as

office, Monday

bush com, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat,10,000
bush com, 0,000 hush oats.
Charleston, May 2.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 181c.
Savannah. May 2.—Cotton is qulot; Middling

uplands at 181c.
Mobile, May 2 —Cotton Is dull; Middling uplands
17Jc.
New Orleans, May 2.—Cotton in good demand
and irregular; Middling uplands 18Jc.
European markets.
Liverpool, May 2.—Cotton closed quiet and
steady; Middling uplands 9 @ 9}d; do Orleans 91 ®
|d; sales 12,900 bales, including 6000 for speculation
and export,
London, May 2—11.30.—Consols opened at 934
for money and for account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1865, old, at 92;
do 1867, 93}; do 10-40S, 89}; new 5s, 891. Erie Railway at 50}.
London, May 2—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed un-

changed.
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FANCY GOODS

Street, Portland.
wiih J. C
St., will be promptly attended
in any
for all purposes

having leased the

ever seen

about

new

Istf

and comK. DaoU*

High
to the public that
St takes’oleasure in announcing
It for a fir.,open
of
April
first
abounthe
he
Rooms can be seen and fall
claws boarding house.
&C., obtained, by calling at
particulars as to10terms,
M.
to 12 M., auu from 2 until 5
A.
the house from
S. S. KNIGHT.
apr3eodtf
p. M.

one

in Portland. Onr

Patrons and the Public

cordially invited

are

and examine these beanti-

THOS. QUINBY, Administrator,
(with Will annexed.)
Portland. A pi 11 4, 1873.
Immediately after the above, gale will be sold thg.
valuable property a! Allen’s CorR^fT^now^aiitoe™*****
Knights fiekt, containing about 20 sere*. This Is one
of the best fields in this location.
F. O. BAIIjEIT Ac CO., Aiclissesn.

Hospital.

my*__dtd

Extra Choice Fruit Trees
AT

M»y 7th. ** W o'clock A. M.,
at 18 Exchange Street,
0N,?eI5>NT8DA£’
snail sell
large stock
Emit
wo

NELSON &

CO.,

v.w

Sheriff’s Sale,
STATE OF MAINE, 1
Cumberland

*

The Monster

297

Congress Street,

liuaii

Company

in

VI

Grand

a

on

lb73,

Desirable Properly at Gorham Village, to he sold at Auction.

Itri«

TkURSUANT to license from Probate Court, will
JL be sold at public auction on SATI RDAY, tbe
10th day of May next, at 2^ o’clock P. M -, the valuable Estate known as the “Broad Place.**
Said
estate consists of about six acres of land, on which
are a large two-story House, Barn and out-buildinga,
fruit trees, shade trees, Stc., &c. This is a most attractive location, but five minutes wain
from
Churches, Seminary, public School House, and B. R.
Station: and will unquestionably be sold at a bargain.
A tram on P. & R. R. leaves Portland at 1| P. M.,

O In IVO.

CHALLENGE

PROGRAMME,Jprqj/iUcing burlesques, farces, 6cc.
NINE
COMEDIANS !

Just above Preble House.

and

AT

CITY HALL,
One Price, No Yariation! Friday, May 9th, 1873, at 8 P,

E. T. ELDEIV &
HAVE

—

This

C0„

—

Day Received

One Case

of those

more

Cheap

FANCY SILKS

M.

Island in the town of Cumberland..

J. S. BAILEY A COM

Commission Merchants,

the celebrated London Soprano,
HONS. L. REHBIELIASKI,

—AND—

Accompanist.

■A.TJ CTIONEER8

POPULAR PRICES.
Adariasion
including Reserved Neat,
S t so, sale of which commences at Stockhridge’s
music store on Monday morning, May 5th, at 9
o’clock. Steinway’s Pianos used at all Rubinstein

NfO.W EXCHANGE STBEkf.

Next below Merchants* Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
References— Messrs. H. J. Libby St t.o., and Hon’
P.
Kimbal
Charles
Portland, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
St Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apt It

Concerts.myjdtd
Two

WORTH AT WHOLESALE

$1.25, $1.50
All

Patterns and superior
Quality. Lot Jap. Silks worth 42c.
for 25c yd. Also Two Bales Rusia
Crashes for 12c, actually worth
15c yard. One Case more Bates
Quilts for $1. 100 dozen Towels
at about two thirds the cost of Importation. Our entire stock at
new

Equally Low Prices.

RAVEL!

ticulars

see

my3-«t

bills ot the day.
H, PRICE

inform my Cm to men
and the Pnblie in general that I will
to

exhibit

GRASS SEED.

WEBBER. Agent.

2000 Bair^ Western Timothy Seed
“
“
»•
1500
Canada
“
«
lOOO
Red Top
“
“
500
Michigan Clover
“
«
«
200
Ohio
“
“
400
No. New York “
“
«
«
10O
Pea Vine,
“
“
«
150
Alsike
“
«
lOO
Millet

FLORAL FESTIVAL
Five Hundred Children
AT

—

CITY HALL. MAY
—

beg leave

apr23dtf

GRAND

—

I

and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mailnromptlv attended to
ABdAMtl A BBOTHER,
125 Federal St., under the U. 8. Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.

NEW YORK COMPANY,
will appear in the above Hall on FRIDAY' and
SATURDAY EVENINGS, May 9th and 10th.
“Jnrtine.”
Friday Evening—
Saturday Evening—
'‘Wildcat.”
Prices of admission as usual. The sale of seats
for M’lle Ravel’s nights will commence at the Box
Office on Friday morning, May 9. For further par-

cod3t

EXHIBITION.

ABRAMS A BRO.,
Commlasion Merchants,
give their special attention to selling Real Estate,
Furniture and Merchandise of all kinds, Horses Carriages, &c. Advances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new
Auctioneers and

supported by her powerful

5 Free Street, Portland.
sd29

HAIL.

Nights Only!

M. W. HANLEY.
Manager,
The young and beautiful Pantomime Actross,
H’LLE. HARIETTA

and $1.62.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

MAINE

GENERAL

81, ’73,

THE

—

HOSPITAL.

100

“

Hungarian Oran

“

100

“

Orchard

“

FOR SALE AT THE,

MR. W. L. FITCH, would most respectfully Invite
who have been members of the “Three o’clock
Ringing Rchoeln,” in the past, and all others
who would be pleased to join in this Festival, to meet
at the
RECEPTION HALL ON SATURDAY
AFTERNOON, RAY 3d AT 3 P. N.
all

Wednesday, April 23,

SPRING

mcli26

to organize a chorus of five hundred,
at once the rehearsals. Let us have
and
a generous response.
Rehearsals Saturdays and Wednesdays at 3 P. M.
t3T*P!«»■« bring the Rocking Bird. /re

and

Domestic,

„v*V

Those Baked

my2

GOODS

French, English

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

commence

—OF—

—

Silks

apr25

T.

LOBENSTEIN,

T. S. HATCH
Respectfully Informs his friends and the public

ap22

2w
_______

D. W. CLARK &
—

DEALERS IN

CO.,

Now if you wish to try them, you can by tending
in your order have them brought right from the oven
to your door any morning during the w***- or,iff
to the
you say you want them Sabboth morning (as
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh tot ready which
Teen
by puthe will send you Saturday evening. ^

that

leased and fitted up in good shape store Nn.
307 Cnngreas Street, nearly opposite Brown
street. A rail supply of fresh Oysters, cooked iu
every style, and for sale by tbe quart or gallon constantly on hand. Hatch’s celebrated Ice Cream supplied to parties on

he has

and them there
ting them in your own ov< n yon can
at breakfast ’time and save the unpleasant tank of
rising before you are Teady and hurrying to the bakery.
P.
b.-Tnke eome choice
BROW*
BREAD with then or not, a« tow like.

call.__rochott

500 Bbls. Algae Fertilizer,
200 Bbls. Fish Chum,

—

SALE

__tf

Allan_Line.

BY

Montreal Ocean

CONANT A RAND,

ICE

HOUSE,
—

AND

EXCHANGE ST.,
supplied

Pure Iec

for all purpos-

and

.n

any

Maine State

Agricultural Society
will hold Its

11TH, EXHIBITION AT BANGOB,

September
(yover &GOOO,
mar22

17,18

^6^
premiums
in

uro

Spring Styles

G. MAGUIRE’S, No. 11

Ns.

91 Exchange Street.

DEPOSITS

granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamshlu

AH8TRI in, Capt. Ritchie,
Will leave this port for Liverpool

immediately

tf

Portland Me,

To Owners of

Bovtitf

F

Sight Drafts on IinSluu<l

Jersey Cows.

subscriber offers his
pure blooded Jersey Bu 11
use of Cows
during the present seaion

for tbe
THE

Tl AM
| A 111
|

U

wL

Corner, April 3,

Portland. Nov. mb.

have been used
\ Over 200 millions
■ ■ lin the
ten
without

past

years

for

0k-

XnU and for
te
smalUmtmnt.^ply
No. 3 India Street.

18T2._nuT2W

Notice.

1873.

purchased

oennison’h
patent
SHIPPING tags

jll‘floss
inf

after the arrival of the Train of tb

previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin
C01 ding to accommodations).lo
Payable in Gold or Us equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, nop y to

FOB

Address Box 2015

on

SATURDAY, May 3d,

A Fine Business Opening
a
young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Exparienccd accountant and one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited

111

made In this Bank on or before SATURDAY, May 3d, will commence Interest on
of
that
month.
the first
FRANK NOYES, Treasurer.
aprlSdtd

derryand Liverpool.
Return Tickets

Clapp’s

Block, up stairs.
aprlS_

Woodford's

Portland Savings Bank,

for Ladies Dresses

and Street Garments, at MISS M.

& 19,

oflered.

CARRYING OF TW
Canadian and Hailed State. Matte.
—
Passengers booked o Loadon-

_

—

Steamship co.

UNDER CONTRACT FOB TUB

133 COlHiTIEGtIAL STREET.
d3w
ap26

MARKET ST.,

ius Bakery,

GOOD !

HOUSE"

NEW

at

have been tested and pronounced
tt

remain, yours very respectfully,

NO. 4 DECKING BLOCK.

—

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

COVE LI, a COMPANY.

OYSTER

WHICH

selling BY THE QUART,

is

AT 9t.OO, WORTH 91.93
A Small Lot
CHECKER
MILKS
AT
85c.

prices,
I

Beans.

W. C. COBB

A few pieces
Black and White Striped

f*

tf

THOSE BAKED BEANS

JUST RECEIVED

in the greatest variety. Soliciting yonr
esteemed call, to examine goods and

i :i8)i mce.

Baowesv

designed

It is

TUE LATEST NOVELTIES

33

1 shall sell at

EUNICE POOLE, Administratrix of the Estate of
James Poole.
may-3dlaw3w9

ANTON RUBINSTEIN,
the greatest living Pianist,
HENRY WIENIA8K1,
the world renowned Violinist,
9ILLE. LOUISE LIERHART,

MUSIC

Cumberland,

Public Auction on Tuesday, June 3d next, at the
office ot F. O. Bailey & Co., Exchange 8t., at two
o’clock, P. M.. the following described Real Estate,
belonging to the estate of the late James Poole, viz.,
one sixth of an undivided third
part of a lot of
land on Exchange street, Portland, adjoining the
Savings Bank building; said, lot containing about
3,000 square teet, or all the interest of the said estate
in said lot. Also, a bouse and lot on Great Chebeague

above

as

Broad.

Administratrix's Sale.

FIRST AND ONLY APPEARANCE OF

At $1.00, $1.12 1-2 and $1.25 Yd.,

Kerry

apr9dlaw3w then dtd#

virtue oi license from the Judge of Probate

BY for the County of

—

MR. GRAU liis the honor to annonnee
to the citixens of Portland and vicinity the

returns at 4.25 P. M.

Gorham, April 7, 1873.

GRAND CONCERT
—

one

f5f"Sale to take place on the premises.
JOHN C. CARD, Ex’r ot Will of the late

RUBINSTEIN

3tWT&S

forenoon,

ol F. O. Bailey & Co., No. 18 Exchange street,
Portland, County aforesaid, theibllowing personal
property, to wit: A stock or MUllntry and Fancy
Goods, together with Store Furnltare, Show Cases,
Boxes, &c.
Dated at Portland, May second, A. D., 1873.
W. H. DRESSER, Dept. SheriB.
t'. O. BAlliEX Sc CO., Auctioneers.
d’d
my3
room

in

Prices as usual. Reserved seats now ready at
Hawse & Cragin’s music store. Carriages may be
ordered at 10.20 P. M. Look out for programmes,
posters, &c.
my2dtd

ap30

j

ss.

Execution and will

be sMd at pnbil*
auction to .the highest bidder, oa Thursday, May
TAKEN
at ten o’clock in the
at the sales8th,

acts in White Faces!

U

at

Young Hyson and
Oolong Teas 1
dtd

mp3

BROS'

a hundred years ahead
of the times.

wviuto

Aaetion.

20 Chests

MINSTRELSY PURE AND UNALLOYED.
_

at

ON

TWENTY STAR ARTISTS.

nor

dtd

Bailey & Co., Auctioneers

THURSDAY, May 8th at 8 o’clock P. M.,
salesroom 22 Exchange Street,

and their monster Company of

No Females,

S.

Teas, Teas,

might Only \ J
THURSDAY, KAY 8th.

Minstrelsy

*

n>y3._
By J.

MINSTRELS.

Respectfully,

a

Trees,
Extra size in Fruiting Order.
Grown in Mass.; consisting of the
leading varieties of
Penns, Apple*, Cherries and
Also, Vines and small Fruits.
The above is very superior stock. The ground on
which they stood is sold to be built open.
F. O. Bailey dc CO., Auctioneers.

1-3-6-7-8-12-14

———

AUCTION!

oi

One

ful Goods.

TUESDAY,

produce

THE EVENT OF THE SEASON.

MORRIS

on

exceeding eighteen hundred and twenty-six dollars.
By virtue ol a License from Hon. J. A. Waterman,
Judge of Probate lor Cumberland County.

Reserved seats are for sale at Stockbridge’s Music
Store on Exchange street.
PRICES OF ADMISSION:—Reserved scats in
Orchestra, 75 cents; Parquet, 50 cents; Balcony, 35
cents, to be obtained of the mem berg and at the door.

call

to

from Allen’s Corner,

the bixth dav of Mav next, at eleven o’clock A.M.
So much or the Real Estate. (Wood ana runner um,>
of Geo. Frost, Esq., lute of Westbrook. In the County
a suns net
of Cumberland, deceased, as will

musichall.

or

Subscriber,
ueo
THE
odious house, recent lyerecteUby
Ar
the “Blanchard property,

wftf

WILL mile

[

DAY,

P?1_.

THE

SyPure Ice supplied
quantities and at the
aplO
LOWEST KATESNew Boarding House.
nnon

tate.
be sold at public sale on the premises, in
the town of Deering, on the "Qr>y wd/*

Montgomery Guards have kindly volenteered their

quantity at the
lowest bates.
apr3__

ICE.

m

Administrator’* Sale of Real Es-

services

es,

Exchange

■

Entertainment!

FOB

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,

to.

Napkins,

selles Quilts, &c.
F. O. BAILEY dr t'O. Amlieaon.
dtd
iny.i

Assisted by their lady friends will produce the play
of “Peep O’Day,” for the benefit of the Maine General Hospital, with beautiful music,
scenery and costumes. Incidental to the piece is. the Fair scene
with chajactics by company faction tight, &c. The
old quarry in the Fort Dnuiv by moonlight. The

t

rates.

93

_

THE EMERALD BOAT CLUB.
—

w,

very

a

niture.
A large lot of New Crockery and Tin Ware; also a
small lot of Table Damask,
Towels, Mar-

Wednesday Even’gs,
May 7th and 14th.

Freights

Orders left at Ice Office, 14 Cross St.,

apr30dlw

at

Cloth, Loanees, Mattresses, Feather Beds, Carpets, and other fur-

HALL

Benefit of Maine General

New Oblevns, April 27.—Thcro Is a great scarcity
of freight room, both steam and sail, for foreign
ports. The demand 1b active, as there are large
quantities of Cotton. A eofisiderable fleet, especially
small vessels, would readily be chartered at high

No* 14 Cross

Sept,

supe-

JARVIS, Agent.

PEEP O’

-OF-

American securities quiet, steady and unchanged.

Proctor,

acknowledged

5th. at 10 A.

one new

programmes.
Reserved places ready at Box

MUSIC

Ladies’

MONDAY,

May
M.,
offle.,
Parlor Suit in B. W. amt irm
ONshall soilfine suit.
One do. in Hair

and

HARRY NILES, Business, Manager.

ELEGANT

•—--—_•dlW

Miunircl and Burlcoqoc Combination,
the Monarchs, Walter* and Morton,
the greatest known Song and Dance Artists.
Charle* Mathew* and M’lle Belle Celeste,
in their astounding Aerial Flights and terrific feats
on the Flying Trapeze.
CLARKE, MANNING, RIDDELL, BLOODGOOD
HIMSELF, and twenty others together with a

For particulars

t2SonOUor MS2

Furniture, Crockery, >cw Tin
Ware, dec., at Auction-

Including

of
rior merit.

Freights to Oswego 10c.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 6,000

■

oZSd

BLOODGOOD’S

comprising an entertainment

FOKF1 G N.

!

yCar^nrBrem|I,’^.hlch

Nights,

I^ull Brass Band and Orchestra.

...

■

,ocatefl brick house, No. 28 Free
A good location for a
lot
sufficient in size
wHI **= "“ted *" » *■*
itstubl'uiho.| hii»ln™« h Ill< w,thtn a few rods of wellta
Vr^ttJ WlU
by
lb0.T.‘'
on
Mouday,
May 5th, at 2*
o’clock, P. M
F. O. BAILEY & c-o
tu » a__
Auetluueera.
ar>r29

Fhv-taMTE of,
for two^rood

tour or the

Provinces.

Two

HARRY

...

The Tichbnrne Ratter.
London, May 2.—In the Tichborae trial today French tutors of Sir Robert Tichborne were
examined, and gave testimony which is regarded as fatal to hopes of claimants.
The American Question ia Parliament
In the House of Commons Lord Hamilton
called attention to the nature .of reference to
the treaty of 1846, which under the treaty of
Washington was submitted together with the
North-western boundry question te the decision of the German Emperor.- .He regretted
that the English govertttoent-had allowed liponthat part of the' Oregon treaty an interpertration fatal to the just claims'of England.
Rosarij) strait tong after 1846, was theonlv known
navigable channel between Oregon and Vancouver’s Island, and hence was undoubtedly the
channel indicated in the treaty of 1846; yet the
government with unhappy ingenuity excluded
the arbitrators from the consideration of this
He found no fault with
particular channel.
Emperor Will am. He thought that the Geneva arbitrators would' have acted more wisely
had they anticipated tnis method; and confined
themselves to rendering their.. decision without

graud and successful

LON, BILLY AND CHARLEY MORRIS,

The Strike—Election.
strong;depression
mostly
Providence, R. t, May 2,—The mills, from
which any considerable number of operatives
have struck for ten hours, have shut dawn and
will not start up again, it is understood, until
they can run with a full force on the old sched- securities;
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.
ule of time.
A large portion of the mills in
120}
United States5-20’s 1862.ex.int.114
the State are not affected by the strike.
The
United States 5-20’s 186-lex.int.114
suspension of the others will not probably be. United States 5-20’s 1865, oldex.int.,.....117
of long duration.
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
117
The third trial to elect a Mayor of Newport
United States 5-20’s 1867.
1191
in
United
States
5-20’s
resulted
the
1868
choice
of
118
C.
Sloto-day
Stephen
United States 5’s, new.1141
cum by 25 majority, in a poll of 1400 votes.
United States,10-40’s.,coupons.
.113}
6’s
Currency
.114}
Question of Responsibility.
The following were the closing quotations oi
Baltimore.—May 2.—In the Superior Court Stocks:
to-day, the case of Win. A. Boyd vs. the Third Western Union Telegraph Co. 85}
Pacific Mail. 55}
National Bank of Baltimore, for the recovery
N. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated... .100}
of U. S. 5.20 bonds amounting to $20,000, and
Erie.64}
other bonds valued at $6,500 deposited as CollaErie preferred... ..
teral security, the jury diragreed and was disUnion Pacific stock. 29}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railcharged, standing nine for the plaintiff and
road securities:
three for the defendant
The above bonds
Pacific bonds.
Central
were stolen from the bauk at the
103}
time of its
Union Pacific do. 86
robbery in August last.
Union Pacific land grants.75
Union Pacific income bonds. .72}
Threatening Attitude of Snake Indians.
Virginia City, Nev., May 1.—A mail carProvidence Print market.
rier who has just arrived at Elko from the
Providence, May 2.—Printing Cloths—market
that
the
settlers
in
north, reports
Mountain is strong with light business.
City district are greatly alarmed at the threatening attitude of the Snake Indians are pourDomestic markets.
ing in from all directions, all in war ]Mnt. A
New York, May 1—Evening—Cotton is dull and
public meeting was called in Mountain City to unchanged;
sales 1293 bales; Middling uplands 192.
take measures to procure arms and prepare for
Flour heavy and easier; sales 8900 bbls; State 5 75 (g
an outbreak,
8 25; Round hoop Ohio 6 90 (g 10 50; Western 5 75 §
10 50*; Southern 6 0Q (g 12 50. Wheat firmer; sales 52..
000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 75 @ 1 78; No 2 Spring 1 50
Heavy Thunder Storm at Chicago.
Winter Rea Western 1 80 @ 1 95; White MichiChicago, May 2.—A heavy rain storm, ac- 1 69};1 95 2 35. Corn is dull and
gan
@
heavy; sales 40.companied by thunder and lightening, prevail- 000 bush; new Mixed Western 68 @ 70c; do old 67 @
ed here from seven o’clock last night until near 68c in store. Oats firm and more active; sales 59,000
daylight this morniug. An immense quantity bush; White 63 @ @ 54c; new Western Mixed at 50.
of water fell. Four houses in different parts of
Beefsteady. Pork steady; new mess 18 75 @ 19 00.—
Lara weak at 9 5-16
9}c. Butter dull and in buyers
the city were struck by
lightning and set on favor; Ohio 30 (g 33c;@new
State 33 @ 37c. Whiskey
but
the
was
fire,
damage
slight.
is steady at 91c. Rice steady at 7} @ 8}c
Sugar is
Coffee strong; Rio atl9@
strong;
refining
7|@8c.
Terrible Storm.
Gold.
Molasses
New
Orleans
67 @ 80c.
quiet;
19}cin
Sardis, Miss., May 2.—A terrible storm pass- Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine is dull and heavy
at
Rosin
weak
3
10
3
20
for
at
strained.
Pe@
52}c;
ed over the vicinity of Como, Miss., Wednesday
troleum is
crude 10}c; refined 20|c.
Tallow is
night, destroying houses and fences on Colonel, steady at firm;
9
1-16.
@
8}
Wallace’s farm. Three.negroes were killed and
Freights toLiverpool steady; Grain, per steam, at
several iujured.
It is feared the storm was
5}d.
more destructive in other localities.
Chicago, May 2.—Flour dull and unchanged:
extra Spring 6 00 @ 6 75. Wheat unsettled, lower and
METEOROLOGICAL.
irregular, closing find; No 2 Spring at 1 25 for cash
or seller May; 1 26} for seller June; No 3 Spring at
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
115 @ 115}; reflected 98c. Corn steady; No 2 Mired
HOURS.
at 40fc cash; 40|c seller May; rejected 34c; No 1 canWar Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
al 39c. Oats in fair demand and advanced; No 2 at
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
31} (g 31fic cash; 33fc seller June; rejected 30c.
Rye

Madbid, May 2.—The recruiting of the volunteers to be brought into active service against
the Carlists is in progress throughout Spain.

their

For

List.

per cent, per day until about 2.30 p. m., when rates
broke to 5 per cent, per annum, closing easy at that
to legal rate. Express companies brought 11,200,000.
The Harlem Company is paying off (1,600,000 of matured mortgages.
Sterling Exchange declined to
iuo$ ior ou aay8 ana iuy lor s-gnt, recovering to 108}
(g 108} ana 109} @ 109} respectively. Gold quiet at
116} (f£>@ 116}; loans at 7 per cent, to 1-32 per cent,
carrying and 7 per cent, to flat for borrowing. The
clearances were 73,000,000.
Customs receipts $294.000. Legal tenders outstanding $357,140,000.
Governments dull and steady.
State bonds are quiet
and unchanged. Stocks dull with prices alternately
weak and
being
prominent
in the afternoon. Western Union was the most active sto^k and quite firm throughout tho day. The
whole market closed steady at some recovery from
the lowest figures.
The following were the quotations of Government

■

on

For Sale at Auction.

MONDAY & TUESDAY, MAY 5th & 6th.

York Stock and Money Market.
May 2—Morning.—Gold 116J. Money
Sterling Exchange, long, 1081; do
short, 1091* Stocks steady. State stocks dull.
New York, May 2—Evenlna.—-The money market
is more active and stringent, ranging from 1-16 @ J

Recruiting.

apr2Ud

Got to Come,” TlffnSSn?1,ly

“They’ve
Ret urn lug

New

Pi’noinno*!

td

_

musicjhall,

WE SHALL OPEN ON

New York,
at i per cent.

read a paper on general causes of ciseases.
Special committee en quarantine presented a
report prepared by Henry Hartshorn of Philadelphia, its President. The report was discussed ann recommitted.

__

eight-tenths

north-easterly

store

| Abl>st0ro'°W,!U’8

‘P29__

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, May 2.1
Hill Manufacturing Company.145
Laconia Manufacturing Co .775
do
do
777J

American Health Auocia-

P'aCe9:

Stales Hotel.
jewc,r>'
Reserved seats to be had at StockbrM„>-„8
1,5
mui'lc
store, 156 Exchange street, only.

■

which has been on trial before the United States
Court at Pioche ten months past, and resulted
Thursday in favor of the Hermes Company.
The whole commuuity of Pioche is greatly excited. The pending trial and result was made
the subject, of heavy wagers.
Abont $40,600
changed hands on the issue. The excitement is
still runuing high and a number of shooting
affrays between persons interested in the contest have occurred, in which three men were

meeting

StocktoC’S.^I nanaV ®Pothecmry

Falmouth House,

C. H.

Joseph

Great Excitement over a mining Sail.
Virginia City, Nev.. May 2.—H. J. Thornton has challenged another lawyer named Perley, on account of personalities growing out of
a suit just closed.
Perley is the man whochallenged Broderick, out of which grew the
fatal duel between Terry and Broderick iu California.
The difficulty between Perley and Thornton
originated in the suit of the Raymond and Ely
Silver Mining Company against the Hermes

wounded,

GOODS.

SPRING

feet from the southerly side of Congress street, thenco south-westerly by land of heirs
of James Deering fifty-four feet, to Exchange street,
thence north-westerly by said Exchange street sevparalenty-one feet to a stake, thence
lel with the south-easterly line herein described forty-eight feet, more or less, to Market street, thence
south-easterly by said Market street seventy-one
tcet. more or less, to the point of beginning.
For particulars call on J. & E. M. Kaud, 121 Middle street, or
O. BAII.KY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

and

"xh ?t°°!

A raid has been made on the illicit distilleries in Southwest Virginia, and a large quantity
of whiskey and distillery apparatus destroyed.

others were left at St. Hracinthe and Beloiell.
Several are frightfully hurt.
Most of the pasThe following are
sengers were Americans.
the names of a few of the injured:
Geo. Thurber Upton, Quebec, seriously injured internally, badly cut about (he head, left
at St. Helaire; Rev. Dean Slack Bedford, Quebec, face bruised and cut and several rib3 brokken: A. F. Parker, Worcester, Mass.,and Wm.
Taylor are now at the Ottawa Hotel slightly
bruised; Mrs. Brooks and George Brooks of
Sherbrooke, slightly injured; G. H. Greely,
Boston, badly cut about the legs and had a
narrow escape from burning to death, the stove
having fallen upon him and setting fire to his
clothes.

on

Seal* of l*rirr»_n

counons.

Soixacste, the last three cars, Pullman and two
others, left the track, from the spreading of
the rails, broke the coupling and rolied, down
an embankment
thirty feet. Thirty-two persons, more or less injured, wera brought to
Montreal by the forward part of the train. The

Exchange and Mai'
ket Streets at Auction.

—

on

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Gov. Jacobs of West Virginia, refused to permit the Superintendent and Board of Directors
of the Penitentiary and Insane Asylum appointed by the Legislature to take possession
Thursday, and gave orders to shoot any one attempting to enter without his permission.
Over forty suits are pending in the U. S. Circuit Court for the eastern district of Missouri,
involving $2,000,000, against counties which issued bonds to railroads or for other purposes,
and are brought to recover interest on overdue

Train.

THE

Ilc<il Estate on

SATURDAY, May 3d, at 12 o'clock M. w*
Maine Gen. Hospital Fair, ONshall
sell the very desirable lot of land situated
Exchange and Market Street*, north of the out
Post Office lot, In Portland, and bounued, beginning
Saturday Night, May 3, 1873.
the we.tterly side of Market street, seventy-seven

yet captured.

Accident to the Portland Express

TO

-1’-1_^JL

AUCTION SALE3.

OWE.WS BENEFIT

.,

NEW YORK.
Gen.

Det&ils of the

Troops Fire

The

‘""-J

Viscount Bury conld not but feel that the
’Emperor’s decision was a serious blow, but
thatit would be a waste of time to reopen the
negotiation, probably arbitration woud soon
be required- again to settle the boundary Hue
between Alaska and British Columbia.
Lord John Manners said the-'- r overnment

WAR.

Fight.

1
Suicld*.
Wateeville, May 2.—Charles Bigelow of
Skowhegan, aged between 35 and40 years, committed suicide this morning by shooting himminutes.

Mebftb

AcirJiti'cftl'al

_

Maine Hospital Fair.—We understand
that it is proposed by the committee who have
oharge of the Hospital Fair to depart from the
ordinary arrangements of tables and decorations and present something novel and beauti-

Boots

Religious Notices.
First Baptist Church, Congress st.,

BY TELEGRAM*

THE

Stock in trade of Josteh

Kid at

the
prices.
continuance of the patronage bestowed
flrU1'

complaint

by tug becoming detached. All
W Express Companies use them. N«Id by

keep ,
wiu

we

Duran, No. 212

with-

Primers and fftationern Everywhere.
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the

shall
Cumberland St.,
HAVING
which
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.
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jfeTmmediately

mentioned.
Brutus disappeared, and I remained alone.
Never was a man more puzzled—confounded.
What the strange conduct of the horse meant

!

tajWaMd rigUt,
IJiL?of£owre
‘““y^t
(Kill,
P»t
fronj'ouioof
spill,
wafso
iSiScSJto wfcKaa
s;,ilW

‘\rn(rr

Appleton's Joumnl.

Tlie Trumpeter’s Horse.

me>

few f

a

reIieve(j 0f his embarassment.
went toward it, picked it
and started off at a brisk
ud with bis teeth
of the six alleys that I have
gallop down one

I

For If (tat vortue bo of so groat mfe** ^ .Bl{
for «*«-*
Which from tort verdict wiU
But to preserve
t
the prtac
on
and art
So much mere thoo l»
of her
M0kw
righto depart j
to sure then
thou t0 cut 01t tha

From

than I could divine. I shook off
the sand that partially covered me
and
crawled od my hands to a little
spot of grass
at the corner of one of the
alleys. Arrived
there, I made tnyself as comfortable as possible, and then ciied out at the top of my
voice, in the hope of making myself heard
by some on-*. But I got no response. The
park, at least the park where I was, seemed
to be entirely deserved.
There was only one
thing to do—to wait until seme one came
that way.
1 had been a full half hour in this unenviable position, when I espied Brutus t> long distance off, at the end of the alley by which he
toward me in a

ly:

trslv® hunters had either fallen sick ot some

“Madame de Noriolis!”

horse disorder or had become lame during my
absence. I war, therefore, compelled to sup-

“Monsieur de La Roclie-Targe!”
Now, I have an aunt—and for years between her and me there has been a continued battle.
“Gel married!” shebas insisted.
‘■1 don t want to marry!”
“Do you want a young girl? I have
Mademoiselle
A—, 'Mademoisellc
B—,
Mademoiselle C—, etc.”

their places with others.
To this end I made a tour iu the Elysian
fields among the dealers, who sho ed me any
number of animals—some better, some worse
—that they recommended as hunters at a
moderate, price—about three thousand francs
I had experienced losses at
on the average.
Baden-Baden, and consequently I was iu no

ply

don’t
Imndml louia- _“1
“Bu

—r-ynaMjWpBtMWWBfvBiKhl
mature deliberation.

D—,

a

€*r. of
Entrance

SEALED

Among my purchases there was one horse
that I bought almost solely on account of his
color, which was truly beautiful. The catalogue attributed no special qualifications to
him for the chase. He was entered simply as
“Brutns, saddle-horse, well built, thoroughly
broken, age unknown.” He was a beautiful
dapple-grav. large and very handsomely
formed. The next day I went home; a* d the

retary a map of the neighborhood and spread
it out on the table. The map was very exact
and complete, and had been bought for the
sole purpose o convincing me that, if I had
any sense at all, I would marry Madame de
Noriolis. The chateaux of Noriolis and La
Roche-Targe figured on the map, aDd were
hardly five leagues apart. My aunt, having j
artfully drawn a red line around the two domains, would oblige me to look at it say-

low had been in my head ever since 1 bought
him, and I was singularly impatient to
of
kind
a
what
comrade
find
out
he was going to make, and what he was capable of doing.
I had him brought out of the stable first.
He certainly had all the signs of of a respectable age; but he was clean-limbed, had a very
handsome neck and head, a powerful shouldBut it was not
er and a well turned quarter.
his fine points that so much excited my admiration ns, the intelligent manner with
which he observed all my movements. He
even seemed to be interested in what I said.
He Inclined his head toward me, in order, ap
parently, to hear better; and when I had

ing:

“Two thousand

one

hundred acres, good

measure, and not a single division hedge if,
Noriolis were united to La Roche-Targe! Eh,
isn't that sufficient to persuade my huntsman nephew ?”
The temptation was so great that I could
only turn away and take refuge in my usual
refrain:
“I don’t want to marry.’’
But I felt tha I was it danger, nevertheless, really in danger; and whenever I met
Madame de Noriolis, I always saw her encircled by my aunt’s red line,like an anreola,and
I could not help saying to myself:
“Exceedingly pretty—there’s no denying it
—and clever and sensible, too,—two thousand one hundred acres without a division

done speaking he uttered a low winny, seemingly in response. I looked at the other horse* hastily.
They were oidinary animals,
without anything to distinguish them from
thousands "of others. Hot so with Brutus.
He certainly differed widely from the vulgar
herd, and I was impatient to make a little
tour through my park in his company. He
allowed himself to be saddled, bridled and

Offer for tmlc

—

ruptured one of the smaller tendons of my
right leg, which, although not a very serioii!
matter, caused me great pain whenever I attempted to stir. Nevertheless, I succeeded
in turning over and sitting up, but at tin
moment when I began to rub my eyes, which
were fhil of sand, and to wonder wliat had
become of my rascally dapple gray, I saw a
horse's foot descend on my head; then the
fo*t was placed gently against niy breast
and I was sti etched
again on the sand—this

IUV

OKI

her narrative, the chaise

received

Robt. A.

his

beadrifehtP118

began to

t

K

twenty

Brutus bowed
me, and then

some

Portland,

Kerb

for all disease, of the Respiratory OrSore Throat,

are a sure care

diseases of tho Lungs.
sudden cold, however taken, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize the circulation uf the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will. In a very short time restore healthy .ction to the affected organs.
Wells’ Carbalie Tablets are put up only in
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. If they can't be
found at your druggists sead at aace lathe Age at
le New Yark, who will forward them by return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by f mitatieaa.
Sold by all druggists. Price 28 cents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 PUtt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.
dlwt
apr27
or

is any

Climate.

•

Clarke

bt

HUNT’S REMEDY

Will Cure Female Complaint.*:

Ask

I

for

Take

so

Other.

HUNT’S REMEDY

10 PERCENT.NET.

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Never
Dropsy.
Fails

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 tier cent,
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and
will garantee the collection of all loans made through
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, ind nill
particulars. Samuel MerGovernor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Dee Moi-

in

HUNT’S REMEDY

Will Remove

that

Fain

in

Your I.oins

HUNT’S REMEDY
Don’t Delay.

Take It.

been

nes,

HUNT’S REMEDY

We make a Specialty of County, City, and School
District Bonds, Guarantee Legality of all bonds
•Old, collect the ooupons without charge, or ta- e same
as so much cash on salos.
53T“Send for price list.

THE LAW of MUNICIPAL BONDS

just publish d by our senior, should be in the hands
of ill interested in this class of securities. Two VolIV. If. COLBR A CO.,
umes, price 910.
apr27t4w17 lfaman«at.t Ifcw York.

30th Thousand in Press. Male increasing.
9 000 more LIVE AGENTS Wanted for our

over 600 pages,
92.50. Incomplete and interior
works are offered, look out for them. Send for circulars and see Proof of tho great os success of the season.
Pocket companion worth $i‘» mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, 723 Sansom Street,

only

apr3

J. W. PERKINS & ( O.,

by

LEWIS II. COLE.

TO INVESTORS.
The Northern Pacific Railroad
7-30 First mortgage Gold Bonds,
which we recommend

Phila.

PAIN! PAIN! PAIN!—The Great Discovery for the relief of pain and a sure and immediate cure for Rheumatism, chronic and acute, Sprains.
&c. It has a pleasant and refreshing odor, and will
not grease or stain the most delicate fabric, which
makes it a luxury iu every family. Price 25 cents,
per bottle. For sale bv ail druggists.
REUBEN HOYT, Prop’r, New York.
ap6t4w

A MECHANICAL CURIOSITY.
Every

,

mouse ca

'ght

1 resets the trap for anI oth r! Six sent by exI press for $3. Sample
| by mail prepaid, 7S cts.
For sale by the trade.

TO MY FRIENDS AND FORMER PATRONS:—
I beg to call your attention to the above announcement and take pleasure in assuring you that my connections in the Lumber trade are satisfactory. Our
business at Portland will be in charge of my brother
Messrs. David Birnie
Mr Albert Colo, assisted
and L. L. i hurston, who will act under
my instructions. I can assuae yon that the firm of Mowe, Cole
& Benson, will use their best endeavors to gives >tisfaction to all who may flavor them with their patron-

agaprSalm

8w1

Patentee,

apfltlw

R. E. DIETZ.
M and 5fi Fulton St., Ne York.

FIRE!!

FIRE!

FIRE!!!

FIRE

FIGHTING

!

WANTED For the grandest book
of eke year, now selling with astonishing rapid- j

AGENTS
Tells of the

of Fire: Safes; Fire-proof
Buildings; Conquering Fire with Water, Steam and
Insurance—Is
it
safe? Its History, Basis,
Gas;
Management, How to Insure, &c.; Vhid accounts of
the Great Fires of History. Agents send for circulars. You will not regret it. Sent free. Address
Dpstin, Gilman <s Co., Hartford, Ct.
apr6t4w

ity.

causes

~$10

Easily made by an Agency of

“Our Own Family Doctor.”

$5.60 per acre.
With nearly 509 miles of the road constructed
and in operation, the earnings for 1873 will be largo.
All

IAY

COOKE

&

FOR

SALE IN PORTLAND BY

Win. E. WOOD,
SWAN Sc BARRETT.
and H. m. PAYSON.
eod6w&wGwl6
aprl2

Proposals for building a Steam
Propeller for the V. S. Revenue
marine.
Treasury Department,
\
D. C., March 29, 1873. i
Proposal will be received by the undersigned until twelve o’clock M. of mtonda* the
19th day of ftlny, 18771, for the consiruction of
a Steam Propeller for service in (lie United States
Revenue Marine.
Plans and specifications of the same,
togother with

Washington,

SEALED

all other nece sary information, will be furnished to
bidders on applica* ion to the Collectors of Customs at
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and
Portland, Me.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids should
it be deemed for the interest of the Government so
to do.
WM. A. RICHARDSON,

Secretary of the Treasury.

To

wonderful remedial results.

Extract of Jurubeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken us a permanent curativo agent.
In there want of ac»?on in your Liver Si
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the b-ood becomes
impr rt by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples. &c., &c.
Tako Jar a be. bn to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiatsd blood to healthy action.
flare yon a Dyspepstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yoa weakness of-the Intestines?
You are in danger oi Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
Inflam

ations.

®aT*

To**

weakness o# the Uterine

?
^in,iry ®rSan*
"able

,7

y°u 0X0
“eX°,r
Take it to

Steamship Builders.

ystem

1
Treasury Department.
Washington, D. C., March 29, 1873. f
underthe
received
be
will
by
Proposals
signed until twelve o’clock M.of Thursday,
the 13th day of iTfay, 1873, for the construction of a Steam Propeller for service in the United
States Revenue Marine.
Plans and specifications of the same, together with
all other necessary information, will be furnished to
biddei s on application to tbc Collectors of Customs
at Baltimore, PMladeJphia New York, Boston, and
Portland, Me.
The rignt is reserved to reject any or all bids should
it be deemed for tue interest of the Government so to

SEALED

do.

A

WM. A. RICHARDSON,
Secretary of the Ireaeory.

2aw&may3«7

Sharpener.

CHEAP, simple, and durable Machine—easily
and running wheels from 8 x
j inches to 12

operated
x

soie

Agent

lor tne

united States.

Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
apr64wt

Marine.

Saw Glimmer &

nr

You must procure instant rodeath.
organic weakness or life be-

suffering worse than

strengthen
burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
in perfect health or you are otherwise in great

mi

apr4

to

comes a

a Steam
buildingDuironnn
Proposals for
Fa
«1ia VT fi

(

It is not a
which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few do es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it. a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies. but it is a moat powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced »o by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with

Dr. Wells

To Steamship Builders.

linen.

Price of Machine,

$15.

'V'hccls which bevelled, double levelled anil round
face from $3.13 to #7.35, according to thickness.
Heavier Machines $70 and $90, running Wheels op to 24 inches in diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TAJsrrf k: 6o
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING
FUND GOLD BONDS.
Secured bv mortgag > on 6,000 acres of very valuable
Coal and Iron LANDS.
BONDS of WOOD CO., WIS., due in from 11 to 2n
years.
KANSAS REGISTERED County and School Bonds
10 P R CENT. NEBRASKA SCHOOL BONDS.
All payable in N. Y. City, and for sale at trices
that will pay over 12 per cent, on the inve-tment.
Call or send for pamphlets with maps and full
particulars t at will satisfy the most cau i us investors.
THUS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.,
N. Y. Cityapr6t4w

THE-MORMON WIFE.
NTH WANTED For this fearless book.
It comprises the Adventures and Experience of
a womau—written
by herself— for vears the wife of a
Mormon Prophet—disclosing all that is mysterious,
wicsed and startling. Full of thrilling adventure,
humorrus and pathetic8cents—the most fa>dnating
ook extant. Portrait of the Authoiess. and of leading Morm us,—men and women,—Life and Scenes in
Utah, etc. For circnlars address Hartford Publishing Co.. Hartford, Conn.
apr8t4w

AG

‘JOMlHALLEN’S WIFE’
in
to

HAS WROTE A BOOK*
spite oi Josh’s determination not vo spend

hire any

a

cent

to ead it
a„ month can be made by

one

9500,00

selling this book.
AGENTS TAKE NOTICE !
"e brought out Mark
Twain’s books we

SPECIAL NOTICE,
All of the TANITK CO.’S good are dlriwtlv made bv the Co., at thoii own Factory andmndei
their own’Patents and Processes.
It is cheaper to buv Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
in.urinaget low priced or J>oor goods. The fullest
tion on all poinm connected with EMEBY
EMEKYAJSTD
WHEELS
GRINDING MACHINERY will
feb8eod3m
bo furnished by this Company.

t’rmm8e y°n ®noth
Sid
!?refiV
will
agents
territory which
address AMERICA
N°PU
RtTIh
h
r!?
circnlar*
ICAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

er
wise
er, .Hid wiso

wo now
secure

aon

ai'r8

|4w

_

AGENTS!

A

we

RARE

CHANCE

We will pay all Agents $40 per week in
cash, who
will engage wltn us at once.
Everythings furnished
and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte. Micb.
aplQtlw

10

PER

CTNT

Countv, Town, City, and School District Bonds ol
I«wa, Illinois, and Kausa.-* for sale below par. CouSale In Portland by HALLL. DAVIS, LOU
IGN, SHORT i£ HARMON.R. K. riUNT&CO.
For

___

_90,31

y

Announcement.

JAMES L. FOGG is admitted as a member o
lxl our firm from this day.
J,B. MATHEWS & CO.
ti
Portland April 1, 1873.

|

__

__

Agents Wanted. Send for circular. Address:
“DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., N. V.
Mw
upr27
_

wiAGENTS WANTED
SewMaps, and Charts. Also, for
CPictures,
ing Silk and Linen Thread. $100 $200 cleared
our

to

^^per month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
L. GUERNSEY. Concord. N. H. apr2f4 w

(Wto D.
mnK

WORKING
CIaASS, male or
JL female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package or goods to
start with sent free by mail. Addiess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..
New York.
apr27-4wt

WARD BEECHER S Paper
with the largest circulation in the world, grows
because
it is the best paper, gives subwonderfully
scribers the most beautiful premiums, and otters Canvassers the most LIBERAL TERMS. Send for Circular. J. B. FORD & CO., New York.
mylf4w

HENRY

We will pay all AOE8T8 $40 per week in cash,
who will eng go with ns at once. Everything furnished and expanses paid. AddrcB6S.
A. COULTER <k CO., Charlotte, Jlielt.

mylt4w

Music

Star

bonds registered with State Auditor. Interest
collected and paid by 8tate Treasn ers. They art
more secure thau State Bond8, for States may repudiate, while Municipalities cannot. Write for circulars and information. Any marketable securities
taken in exchange.

pon

BROWN,

WADSWORTH k CO.,

bankers,

*ptn

29 Nassau-st., If. V.
Hw

Books.

*••••

DITSQN Sc CO. otter the following resume of

prominentwooks recently
•

advertised.

•

•

t

•

Waldoboro,

Air Line io all
bama and
noke R. R. to all
bv the Balt. &
places West.

Palmer's Famous New Church
Emerson
Music Book. Sells finely.
&

.....

•

new

B O ST ON
—AND—

PHIL A DELPHI A
Steamship Line.

Ho

WHITNEY Sc SAMPSON, Agents,
70 Lsng Wharf, Barton.

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.
Tho Steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex* Farnbam. Jr., Master, will

on and after 30tn inst.. leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’clock, A. M., for Booth bay, Round Pond and
Wald boro, and every
at 7 o’clock A. M.,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills ana Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o'clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o'clock A. Al., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received after One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of

Saturday

145

•

brightest

One of the

*

*

widely

*

*

and used of all Reed

known

Organ Methods.
•

•

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

RAILROAD.

e

•

•

$2.60 $3.00, $4.00
Strauss,
The Gems of Straubs has had an unprecedented sale. Get one for Summer Playing.

Portland anil
1

Either book sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail

•'

H.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, New York.

apr26d<6w2w

To Innholders and Vietnalers in
the City of Portland.
LICENSING
U hereby given
BOARD OF TltE CITY OF PORTLAND, will
on
MONDAY the fifth
meet at the Aldermen’s Room,
day of Mav. at 74 o’clock, for the purpose of granting
and
licenses to* Inholaers
Vietnalors, who may then
and there apply therefor.
hands
this
Given under our
twenty-second day of
April, A. D. 1873.
P.
GEO.
WESCOTT,
J. S. YORK,
WILLIAM GOOLD,
Z. A. SMITH,
EDWARD H. DAVEIS,
MICAH SAMPSON,
FEED’K W. CLARK,
that the

NOTICE

H. W.

HERSEY, Taeasarer,

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
Licensing Board of 'he City of Portland.
Advertiser and Argus copy.apr23did

City of Portland.
Board of Health, \
April 21st, 1873.\
that until otherwise directed we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanover street (City Stable lot), and the
dump at the foot
of Franklin and Smith streets, as the places for depositeof rubbish, sneb as dirt, shavings, sawdust,
ashes, cinders. soot, hair, shreds, man ure, oyster,
or lobster shells, or any other matter of any kina
(except dead animals) which may be removed from
any bonse, cellar, yard, or other place within the City
limits.
Is

ORDERED,

Approved April 21st, 1873.
I hereby give notice that tho “City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit of rubbish in any Street. Lane,
A ley. Court. Square. Public Place or unoccupied lots
within the city limits, except the lots designated in
the foregoing order, will be strictlr enforced
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal,
Argus and Advertiser copy.

ap23ed3m

CITY

m.

OF

a. m.

Through Tickets are sold In Portland and baggage
checked through to Honltnn, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
dec3tf
Augusta. Nov 30.1872.

CANADA^

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will leave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

o’clock, commencing Wednesday,
evening,
April 9.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnvllle, Belfast, Searsnort, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
at

10

Wintemort and Hamndeu.
Returning will Icavo Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at
5 o’clock P. M.

OF TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th
rains will run as follows:
Passenger train for South Paris at
30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

stations.
Mail train

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with nlglit mail train for Quebec.
Montreal and the WeBt.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

Will leave

Railroad Wharf every

NAIL

UPON

all points in the

Northwest, West and

Southwest.
FURNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of an' route from Portland to the West.
jyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
B ggago checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
oue passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYdGBS, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Suprentendent.
tf
Portland, March 5, 1873.

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA
And the West, South and Northwest,

procure

mav

at he lowest rates, via the MicbiCentral and Great Western (via
ridge) Pennsylvania Central (via Now York city),

Through Tickets

Suspension

:__II_....»

Or

n«(,inv

nr

Hiw>lr

Talfinfl.

Ill-

and facago & North Western, and all the principal
vorite routes to the Pacific Coa^tand all other points.
•
of
Old
the
to
Agency
For Tickets apply

W. D. LITTLE *

THURSDAY

TO

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.
31

new

Sewing Machines
AND BIITTERICK’8

Patterns uf Garments
PL' MM B &
Janl

every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
and the CARLOTT \, Capt. E.
Galt
will
leave
wharf, every SATURMulligan,
DAY, at 5.30 P. M., (or on arrival of train leaving
at
Boston
noon.)

D.

w
1-3
c

«

£

Manufuc txrcr’ Agents for
PORTA! LE FORGES AND BLOWH* BSOVS C HOICE STEEL & WIRE.
THOMASTON BRASS COMPANY.
WE LINGTON MlLIS. EMERY AND CLOTH.
HORTON & CUSHMA N’S CHUCKS. MORSE
DRILL COMPANY’S DRILLS AND CHUCKS.
Also iu st' ck a complete line of HARD WARE. Fino
Tools. Machinists and Black-smiths Supplies. Carvers. Cabinetmakers. Piano-forte makers, Moulders,
Machinists. Blacksmiths and Carpenters’ Tools.
Stubs Files Tools and Steel Wire. English, French
and Swiss Files, Anvils, Vices, Lathes, Miiro Boxes
&c.
apr24cod4w

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

WILDER

CHAS.

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 22, 24 & 26 OliYer Street,

MANUFACTURERS

OF

BOSTON

Pure

Lead!

White

Dry nml Creund iu Oil,

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape B-eton.
83T“ RETURNING the Carlotta will leave Halifax
on TUESDAYS, at \ P. M.. and the Falmouth on
THURSDAYS, at 9 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
PORTEOUS, Agent.
maiffidtf

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE *D, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac.. Ac.

__JOHN

“Zetland
41
—

AND

Our Pure White Lead, both dry an I (round in oil,
warrant to be strictly purr, and orAbanter
that for.Unmeet. body and durability, It l» not surpasaed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
order to protect ourselves, wo have adopted
as our t ado-mark an eight-pointed red ttar, with
corporate seal in the centre. Tills ia nn every package of onr Fun I.end. None genuine wltnout It

»o

jg^-In

—

Wo F.

PHILADELPHIA.

Phillips

&

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.
lyTT&S

A AS A =*

to and
ircet communication
in Maine, with
r ra Portland and all other points
ond.
rates
Through
are
be*
to
and
given
Philadelphia
y the Penn.
Philadelphia and all points reached
&
Phil.
the
R.
and
and
to
Reading
all
R’s.,
Central
the principal ci»ies in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. N » Commission tor forwarding.
Full im form at ion given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE

.Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, »&: CO., Gen’l Managers,
janll ly_12 So. Delaware A veu no Philadelphia.

Union

Ticket

Office.

RATES LOWERTHAX EVER.
can now

ticket

ill Point* Went, North-Went, Month and
Mon«h-W>*l. Man Frnnci*co. Kansan
City* Mt. Paal9 New Or lean*,
and all points in Florida, via all the first-class
Rail-Road,Penn. Central. Lake Shore and Michigan
S nthem, Baltimore and Ohio, Erie, Great Western
and Michigan Ceutral.
30 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Cam on all Tbroagb Traio..

i.s *5

»

Sas-

i

MUSICAL TREASURE,
Vocal and Instrumental.
WREATH OF GEMS,
VocaK

sits'-

S' I?*
t 4*8-ls
3 SS
”
CS

*

C c*

a,

s't~
«

J l^i-SgS
*5 I'ilo'8®
| allfSa
e1?
©

3

©

32
^

5-^ ^

J.2

^C05

v w«o

-2*
5

«

££.S»
^S

a

-.w^5

OD

%

n^c^’o

2 3§!«S.5^
Sa-s,88
IliSf'S

GEMS OF SACRED
Vocal,

SONG,

g^e-Sg.;;
P

*3^0 §

apr23*~

Sanford’s

SONG,

OF SCOTTISH
VoaU-

GEMS

GEMS OF GERMAN
v'^>OPERATIC

SONG,

PEARLS,

Vocal.
OF PEARLS,
Vocal.
AT HOME,
/Vr Reed Organa,

SHOWER
ORGAN

Instrumental.
GEMS OF STRAUSS,
Instrumental.
home CIRCLE, VOL.
Instrumental.

2 -e03; §5 P
«

SILVER CHORD,
Vocal.

3

-S|*”o

—

2
H

York.

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

Iron Line of Steamers !

In exchange for
iiocoiuetirc Boilers, Horizontal R.(inr«,
Feed Pumps uud Other Itlnchmcry.
O. H. ANDREWS,
Address,

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires

1*2*.]

IS

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT

173 Middi,St'.. CrStalra.

17« Pearl St. Nov

Bintou.

BOSTON

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted

febkltf

Siren,

J

side

We have made arrangements and
passengers to

ELIAS HOTUs

73tt

Braille

J. H.Chadwick &

dtd

City of Portland.

61 Vlancock Street, Boston, Man.
junLMlvr

[INCORPORATED

COM

EXCHANGE STREET.

UPON

City Clerk’s Office, April 19, 1873.
the petition of Cornelius Connolly, for permission to erect a wooden bulld’ng on Centre
Street, ro be used as a dwelling house, notice is hereby given that on Monday, the 5th of Ma next at
7 1-2 o’clock, P. M. at the Aldermen’s Room in the
City Building, a hearing will be had of all parties interested in said petition. Per order
H. I. ROBIN SOW, City Clerk.
dtd
apr21_
GO’S English Writing,
1AT1TC! SOUTHWARK
Ink
writes
Black
and
never
fades. Sole
All JVO
Agen s lor U. S.—Schekck Tao Co
80 Beckman St., N. Y.
mai7d3m

Dr. JGurdaivTs C'insulting Office.

febl6

heretofore at

WHERE

the

causes, consequences and treatment of disease cl the
reproductive system, 'with remarks on marriaaand
the vaiicoe causes of tbs loss of manhood, with lull
instruction* for its complete restoration; also a chip
<er on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be
ing the most comprehensive work 8n the subject eve:
yet pn.dished, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Passenger Ticket Agency!

City

apr21

proprietor of

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston
Just published a new edition of his lactuie
containing most valuable information on th«

wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W. A. Colby,
willloave Railroad wharf, Port-

Clyde’s

The Old Union

apr21dtd
of Portland.
City Cl< rk’s Office, April 19, 1873.
the petition of L. J. Hill & Co., for permission to erect and maintain a stationary steam
engine in wooden building corner of Cross and Fore
Streets,—Notice is hereby given that on MONDAY,
the 5th day of May next, at 74 o’clock P. M., at the
Aldermen s room in the
ity Building, a hearing
will be had of all parties interested in said petition.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

UINE

The

dHil
i

Chicago, MilwauR.nni., On ha,
Salt Cake City,
Denver. San Francisco,

—

4*o«t«Snrrly

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

now os

gf. ml rally.

ERS.

DIRECT1

To Canada, Octroi),
kee. Cincinnati, St.
Saginaw, Ot Paul,

Is

Druggists

uol5

With connection* to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

—

J. C.

dt

Halifax Nova Scotia,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

and

1 Milton Place, Bonlou.

IVo.

KEYSTONE,

Evening, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Cnstine, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Afachiasport every Monday
rooming at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
1 nciing. For further particulars inquire of Ross &
Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Oca Ag’t.
Portland, April 5,1873.
apr5-tf

Pond, Gorham

[Passenger Offices,
282 CONGRESS ST.,
AST)

Famplilcta Free.
SETH V/. FOWLE &. SONS, Proprietors,

TJ1

Tbe Steamer Lewiston,

ALRRAJS-OKlVXIC^SrT.

—

invalids cannot reasomsUuhesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU*
VlAN SYRUP blown in the glass,

S
and

RICHMOND,

iu.

For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.
Trains are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and E tst ai
3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:33 p. m.

gin

City of Portland.
City Clerkb Office, April ID. 1873.
the petition of Edwaidli. Gillespie, for permission ro erect a wooden bnild ng, to be used
as a Bowling
Alley, on the lot owned by the Collins
heirs, on Federal Street,—ji tioe is hereby giveu that
on MONDAY, the filth day of May next, at seven
and a half P. M.. at ’ho Aldermon’s Room, in the
City Building, a nearing will be had of all parties interested in said petition. Per O der
H. I. RoBINSON, City Clerk.

UPON

Bangor. Mt. Desort
Marhins.

The Steamer

.....

price.

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and ivomenj and

Co.

Inside line Between

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta,Readfield,
Wlnthrop, Skowliegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M.

Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat

a. m.

Montieal,

rhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
anil Fevers, Humors,
Chills
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,

HAS

Steamers Dirigo and Franconi*.
will, until further notice, run ah
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY ami THURS
uai,aior. in., and leave Pier38 E. R., New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. 51.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted op with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers be
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Moals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Qneboc
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers at
early as 4 P. M.,on tho days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

Winter Arrangement. Commencing Dec.
2,1872.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Calais and St. John at 12:15
iI-sl=^^lf*a|Houlton^
E-any—m.
(sleeping and day cars on this
n™

bright Sunday School

of
•

The Per. iilan Syrup, a Protect
ed Solution of the Protoxide of{
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blooil as the simplest
food. It increases the> quantity
of Nature’s Otvn Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills," simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalising the System. The cnricnea ana vitauzea oiooa permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and ivastc,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

DR. R. J. JOURDAIN,

Steamship Co

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston, \prll 28, 1873.
ap28dtf

85 cents.

Clarke’s,.$2.50
The most

Maine

♦Accommodation.
iFast Express.

ALTERATION

npi24tf

g3f“Argus copy.

daily.

WINTER

•

jttiooa

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.,

Sold

Commercial St.

Portland, April 23,1873.

all poims Noitb.
Fans ngers ticketed through by eitlior route.
Trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments
at first class Dining Rooms.''
Freight trainB between Portland and Boston
Freight received at Portland & Ogden sburg R. It.
Freight station until 4 P. M.
Portland & Og'JenAmrg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

__

Cronin

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO..

13.30 P.M.
For Manchester and Concord via C. & P. R. R.
Junction *6.00 A, M., t3.30 P. M.
For Milton and Union *9.00 A. M. and t3.30 P. M.
For Scar boro’, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Blddeford
and Kennebnnk at *.>.00 P. M. Returning, leave
Kennebnnk at *7.30 A. M.
The *6.00 A. M. train connects at C. & P R. R.
Junction with trains for Manchester and Concord and

at 1:20

the rate of

jn23-ly

station, Walker House,Commercial

Bangor, Ac.,

a. m.
one half

vessels.

Freight for t he West by the Penn. R. It., and South
by connccticj lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

APRIL 48, 1813.

p.

10

Insurance

sailing

Passengor trains leave Portland from

» at o .oil

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

RAILROAD.

<um

Wed’s’y & Hat’d’y.

Wharfage.
From
From

Spring and Summer Arrangement.

caiu

AlaRoa-

E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf. Boston.

leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

ucmpiuu,

H&llett

CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

*

Sparkling Rubies,
Song Books.

Cant. W. A.

CaroHnt
points
Ohio R. R. to Washington and al.

june2tf

morning.
t Accommodation train.
tFast Express.
635*“The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15 A. M., 9.10 A. M*, and 3.40, P.
M. trains from Portland, make close connections
to New York by one or other of the routes from
Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
Supt. Portland Division.
apa25tf

School Song Bock.

**

and West.
Fine Passenger accomnocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $ld.0G
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15. tuneC5 hours.
For farther information apply to

_

50 cents

Cheerful Voices,

Steamships

Through rates given to South

M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M., t8.30 A. M, 112.301*. M., t3.15P. M.,*8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. M, J10.
35 A. M.,t3.00 P. M., t5.40 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Blddeford for Portland at 7.40A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
This
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

fur

Portland,

Tennessee,
points in Virginia,
the Seaboard and
Georgia; andinover
North and South

Passenger trains

Halifax at 1:00 p.

truggtsis.

Steamer Lady ol the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Temn.

*aays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.
"M., 9.10 A. M., J3.40 P. M., t 6.25 P.

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

]

ox

ac-

of

LeaTC each port every

MAINE CENTRAL

DIONTREAL,

ox

Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
William Kennedy,” Capt, Henry D. Foster.
“McClellan “Cnpt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington

Commencing Monday, April 28tb> 1873.

From St. John

Price, $1.50

Standard,

•

physic

CO.,

York. Philadelphia and Washington

Machine
IN
THE WORLD.
IS THE BEST

L. O. Emerson's brilliant
All the Schools will use it.

arketabie stocks and bonds are received in
exchange for the Noithern Pacifies on most favorable
terms.
<

New

William rstfirfi
William Crane

*6.00, *9.00 A. M., t3.30, tG.OO P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at t8.30 A. M., *12.30,*3.30
and t6.30 P. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay *6.00, *9.00 A. M. and

iSewine

ulceration and inflammation arx-oropanics each
of Pills. Price of Pill* ana Loiion, #1.25 i*»r
Address all business fetor #6.i0 a half dozen.
t ing’to Madam HeaJv, Box 337. Station A. Boston.
For Halo by WEEKS & POTTER, boston, and all
w

j

Line sad fron
Central Wharf, Boston
for NORFOLK and
► BALTIMORE.

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

rmsggnssn

BOSTON.

MADAM HEALY’S LOTION,

Steamships of this

end

ah'1

& MAINE

Sent free
can be

Weeks & Power’s, 170 Treinont St,

Semi-Weekly,

I'emaquia, aauy.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
Jv29dtfC. A. COOMBS. Sau't-

■■

Pamphlet
or

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washii:,too,
D. C. Steamship Line.

No change of cars between Portland

street.
For Boston

A GREAT OFFER.

DAY !

A

profitable and well-secured
investment, bear 7 3-10 per cent, gold interest (aoout Best medical work extant. Everybody buys that sees
Unusual induceme fcs to Agents. Send for circu8J currency), and have the following elements of se- It.
lars and terms to HURS t & CO., 746 Broadway, N. Y.
curity, viz:
oasy and sure way to make money.
t4w
1. They are the obligation of a strong corporator.
ap6
j
2. They are a First Mortgage on the Road, its
j
Equipments, Rights and Franchises.
3. They are a first lien on its Net Earnings.
4. There is pledged, :n addition, for the payment |
of principal .and interest,a Land Grant of 12,800 acres ;
per mile through the States, and 25 GuOacies jk-t mile i
through the Teiritories traversed. The Company is
already entitled to nearly Ten Million acres of its
Grant, aud its Laud sales thus far have everagod
a« a

apr27 £4w

cXmphorine.

W. R. MOWE,
LEWIS H. COLE.
EDWIN A. BENSON.

and No.

Dirct trail route to Wiscasset, New

Y.

siamp

for

W. Id. BILLINGS. Ageut
J. B. COYIdli JB., Genera) Agent.oich30tf

and Liberty dally.

a
"■

Mariam Hash's
and valuable.
return 1postage,
6

interesting

low rates.

as

\juaite lur oiimoi

properties.

Returning leave 1NDTA WHARF, Boston, gam
Freight taken at
rlays at 7 P. M. Fare

Steamers leave Rockland for all point* on the Peaobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert VJual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomrille, Nortlniort. Soath Tbomaston and St. George,
dally. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Wa*biBgton, Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jettergon and Whitetield, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa*aoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington,
.ntjw

U injurious
Women Is
ipon receipt of
oond at
or

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O’CLOCK X>. INI.

KNOX & LINCOLN BAHItOAD.

a.

Mtuorrhagia. They are a spadiurotie in Gravel They pronervous
allay
sleep,
excitability. Remove stermote
ity, and all female weaknesses. They are purely
egetible, p easant to the taste, tree from opiate* and

leaving

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
dec!6-tc

And Rockland.

and

ATLANTIC WHARF,

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
md Limingtou .dally.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld. Partonslield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays uuu Satrrdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsousfleld.

"

CITY

are

►vsmeuonhaa and
liic tor Stangury, a

4

SUPERIOR SEA-GOING
STEAMERS

Havmj' coinmodk.ue Cal.lu anil State Room
commodations, will run alternately,

Limington, dally.

LIVINGSTONE2 ^AFRICA BOSTON

“notice”

a

Iowa.__apr27t4w

7 to 12 PER CENT.

Will Savb Yoch Life.

Bird,

called to

of

com.

FOREST

who

They
J

They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give tone to the
mscleB, and lilt the organ into its proper position,
nd keep it there. They speedily cure
Lcucorhcea,

R. STUBBS, Agent.

A

^^aTRE

SPRING

Inflamed Kidneys.

Cures

Bronchial

In all

HUNT’SWilliam
REMEDY
K.

March 27th, 1873.

WOOD

WM.HUSE.

Will

TABLETS.

Cold., Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Sns,
,tarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
Tabes, and all

HUNT’S REMEDY

Me.

aug29_
Lla

Physicians Daily-

by

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will Curb Dropsy
Scrotum.

Investment.

m*Ti.

H1CI'

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

marl8islwtc

days of salllug until

for boston.

follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standlsb,

1,1

on

many

All Uterine Diseases.

_

EfT*Freight received
►’clock P.M.

ready

remedy

lerst.

Passenger trains leave Portland
Rochester and Intermediate stations
|
1 *'
”-at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
llrect connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
Also
iver Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
and Winnipiseogee
< ennect at Rochester with Dover
iallroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
rails and Conway Railroad tor Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
.30 A. M. and 12 M.
down train on
The 7.30 train connecting with
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
be 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
locbester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
it 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and at
8 30 A. id. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 0.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.

to

f r the general public. The
ra now
aye tried them will need no other notice.
for
1 n invaluable

a

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
tobbiuston. Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Ligbv, Anuapo1 Is, Windson, Kentvllle, Halifax, N. S.,Sheulac, Ain-

fe?!S=!S?f|^S

=twi

days.

ante

Winter Arrangement.

l.

ARB AN GEMENT.

1

PORTLAND £ ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

_

t

1 ladam Healy’s Uterine Tonic PHI

On and after Monday March
24th the Steamer Non York, Capt
B. Wincbeeter, and the SteamE.
1
er New Brunswick, Cant. s. U.
will leave Railroad Wharf,
Pike,
I
1 ooi oi suite St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
st. John.
amt
I ,t 6 P. M., for Ea»t|iori
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Trains will be Freight

Damariscotta,
jtfgjffffjfffijllCastle,
Warren and Rockland.

Neglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain
lay the foundation nr future evil consequences.

Urine.

for

l.'co

Office at the Boston & Maine Depot.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
novlti

NEVER

HUNT’S REMEDY
Ffpectual Curb
Suppressed

are

Mowe, Cole & Benson, fortne purpose of conducting a wholesale Lumber Business, at No. 140 Water
Street., New York, with branch office and Lumber
wharf at Deakes wharf, No. 332 Commercial Street.

a

ami SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43
cola st reet. Also Dry Edgings.

Injurious.

315

effects

tally.

LADIES,

n,_b_
‘

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

&£,"?££" £

Stages connect

Calais aad at. J#h
Windsor and Halifax

SPRING

Ticket

apr27t4w.

phia, Pa.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Contains Nothing

4th, and
will ran

The 8.30 a m. from No.
Conway
with
iteraoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boet.o. »
dalne K. It’s., and the Loo’ p. m.
•ortland hi seuson to connect with Steamers for
Bos-

published.

~

HUNT’S REMEDY

of

horse.”

W OOD !

HUNT’S REMEDY
~n*»psT.

Only Known Cu*

Prepared

Copartnership Notice.
Notice is here' y given that the undersigned have
this day formed a copartnership under the firm name

When she returned about midnight, some
six weeks afterward, having during the day
become Madame de La Roche-Targe, she
said to me:
“What a strange thing life is, my dear!
Nothing of ail this would have been but fer-

times-roundPou‘d-r

until I began to be dizzy from watching'undhim
when I cried out: “Halt! halt!”He
obeved
but seemed embarrassed to know what h

Dp.uqqists.

by all

op

Portland, April 5,1873.

j

trumpeter's

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Is Sold

Used

the
myjustice
Apri 4th,
retired
from
self to state that 1 had prior to that date
the business ot my father, Simon Cole, having formed other busine-8 connections.
LEWIS H. COLE.

■

tile

Tiiocsaxps.

_

attention

Rift instead1
Jan^dandy*tethed

and amazement.

or

1

complete

HUNT’S REMEDY

March 28th and appearing in
MYbearing datehaving
to
I deem li
Portland Press of

a.t,

both knees, and seemed actnalli
wnn‘;wteri,"e a Prayer-while I looked on it
wonder

WESTERN CORRESPONDENT Of CINCINNATI CO MERhiai ory ol that vast region
cial. The only
Its Rebetween the Mississippi and tne Pacific:
Natural Curiosities,
Inhabitants,
sources, Climate,
r»r.c
with life & adventure on Prairies. Mountains
the Pacific Coast. Mr. Beadle has spent five
an
years ravelling in the new States and Territories,
and know* more about their Resources, etc., than
any other writer. The book Is illustrated with over
950 fine engravings of the Scenery, Cities, Lands,
Mines. People, an<l Curiosities of the Great West,
& is tne best and fastest selling book ever
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Philadel-

CARD.

.A.

“Jt*’myself

on

Your Back.

97 Exchange Street.

ap26dtf

nil.-

approached respectfully and knelt—

FITE YEARS IN THE TERRITORIES.
BY J. EC. BKADLK,

For sale in Portland by

fearful
shock from the rear, and the next moment
head towering proudly
wc saw Brutus's
time on my back.
He and Bob had been
: above and behind us.
I was now, and
very naturally too, I think,
close behind, whCD, seeing the
exceedingly frightened, and, moreover, I felt followingseat
groom's
-hat it would be useless to
vacant, he had availed hirnsel
make any funner of
the opportunity thus offered to make :
I therefore remained
quietly on my I further exhibition to his new master of his
once more what manner
accomplishments. He had reared up ant
was tllat I had
bought from placed his fore feet on the vacant seat: ant
r‘’
8*me
time
v1®
I closed my eves
now, with Bob clinging for dear life to hi!
exPectcd to be killed. mane and the pommel of the saddle, he wai
But, iustead of receivng my
de
coup
grace,
trotting along on his hrnd feat only, with al
*
stranSc
in the
sand, and at the same time stamping dirt the nonchalence in the world.
As for Madame de Noriolis, she was so terand gravel-stones struck meaquantityof
in the face
1
the reins and threw
opened my eyes, and lo! there was Brutus, rified that she dropped
herself into my arms—dear, adorable Mad
using all four feet with wonderful address
rested
her little head
ame de Noriolis!—and
endeavoring to cover me up in the sand
He was doing his best, the dear fellow and against my shoulder. With the left hand 1
caught h the reins, and with the right ]
every now and then he w.uld pause to ser
what progress he was making; then he woulc supported Madame de Noriolis. My leg hurl
raise his nead, give expression to his self-sat ■; me most fearfully; still I bore it without a
lsfaction in a low whinny, and resume hii
murmur, and continued to support my lovely
burden.
work. This continued four or five minutes
It w as thus that Madame de Noriolis made
when, doubtless thinking me sufficiently cov
her first visit to La Roche-Targe.
ered, he

got down

the

WEST

OR

HUNT’S REMEDY
ILis Saved
Lives

This Railway Ib a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Iowa, which is he most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
February, 1872, and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The ilwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
famishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
enjoyed by few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
The entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to cl >se it out.
All marketable securities taken in exchange at current prices, without commission.

i to his feet and starts off on a gallop. At the
gate he stops, looks hack, and calls me—”
“Calls you?”
“Yes, I assure you, c Us me. I cry out to
the men to let him go, jump into my chaise
i and follow him over roads not originally intended for carriages; but no matter—I
arrive,
and I find you.”
i
Just as Madame de Noriolis had finished
:

UNDEVELOPED

Appetite.

Obsolete and Un-

At which price they yield over 9 per cent., and
strongly recommended as a

do? He buries him. And what did he dc
then ? Started off on a gallop, did the not?”

VU

in

that

O. F. DAVIS,
Oommhsumer V. P. It. It.
Omaha, Nt b.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will Restore Yocr

At 90 and aeeracd interent in currency.

“Tile trumpeter's horse!” she continued—
“toujaurs the trumpeter's horse! He -ees
that h s master is wounded; the Arabs may
So. what does he
coma an despatch him.

»»

apr2714w

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will
Fain
Remove

Everywhere. Address,
Land

of

Vegetable.

—

Profitable

Free

HUNT'S REMEDY
Is Pcrsly

Rapids & Minnesota Railway Line.

Safe and

Forms

all

limited number of the

OF THE

Orcam

or the

HUNT'S
REMEDY
Curbs
Dropsy.

Burlington, Cedar

my aid.
1 began my narrative to which she li tened
attentively until I commenced to describe
Brutus efforts to throw me, after the two
shots, when she cried, laughing In her silverest tones:
You have
“Oh, I see it all! I see it all!
bought the trumpeter's hoise!”
“The trumpeter’s horse ?”
explains the whole
j. “Why, yes; and that
mystery. Have you not seen, many a time,
at the irque de I’Imp ratrice, the feats of
the horse of the trumpeter?
A chasseur
iVAfrique enters the arena on a large, gray
he
Arabs
follow
and
shoot
at the
horse;
chasseur, who is wounded and falls—and, as
you aid not fall, the horse, indignant at this
Aud what
neglect of duty, threw you off.
did he do when you were on the ground?”
I told her of the effort he made to give mo
a decent burial.

—

a

Bladdbb.

HUNT'S REMEDY
TTrinart

Cores Disrases

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CONVERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS

to c ’me to

“Yes, carrying my hat—”
“Instead of the colors, to prevent their fallAnd how, think you, did this end? To
ing into the hands of the enemy. There bemy shame—my great shame. I was igno- ing no flag, he took what he could find. And
miniously unhorsed—thrown 1 Brutus, it where does he
go?’’
seemed, came to the conclusion that nothing
i “To find the vivandiere.”
was to be effected by violence, and that he
“Precisely. He goes to find the vivandiere;
must change his tactics. After a moment's I
and the vivandiere, t --day, if you please, am
wuicu wuotcii/rtijuv a iuuuicih ui
ic> £e entered
the Coun.ess of Norioks.
my
flection, he stood straight up in the air, not I,
„„*a
t__
_r
j-—O
r*
puv
on his hind, hut on his fore fee';, and that,
on
ting
my glove preparatory to driving out.
too, with as much calmness and address as a The
stable boys, seeing a horse approach,
clown walks on h’s hands. Of course I slid
; saddled and bridled, a hat in his
mouth, and
down over his head intothe sand, which, forI without a rider, tried to catch him; but he
tunately, was tolerably deep.
I tried to rise, but one of my legs refused ! avoids them, and, coming straight to the
The
to do me service; I uttered a cry of pain, steps, he falls on his knees before me.
and fell forward flat into the sand. I had j men try again to catch him, but he springs

Purchasing

op the

.at port,

STACKS

required.

FREE HOMES FOR ALL1 Millions of Acres ef
choice Government Lands open for entry under the
Homestead Law, near this Great Railroad, with good
markets and all the conveniences ot an old settled
country.
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land.
Sectional Maps, showing the Land, al«o new edlHon of Descriptive Pamphlet with New Maps, Mailed

-eave

medical.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

time.

Connect dally with 3.13 p.
M.,
tor Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter Frwilnm rim,
DC
nark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell ”’

The Beat Lsealinu for Locations.

I

HUNT'S REMEDY
Inflammation

32 WALL STREET, JIEW YORK,

“Make your elf comfortable and keep your
as you can,” said Madame de
Noliolis. “I will drive you as gently as passible.”
In fact, she said a great many little amiable, womanly things that I found it very
!
pleasant to listen to. Then, when she «aw
I me in a comfortable position, sbe asked me to
1 tell her bow I came to be thrown, saying that
1 afterward sbe would tell me bow she chanced

the most turiousmanner imaginable But while
the battle was at its height, and I was dealing him heavy blows v ith the loaded ham le
of my whip, he found time to give me a look,
now and then, full, not only of indignation,
of
but
surprise. It was plaiu that,
while I demanded of the horse what
he
he
refused,
expected
something
from me that I d'd not do.

for

Disease.

HUNT'S REMEDY
Cores Graver.
Curbs

Interest

—

7.15 a. m. and 1 oo p. m.
rith passenger cars attached.

Nebraska

Soldiers entitled to a Homestead or 160
Acres.

HUNT S REMEDY

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

leg as straight

|

Curbs Dropsy.

Curbs Kidney

Central

Mild and Healthful Climate, Fertile Soil, an Abundance of Good Water.
THE BEST MARKET IN THE WEST I The
neat Mining regions of Wyoming, Colorado, Utah
Ind Nevada being supplied by tho fanners In the
Platte Valley.

HUNT'S REMEDY

serviceable Ordnance and Ordnance Stores,” with
the names of the Arsenals, Forts or Depots where
stored, and the names of States or Territories in
which tho stores proposed to be purchased are located.
Bv authority of the Chic of Ordnance,
8. CRISPIN, Brevet-Col. 1. 8. A.
Major of Ordnance.
ed(5t
apr2S

minutes mors and we were ra the road to La
Hoc e-Targe. We were alone in the chaise,
Bob having taken charge of Brutus, who had
shown no unwillingness to be. caught.

we

“Proposals

dorsed

compromising you.”
And she called Bob, the groom, who took
me by one arm, while sue took me by the
other and helped me into her chaise.
Two

heard auother shot—Brutus
and I—at which he made one bound, and onone.
to in luce him to
All
endeavors
ly
my
go on were fruitless. He planted his feet
anew in the sand, and more firmly, If possible, than at first. I began to gel 'out of patience, and as a consequence, to ply ny whip.
Bnt Brutus also lo9t patience, and instead of
submitting tamely to the puuisbinent I inflicted. be reared, and pitched, and kicked in

whip—when

vance

ved

hand ar their respective posts for sale.
The Department reserves the right to inject all bids
which are not deemed satisfactory. Prior to the acceptance of any bid, it will have to be approved by
the War Departme t.
Terms cash: Ten per cent, at the time of the
award, and the remainder when the property is delivered. Thirty days will be allowed for the removal
f tho s<ores. Packing boxes will be charged at pries to be determined by the Department.
Bidders will state explicitly tho Post where the
stores are located which they bid for, and will givo
the kinds and qualities they propose to purchase.
Deliveries will only be made at the various Posts
where stored.
Proposals will be addressed to the U. S. Ordnance
Agency, N, Y., (P. O. Box 1811,) and should be en-

that one; he is the culprit.”
“What I this uoble fellow ?
Well, he has
fully made amends, I assure you; but I will
tell yin all about that by and' by.
We must
first think about getting you home.”
“I cannot take a step.
“Oh, I will drive you home at the risk of

j

rece

on

“Yes,

mic.

I was at the moment exactly in the center
of an open space formed by the junction of
six long, shaded alleys.
When Brutus heard
the report of the gun he stopped short, planted his feet firmly in the sand, pricked up his
ears and raised his head high in the air.
I
was surprised to see him so disturbed by the
report of firearms. I would bare supposed
that, after the liberal education he had received in his youth, no amount of firing
would have even excited his curiosity. I
touched his flanks with my heels, in order to
urge him forward, but Bratus refused to
budge. I tried to turn him to the right, to
the left; not a foot would he move. He stood
like a statue; and, nevertheless,—you need
not laugh, for, be assured, what I am telling
vou is strictly true—at every effort I made to
induce him to go on he would turn his head
and glance at me with an expression of impatience and surprise; then he would relapse into his statue-like immobility. There was
clearly some misunderstanding between us,
for I read very distinctly iu his glames that
ut do my duty,
he would say: “I, the horse.
and you, the cavalier, do not yours.”
1 was more puzzled than angered.
“What manner of beast is this that I have
bought of Cheri ?” said I to myself. “Ami
why does he look it me in this queer way?”
I was on the point of having recourse to extreme measures—that is, to administer a
shower of well-laid blows with my riding

will be

necticut, Delaware, Indiana, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan. Missouri, New Hampshire. New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Virginia, and the District of Columbia.
Bids will be opened at 12 o’clock, M,. on Thursday,
tho 12th day of June, 1873, for stores located at Posts
in the following named States an
Territories, to wit:
Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Kansas.
Louisiana, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Texas, Arizona, Colorado, Dakota, Idaho, Indian, Montana, New Mexico, Washington and Wyoming.
fror list ot stores in detail, location, terms, &c., see
Catalojmes, which can be procured on application to
tho Ordnance Office, War Department, Washington,
D. C., at this Agency, or at any of the Arsenals or
Depots, and Commanding Officers of other posts will
furnish, on application, information as to what stores

mounted like a horse that knows his business
and we set out in the best possible humor
with each other.
I hedge! Ily, Monsieur de La Roche-Targe—
fly, since you don’t want to marry 1”
Cheri’s catalogue had told only the truth.
And fly I would, and always did;but how
Bratus was exceedingly well broken; indeed,
he was too well broken tor tcy purposes. He could 1 fly this time? There I was, stretched out on the grass, covered with sand, my
would give me a slow trot or gallop at call,
hut would continually strike the ground with hair in disorder, my clothes torn, and one
leg that refused to do me service; and now
his fore feet in a
peculiar manner; and, when there stood Madame de Noriolis
before me,
I tried to make him raise his head, which he
tarried very low, he would nearly tear my dashing and fair, the red Hue wound all
around her as usual, and asking in her most
arm ofl'.
Finally he took to prancing in seductive tones:
grand style, like a show horse in an arena.
“Mon Dieu! is it you, Monsieur de La
“Humph 1” said I to myself; “I have here
Roche-Targe? What are you doing here?
—or I am greatly in error—an old stager
What has h ppened to you?”
from the riding school of Saumur or St. Cyr
I frankly confessed that I had been ignoHe will have to be gott *n out of some of his
thrown.
fancy paces before he will do for the chase.” miniously
“You are not hurt, I hope ?”
I was abont to return home, having suffi“No; not seriously, at all events. I have
ciently satisfied my curiosity with regard to
Bratus’s accomplishments, when I heard the straiued my right leg a little, but it is not seriI am sure.”
report of a gun, discharged apparently within ous,
“And what horse acted so badly—not this
twenty yards of me. It was one of my keepone, certiinly ?” pointing to Brutus, who was
ers shooting a hare, and who subsequently reijuieuj uiuwsiug near at nano.
ceived a handsome present for the shot from
ojj

duplicate,

in

Acres

——

R. R.

On and after Monday, Nor.
until further notice, trains
as follows:
A. M.
I*. M.

Portland,
7.15
1 -aareN. Conway, 6.30

for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards on
aud Ten Years’ Credit at 6 per cent. No Ad-

Kow
Five

Forts ;>iid Depots in the United States
Bids will be opened at 12 o’clock, M., on Wednesday, the 28th day of May, 1873, for stores located at
Posts in the following named States, to wit: Con-

advantages

Noriolis’s virtues, graces and merits, my
aunt, who was very adroit, and knew my
vulnerable points, would take fro n her sec-

servant

and informed me that horses had arrived. I immediately went out to see them, or,
rather, to see Brutus; for the handsome fel-

in
for the

]

11.000. 000

Street, (P. O. Box 1811.)
New York, April 17,1873.

proposals

f)SION PAC'I PIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
In tho GREAT PLATTE VALLEY.

Grerne 8Is.

Greene

on

chang£ of
(

STEAMERS.

OGDENSBURG

£

' ’ORTLAND

_

at this office,
purchase of Ordnance and
Ordnance Storms, embracing Cannon. Small Arms,
Leather-work Lead, &c.,at the various Arsenals,

nappy as wnen ne nau sueceeueu in mai.iug
his wife exceedingly miserable, and that
consequently nothing would be easier than
for her second husband to make himself
adored.
Then, after a leugthy eulogy of Madame de

came

Houston and

ACRES

Ths Cheapest Land In Market, for sale by the

AGENCY.

ORDNANCE

TJ. S.

railroabs.

Farms:

Cheap

Stores.

she saw in this union. It
was not necessary for her to tell me that
Madame de Noriolis was pretty—any one
could see that without prompting—or that
she was rich. She choose, rather, to remind
tnc, ever and again, that the late Monsieur
de Noriolis was a fool, who was never so

the

12.000. 000

Obsolete and Unserviceable
Ordnance and Ordnance

on.”
Madame de Noriolis always figured among
the first of my aunt's widows, and X noticed
that she never failed to dwell at ength on all

son.

forenoon, a

marry!”

widow ? X have Madame
Madame E—, Madame F—, and so
you want

d or without
It was a Wednesday. Cheri, one of the
seaprircipal dealers, had his first sale of the
Without any further knowledge of the
son.
animals be offered than what I derived from
the catalogue and from their appearance. I
bought eight fur live loousanu iraucs. Among
them I hoped to find four or five, at least,
that would enable me to get through the sea-

in th

want to

MISCELLANENOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SALE OF

was more

I wu nearly forty, and felt mwself so secure had disappeared, galloping
little, as he
dust. Little
ly anchored in my old bachelor crotchets that big cloud of I discovered a by
came nearer,
pony chaise in
on every occasion I swore, with all
sincerity,
in the chaise, a woman,
ami by all the gods in the heavenly calendar, the cloud; then,
behind the lady,
I would never take a single risk in the matri- who was driving herself, and,
monial lottery; but—I counted without the a groom.
A tew minutes after this welcome discovtrumpeter’s horse.
covered with foam, stopped beIt wa' toward the last of September, 1SG4. i erv, Brutus,
fore me and let my hat fall at my feet, saI was on my way back from Baden-Baden, ;
with
a sympathetic whinny, which
me
end inte ded to spend, at most, a day iu Par- luting
seemed to say: “I went tor help, sir: and
is. I had invited four or five of my fti nds,
But I had no eyes for Bruand here it is.”
for the huutiug season, to my estate in Pictou.
tus, nor ears for his explanations. My senat
and
They were to arrive early in October,
ses were occupied with the
ministering fairy,
least a week was necessary to make prepara- wiio
sprang lightly troin her little carriage
tion, al T,a Roche Targe for their reception.
and hastened toward me. She, too, on her
A kilter
fiommy r eward that awaited me in
looked at me very inquiringly, and sudParis brought unwelcome news. My hounds part, we
cried out in one breath, respectivedenly
were all in good condition, but five of my

day following, early

MISCELLANEOUS.

was

so

lay

cf

this moment be notloeJ

off when i
faAt
Into the send, and
% so^unceremoniusly
dumped
At sight of it Brutus
eer^

Mercy
Slho« darken doe doubt In tbeh deviceful art
Whether this haaronly thing whereof I treat,
Xv wooten rnercie, be of iustlce pan,
Or drawn forth from her by divine tx treat fa;
Tbit woU i wote, that sure the is as great,
And meriieth to have as high a place,
dllh Im th* Aliolfhtles e veihuv li«g seat
She first was bred, and borne of hoav«U> iir*j»,
From thence poured down on men hy
grace.

At

,.
should do next.
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HOME CIRCLE, VOL. II,
Instrumental.
PIANISTS ALBUM,
Instrumental.
PIANO FORTE GEMS,
Instrumental.
Font, Po«t-Paid, for Retail Price.
DITMO.K A' CO.. Bottou.
C. IS

l»IT«03 &- I O.,
Broadway, N. Y.
d*»2w

711

_

Improved Refrigerators.

which 1 claim,
The three points ot excellence
1st constant and thorough circulation of pure

from

firm, and his iutcrcst and responsibility eeasef
trom this date.
NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lnmlier Manuftctnres,
Norton Mills and Wand Pom) .VC
®‘ “
Island Pond, Sapt. B, 1878.
_

mr!3-if

BOl'I'l’*8 « *»*««». MM",
No. 1 Exchange Streot, Portland, Me.

are

Ur;

dampness nionltl nor taint; 3rd ; no
inte mhiglin* of odors; purity and active air. the
elements of Its success. Call, ot send for circulars
Manufactured ami for sale hv j. r. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.
JeJdtf
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